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ABSTRACT
This dissertation study examines the growing art museum practice of using
exhibition development teams, where cross-departmental staff members and community
members collaborate throughout the planning and implementation of an exhibition.
Although this practice continues to gain momentum, few research or evaluation studies
report on exhibition team facilitation, the process of collaborative curating, and resulting
exhibitions. In this qualitative investigation, the author uses an evaluation frame,
evaluative inquiry for learning in organizations articulated by Preskill and Torres in
1999, in order to study one exhibition team that incorporated staff and community
members at a mid-size art museum in New Orleans. A purposeful sampling method
contributed to a six-member exhibition team, including the researcher, who participated
as facilitator, co-curator, and co-learner. Evaluative inquiry uses a constructivist approach
to learning as an iterative process that includes individual, team, and organizational
learning. As applied in this study, the inquiry cycles guided exhibition development. The
author paired evaluative inquiry with grounded theory to analyze collected data across
team and exhibition artifacts including audio transcripts of team meetings, blog entries,
and the exhibition itself, among others. Results led to the development of the focused
exhibition model, which may lead to continued organizational learning at the art museum
site where the study took place, or potentially for other small to mid-size museums
interested in collaborative exhibition development. The focused exhibition model
recommends approaches concerning the definition of exhibition team curatorial roles,
facilitator roles, and a flexible exhibition process.

xii

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In his new book, Exhibitions: Concept, Planning and Design, Klobe (2012)
discussed the increasing use of collaborative curatorial teams for the development of
museum exhibitions rather than individual museum curators. The use of teams provides
one example of the paradigm shift in museums from collections-oriented to visitororiented practices. Klobe stated:
Because people are so important to museums, the concept of collaboration is
integral to the planning and manner of working. Individuals, departments,
institutions, and communities must be brought together. Relationships must be
cemented and bridges built. Museum leaders need to look for common ground
with the communities they serve. Project partnerships formed with other museums
and cultural organizations that support their individual missions encourage greater
community interest and involvement (Klobe, 2012, p. 67).
He goes on to advocate for the use of interdepartmental teams and community partners
with different “knowledge, experience, and personal contexts” (p. 69). The diversity of
perspectives offers rich interpretive opportunities. Klobe suggests a team made up of five
to ten members, who collectively set goals and make decisions.
As someone who teaches exhibition development to graduate museum studies
students, I observe and help facilitate small teams of students working with museum
curators as well as community partners. In one example, museum studies students cocurated an exhibition with a curator of history and anthropology along with community
Mexican American partners. The exhibition entitled, Mi Casa Nueva: QC Mexican
Heritage featured historical, art, and popular culture objects collected from the
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community and the museum’s permanent collection along with oral histories. Challenges
arose during the exhibition development including communication across team members;
building trusting relationships between museum-based team members and community
team members; and who shares in exhibition decision-making. Ultimately, questions
arose, “Who is a curator?” and “What is my role on this team?’ Similar observations
emerged from art museum teams. At the same time, the museums I work with seek more
interaction with the community including curatorial work, or exhibition development.
In 2010, I set out to explore the facilitation of an exhibition team that included
museum staff members as well as community members. I was interested in the
facilitation of the team, the resulting exhibition, and how the lessons learned from the
teamwork could offer feedback for the museum and future exhibitions.
Statement of Problem
The use of exhibition teams is prevalent in recent discussions, both conferences
and online, and in museum literature as veteran exhibition developer Klobe suggests
above. The practice grew over the last two decades and continues to gain prominence
(Doering, 2002; Moussouri, 2012). Contemporary practices mark a particular emphasis
on curatorial processes that include community or visitor participation (Doering, 2002;
Davies, 2010; Fisher & Adair, 2011; Lui, 2012; McKlean, 2011; Pekarik, 2002; Satwicz
& Morrissey, 2011). Crowd-sourced curatorial projects such as recent exhibitions at the
Walker Art Center and the Brooklyn Museum allowed museum visitors and online
visitors to vote on artwork and artists to include in exhibitions (Walker Art Center, 2010;
Brooklyn Museum, 2012). The crowdsourcing trend seems likely to increase in our
multimedia age of interconnectivity and innovation. Yet, many authors call for more
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research regarding the nature and process of team-based curatorial endeavors. Rather than
a traditional model, wherein the curator acts as an authority and transmits knowledge to
visitors via text-based interpretation, a team-based approach includes multiple museum
departments and/or community participants with the hope of offering diverse perspectives
and opportunities to enter into dialogue with exhibitions (Doering, 2002; McKlean 2011).
Although the discussion pertaining to community involvement on museum
exhibition teams is prevalent in professional museum literature and conference
presentations, there are gaps in understanding the process, facilitation, and relationship to
organizational planning. What remains to be shown through systematic research and
evaluation include the following issues raised by researchers:
•

How to facilitate the process of team exhibition development (Doering, 2002;
Moussouri, 2012)

•

How to address credibility of including non-curators on exhibition teams and the
role of exhibitions changing from a traditional model as cultural transmitter of
knowledge to shared ownership or authority (Doering, 2002; McLean, 2011;
O’Neil & Wilson, 2010; Simon, 2010)

•

What is the role of museum leadership in the process and how does the use of
curatorial teams influence the organization? (Doering, 2002; Klobe, 2012)

•

How to facilitate and provide new research to the field pertaining to participatory
practices in exhibition development (Doering, 2002; Satwicz & Morrissey, 2011)

Research and evaluation studies that explore these issues will fill gaps and offer the field
a better understanding of exhibition development team processes and shared curatorship.
I hope this study begins to address the gaps.
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Definition of Terms: Who is a Curator? What is an Exhibition Team?
There are a number of definitions regarding curatorial teams. Definitions include
traditional understandings of museum curator duties along with those that include teams,
such as inter-departmental collaborations and teams that include visitors, or community
members. Community members may be seen as experts such as academics (content
experts) or external consultants (exhibit designers, educational interpreters, and specific
community voices).
The U.S. Department of Labor (2012) defined the role of the curator as a
professional dedicated to the acquisition and preservation of objects for archive or exhibit
purposes. Additional roles include researching, or allowing access to objects for the
purposes of research, for public display; fundraising for acquisitions and collections
maintenance; and negotiating for purchases. The research role may also include
education, such as programming related to exhibitions. The Department of Labor also
defines a curator as a discipline specialist. Alloway (1996) underscored the role of
preserving objects in his definition of an art curator. He also described the important role
of a curator as a liaison among artists, collectors, and dealers. Storr (2006) advocated that
art curators should have expertise specifically related to the exhibitions they curate.
At odds with the above definitions is the national organization responsible for
museum accreditation and professional development. For the last two decades, the
American Association of Museums, now the American Alliance of Museums (AAM),
stipulated that scholarship and interpretation, both curatorial roles, should be enhanced by
cultural context and “nontraditional scholars” (Hirzy, 1992, p. 18). Furthermore, AAM
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recommended collaborating with diverse community members and groups including
collaboration during decision-making processes, such as exhibition planning.
The National Association for the Museum Exhibition (NAME, 2012) defined
exhibitions by offering standards and indicators of success. NAME’s standards included
attending to audience needs, content, design, collection, communication, and ergonomics,
which address safety and accessibility. Among indicators of success NAME stressed the
importance of innovation, or involving new ideas related to objects, as well as promoting
transformative experiences for museum visitors.
Lavine and Karp (1991) stated that exhibitions reflect cultural values indicating
the power of one group, or cultural perspective, over others. Similarly, Ferguson (1996)
defined exhibitions as “publically sanctioned representation of identity, principally, but
not exclusively, of the institutions which represent them” (p. 176). Further, the author
asserted that when exhibitions introduce cultural material they act as a form of
communication from one place to another. Another author defined exhibitions as displays
that communicate with the public (Braverman, 1988). Dean (1994) defined exhibitions
through planning components. Thus, exhibitions include resources, goals, stories, spaces,
selection and installation of objects, education and interpretation, marketing, and
evaluation components. Each phase of planning requires management, product
development, and results. Likewise, Lord and Lord (2001) describe exhibition
components in three overarching phases – planning, design, and implementation.
Newer studies examine the role of exhibition teams made up of museum staff and
community voices, which include terms such as “team approach” (Doering, 2002),
“external party” (Davies, 2010), “community curation” (Schwartz & Adair, 2011), or
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“public curation” (Satwicz & Morrissey, 2011). As Doering described, based on a
national study for the Smithsonian Institution Office of Policy and Analysis, a team
approach moves beyond an advisory committee to shared decision-making. An advisory
committee, typically challenged with offering advice to museums as content experts now
moves toward shared decision-making regarding the generation of exhibition outcomes
and process. Davies described the different ways that external parties participate in
exhibition-making processes from consultation on content to fabrication of exhibition
components to participation throughout exhibition planning by those not employed at the
museum. Community, or public curation, includes non-traditional curators from the
community, who help shape the content of exhibitions.
Overview of Literature
In all the definitions of curators and exhibitions, I saw little research related to
community involvement in the exhibition development process. The traditional model,
where a curator plans, installs, and interprets exhibition objects for viewers seems
outdated by many narratives in the literature, including McKlean’s (2011) call for further
research about team and community-based approaches. Korn (2007) called for research
and evaluation related to the process team exhibition development since the practice of
using teams for exhibition planning has grown since the 1980s. A number of authors
address interdepartmental museum-based teams made up of curators, educators, and
evaluators (Hein, 2006; Korn, 2007; McLean, 1999). Although staff members felt
empowered by the team process, McLean asserted that there was little change in
exhibition quality. Furthermore, she reported that the team approach resulted in visitorcentered, yet unsophisticated, exhibitions. Korn underscored the lack of research or
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evaluation pertaining to team-oriented exhibition planning and the impact on visitors. The
focus and quality of exhibitions represents repeated discussion points, yet little systematic
research addresses the points (Davies, 2010; Morrissey, 2011; Schwartz & Adair, 2011).
Museum theorists question the ability of exhibition development teams to deliver
thought provoking, inquiry-oriented, visitor-centered approaches. In one example,
McKlean (2011) discussed how the traditional model, still widely used in museums,
represents a content expert (curator or researcher) providing information to the viewer, a
visitor-recipient approach. She underscored that museums need to expand their notions of
experts and view their visitors as scholars rather than novices. Furthermore, she indicated
that the museum educator role regarding visitor inquiry should take into account visitors’
own questions.
One model seems to address the above concerns. Villeneuve (2012) articulated a
model for including community members on exhibition development teams in order to
curate interactive art exhibitions, a visitor-centered approach using constructivist theory.
A recent evaluation conducted by museum studies graduate students at Western Illinois
University-Quad Cities examined the team process through interviews with team
members (Cruz, Keim, Landis, Murphy, & Page, 2012). Other studies are currently
underway to evaluate this model (Viera, 2012).
There is also a question related to expertise or authority. Satwicz and Morrissey
(2011) discussed public curation as a paradigm shift from museum as “content provider”
to “facilitator of experience” (p. 196). The authors address the challenge of reluctant
curators by stating, “…letting go [of authority] is not an abdication of curatorial,
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educational, or design responsibility. Rather, it entails a different type of responsibility
requiring an equal or perhaps an even greater level of expertise and knowledge. (p. 196).”
The review of literature in the next chapter will examine changing museum
practices from cultural policies and missions to curatorial and education. All of these
areas impact the goals, roles, and facilitation of exhibition teams.
The Purpose of This Study and Research Questions: Facilitation of an Exhibition
Team Using Organizational Inquiry
Given the active discussions pertaining to the growing use of exhibition development
teams and new practices regarding public curation, I became eager to address gaps in the
literature regarding the lack of research and evaluation of team processes. I regard all
members of an exhibition development team as co-learners, and for that matter the
museum itself as a co-learner. With that in mind, an evaluation approach that
acknowledges learning at all levels – individual, team, and organizational – seemed an
appropriate fit for not only examining the exhibition team process, but also facilitating it.
In this study, I used an evaluation approach called evaluative inquiry for learning in
organizations (Preskill & Torres, 1999; 2000) to facilitate and evaluate one exhibition
team at the Ogden Museum of Southern Art in New Orleans, my former museum. I
addressed the following overarching question:
•

How does using evaluative inquiry for learning in organizations facilitate team
exhibition planning?

Follow-up questions include:
•

How might the findings obtained from using evaluative inquiry promote
organizational learning?
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•

How can a resulting grounded theory contribute to better understanding exhibition
development team processes?
Overview of Methodology
21st Century museum practices include community voices in museums in ways

unexamined in late 20th Century. As museum leaders try to assess community
involvement, there is a lack of research-based protocols for facilitating and understanding
the role of community involvement on museum exhibition development teams. To
address the research questions, I used evaluative inquiry for learning in organizations to
facilitate and evaluate the team process. Each team member participated as a co-curator
and co-learner, including myself. The following figure summarizes the evaluative inquiry
as a cyclical and reflective process of learning from individual to team to organization
(Figure 1). I used the inquiry process to facilitate the individual, team, and organizational
components of the study.

Figure 1. Evaluative Inquiry for Learning in Organizations (Preskill & Torres, 1999, p. 1)
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Limitations and Assumptions
Preskill and Torres (1999; 2000) addressed the benefits and weaknesses of using
external or internal evaluators, who participate in the evaluative inquiry model with
organizations. External evaluators have the challenge of building trusting relationships
with organization stakeholders; internal evaluators already have established relationships.
Internal evaluators may introduce biases related to her or his experience with the
organization, while external evaluators enter with a fresh set of experiences or
objectivity. My participation as the facilitator of the team was little of both – internal and
external. Although I worked as the curator of education at the museum from 2000-2006,
the exhibition team process took place in 2010 four years after my departure. And as
facilitator, I wanted to be careful about not facilitating too much structure. I focused on
team-based decision-making. I recorded and generated agendas and materials based on
team decisions and questions. The director and chief curator supported this process and
helped select staff members to participate on the team. A snowball sampling through
museum stakeholders assisted with the selection of community team members. As Klobe
(2012) noted in his new book:
Team motivation and shared vision of the exceptional nature of the final
objectives are keys to project organization. This happens by creating an
environment in which people feel they are collectively working toward a positive
outcome, where they are treated as professionals who know what they are doing,
and who feel sincerely appreciated (p. 70)
Klobe’s book was not yet published when I started this project, but that passage resonated
with me and with how I hoped to facilitate the evaluative inquiry process with the
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exhibition team. I had a few initial assumptions based on my work at the museum and
knowing the museum’s interest in including community voices in exhibition
development:
•

I assumed the exhibition team members would be committed to our work as cocurators and co-learners.

•

I assumed that since the museum already used participatory exhibition practices,
our team would complete the process of curating and installing an exhibition.

•

I assumed that team members were internally motivated to participate on the
exhibition team, but would enjoy external motivation opportunities (in the form of
materials and a individual budget dedicated to the exhibition or for personal
learning enhancements related to the exhibition).

•

I was sensitive to the fact that I was the former curator of education and tried not
to influence team members toward my notions of best practices in exhibitions and
interpretation. At the same time, I wanted to provide enough materials for team
members to make the most informed decisions related to the artist, exhibition
development and interpretation.

I explore my facilitation of the exhibition development team, including limitations
and assumptions, in the analysis of the study. An additional limitation include the
small sample, or team of six co-curators based at one mid-size art museum. Despite
this limitation, I offer ways for small to mid-size art museums through a grounded
theory resulting from this study.
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Significance of the Study
Authors of recent discussions and research agendas, such as those cited in this
introduction, agree that there is a need for research regarding systematic study of
exhibition development teams, and in particular those that include community
members. Schwartz stated, “…we haven’t done any systematic evaluation” (2011, p.
118). Additionally, Satwicz and Morrissy (2011) added, “The opportunities and the
goals associated with public curation have advanced faster than research and theory
have developed” (2011, p. 197). This study attempted to address these concerns – a
systematic study of an exhibition team using an evaluative inquiry model of
facilitation and organizational learning.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
In the novel The Golden Notebook (1962), Doris Lessing told the tale of a woman
who kept four journals – each a different color containing a discreet part of her life as a
single mother in London, as a young girl in Africa, as a political activist, and as a
novelist. Ultimately, she intended that all merge for a final tale in one notebook, the
golden one. Although her dream of the golden notebook did not turn out the way she
wanted, the learning lessons were invaluable.
It’s challenging to compartmentalize aspects of one life, or one’s research. Of
course, experiences overlap, merge, and influence one another. I realize this is a rather
simple interpretation of a complex novel; however, I found it worked metaphorically for
me as I grappled with reviewing the literature to address why I propose using evaluative
inquiry (Preskill & Torres, 1999; 2000) as a means to understand the process of an
exhibition team charged with curating an exhibition at one art museum and what this
process might mean for the organization itself.
A museum is a complex character and it has been influenced by changes at the
policy level as well as its purpose, whether defined through an articulated mission or an
implied one. A museum is influenced by the philosophies and values of its staff and
changes in the field regarding its educational role and curatorial processes. While it’s
imperative to look at these components discreetly, in fact they often overlap, merge, and
influence one another. With that in mind, I will address two decades of pertinent
literature examining the shift toward visitor-centered practices through policy,
organization, exhibition planning, and education. I will narrow the focus to examples of
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team exhibition planning in museums before addressing how evaluative inquiry for
learning in organizations offers a format for team exhibition planning that involves
individual, team, and organizational learning.
U.S. Museums and Policy Approaches
Weil described the shift in museum practices over the last 20 years as a shift in
purpose from “being about something to being for somebody” (1999; 2002). Langsted’s
(1990) cultural policy definitions provide a helpful framework for understanding the shift
in museum orientations as democratization of culture and cultural democracy paradigms.
Museums adhering to a democratization of culture paradigm are rooted in traditional
concepts of aesthetics and connoisseurship. This approach incorporates marketing as a
method for inviting public audiences into the museum to learn about culture from
discipline experts – art, history, anthropology, or others. Conversely, within the cultural
democracy paradigm, audiences share in museum ownership and decision-making.
Pluralism and populism are key elements for establishing shared authority among diverse
audiences. Langsted advocated the use of both strategies to meet the needs of cultural
institutions. However, trends in the United States, during the time of his articulation,
seemed to promote a cultural democracy approach (Hirzy, 1992; Karp & Lavine, 1991;
Karp, Lavine & Kreamer, 1992).
Similar to Langsted’s cultural policy approaches, Anderson (2004) described the
paradigm shift as the traditional museum and the reinvented museum models. Using
museum mission statements as a basis for comparison, Anderson found the following
categorical differences between the two models: governance, management styles,
organizational priorities, and communication styles. A few of the descriptors that define
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the traditional museum model included, “elitist,” “ethnocentric,” “top-down
management,” “collection driven,” “voice of authority,” and “one-way communication.”
Conversely, the reinvented museum model descriptors included, “equitable,”
“multicultural,” “shared vision,” “shared leadership,” “responsive to visitor needs,” and
“two-way communication” (p. 2).
During the 1990s, publications like Exhibiting Cultures: The Poetics and Politics
of Museum Display (Karp & Lavine, 1991) and Museums and Communities: The Politics
of Public Culture (Karp, Lavine, & Kreamer, 1992) ushered in a reexamination of the
role museums play in their communities. These publications supported the representation
and participation of diverse voices in the exhibition process from planning to installation
to interpretation. On the heels of the publications, policy change followed with the
American Alliance of Museum’s, formerly the American Association of Museums,
(AAM) report Excellence and Equity: Education and the Public Dimension of Museums
(Hirzy, 1992). This publication indicated a shift toward a cultural democracy, or
reinvented museum, approach. Ten recommendations set new standards for the inclusion
of diverse audiences in the decision-making and educational role of museums.
Furthermore, recommendations addressed every level of organizational planning from
developing missions to audiences to public engagement with collections and exhibitions.
With a paradigm shift mandated by the field’s major accrediting organization, museums
began to shift their organizational approaches. Rather than wholesale change, however,
art museums interpreted public accountability and inclusion in a variety of ways. Years
after the publication of Excellence and Equity, arguments related to defining the role of
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the museum to the public continue (Cuno, 2004; Gurian, 1999; Hein, 2006; Weil, 1999;
2005).
AAM focused on education as the agent for developing audiences and
participation, ultimately a visitor-oriented approach (Hirzy, 1992). Cuno (2004), along
with several prestigious art museum directors, argued it was time to return to a
collections and expert-oriented approach. Simultaneously, the debates filtered into the
examples of literature related to team exhibition planning and the roles of museum staff,
visitors, and community collaborators along with their resulting exhibitions (Blandy &
Congdon, 2003; Hart, 2010; Hein, 2006; Korn, 2007; Lee, 2007; McLean, 1999; O’Neill,
2008; Pekarik & Mogel, 2010; Pitman & Hirzy, 2011; Simon, 2010; Villeneuve &
Erickson, 2012; West & Cobb, 2005). The policy orientations of democratization of
culture and cultural democracy, or the traditional and reinvented museum models, offer a
continuum of definitions used by art museums. The following examples from the field
span the continuum. Overall, many authors proposed recommendations based on
professional experience and program descriptions; several examples from the field are
based on research and program evaluation studies.
Organizational Paradigm Changes in Art Museums
In 2005, AAM updated the standards for museum accreditation. In addition to
reemphasizing the central role of education in museums, the standards also mandate
ongoing evaluation practices from planning to accountability. The document underscored
continued emphasis on community inclusion and engagement (AAM, 2005). Merritt
(2005) indicated the confusion of defining terms, such as “inclusiveness,” which, in
practice, have many interpretations. Some museums address inclusiveness by redefining
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their purpose – museum as social service (Gurian, 1999; Korn, 2007; Weil, 1999). Weil
(1999; 2002; 2005) indicated that museums are not successful unless they provide a
service to the public. He proposed a success/failure matrix that can be used in planning
and evaluation to determine museum program success. Four components must be
addressed in program planning – purpose, effectiveness, resources, and efficiency (Weil,
2005). Purpose and effectiveness delineate program goals and how they are achieved.
Resources and efficiency offer methods for obtaining the goals. Programs include
exhibitions and complementary educational opportunities, such as lectures, workshops,
school tours, and family events. The model aligns with outcomes-based evaluation (Weil,
1999), whereby stated measurable outcomes address audience impact.
Korn (2007) further addressed measuring organizational effectiveness by way of
museum mission statements. She stressed that without measurable statements pertaining
to organizational goals, or intentionality, museum staff members have a difficult time
gauging their success. According to Korn, intentions include museum staff member
values and hopes. Therefore, she emphasized that museum missions should include not
only the impact goals for audiences, but the fervor of museum employees as well. In
order to accomplish organizational goals, Korn argued that mission statements should
reflect three evaluation components – involvement of all staff members, conveyance of
systematic reflection and inquiry, and continued reflection and refinement over time.
Working with the Dallas Museum of Art, Korn conducted several studies over a
seven-year period to assist the museum with advancing a new organizational culture and
set of practices to create a more engaging museum for their audiences (Pitman & Hirzy,
2010). The new mission and renewed spirit of collaboration among staff and community
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became a national model for changing the museum from “bland to bold” (p. 8). The focus
on visitors was central to the reinvention of the museum and required all staff to value
and participate in the articulation and evaluation of a framework for engaging with art
(FEA). The resulting FEA defined four visitor types – observers, participants,
independents, and enthusiasts – who have different needs and preferences when they visit
the museum. The FEA became a catalyst for developing all museum experiences from
exhibitions to midnight programming to the interactive art space, Center for Creative
Connections.
An alternative to an evaluation approach to organizational change, Gurian (1999)
discussed the shift from collections-oriented to public-service oriented changes by
defining museums as public forums. Place, memory, and storytelling are the hallmarks of
social, or audience, construction of meaning. She described the museum as a gathering
place for developing collective understandings about objects. Without social interaction,
the objects become meaningless; thus, a public-service orientation encourages dialogue.
Likewise, other authors emphasized the importance of dialogue as a means for museums
to be more inclusive with audiences (Einreinhofer, 1997; Coffee, 2008). Einreinhofer
(1997) described the dialogue in U.S. art museums in terms of the contrast between the
U.S. notion of democracy versus the collecting practices that formed our museums in the
late 19th century based on elitism, or the prosperity of donors. A decade later, Coffee
(2008) underscored the need for continued dialogue at the organizational level to come to
terms with the same contrast. Museum missions often state the desire to provide access to
diverse audiences, yet still contain hidden messages or narratives that inhibit dialogue
across social classes.
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In another articulation pertaining to dialogue, Hein (2006) encouraged visitors to
view art museums as public art. She advocated that the focus remain on audiences and
orientating the individual through experiential methods. According to the author,
museums are constantly evolving and changing; a static expert view offers only one
interpretation, but individuals offer multiple perspectives. By viewing the art museum as
a work of art, Hein advocated for individual interpretation as well as collaborative efforts.
She viewed the experiential orientation as an equal combination of collections and
audiences interacting with one another. This perspective seems to merge the cultural
democracy and democratization of culture orientations, or a blend of the traditional and
reinvented museum. Collections are the object of focus for dialogue and collaboration,
rather than an instrument for public impact.
Despite paradigm shifts toward cultural democracy and the reinvented museum,
there are authors and funding agencies, such as the Institute of Museum and Library
Services (IMLS) and the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA), that seem to uphold a
democratization of culture, or traditional museum, approach. (Cuno, 2004; IMLS, 2011;
NEA, 2011). In Whose Muse: Art Museums and the Public Trust Cuno (2004), among
other directors of large prestigious art museums in the United States and the United
Kingdom, argued for a return to curatorial expert-oriented practices based on the objects
in the collection. Further, Cuno argued that the obligation of the museum toward the
public trust requires the public to trust the experts. Although the funding agencies IMLS
and NEA state an interest in serving diverse audiences, both agencies’ grant applications
require a focus on quality of objects (IMLS, 2011; NEA, 2011), a connoisseurship issue
reflecting a democratization of culture or traditional museum approach. Furthermore,
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both national funding agencies use language that advocate access versus participation
further underscoring a democratization of culture, or traditional museum, approach.
These policy aspects trickle down to the individual museum level, as individual museums
apply for funding.
From Expert-Oriented to Visitor-Centered Curatorial Practices: Research and
Theoretical Approaches
Curatorial issues are often at the heart of the museum policy orientation debate,
yet few articles address research or evaluation endeavors pertaining to curatorial
processes (Doering, 2002; Korn, 2007; McLean, 1999; Pekarik, 2002; Satwicz &
Morrissey, 2011). More common in the literature are theoretical or practice-based
discussions. First published in 1991, Exhibiting Cultures… edited by Karp & Lavine
offered examples for including public input in the curatorial process. More recently, Karp
and others revisited the state of public inclusion and considerations regarding
globalization (Karp, Kratz, Szwaja, & Ybarra-Frausto, 2006). Braverman (1988)
presented a theory of exhibition design. Similarly, National Association for Museum
Exhibition (NAME) published professional standards (2012). Other authors discussed the
shifts in orientation based on their own professional experience or insight (Kamien, 2001;
Karp & Wilson, 1996; Kreps, 2003; McLean, 1999). Serrell (1998) conducted a largescale study of exhibition use with 110 participating art and non-art museums. Her
analysis considered two aspects – movement patterns through the exhibition and time
spent with individual objects, but did not address the curatorial processes themselves.
Korn (2007) stated the field lacks studies related to understanding curatorial processes, in
particular team-oriented ones; however, a few descriptions of exhibition team processes
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emerged recently that use visitor studies approaches (Pekarik & Mogel, 2010; Simon,
2010; Sikora, Fischer, Serrell, Perry and Morris, 2009).
Research and Evaluation Pertaining to Curatorial Approaches in Art Museums
In 2002, the Smithsonian Institution’s Office of Policy and Analysis published a
set of white papers that shared research findings related to museum curatorial practices
for exhibition development (Doering, 2002; Pekarik, 2002). The two studies included
Smithsonian Museums as well as museums across the country. Doering’s report focused
on the purposes, roles, structure and overall process of producing exhibitions. Pekarik
examined exhibition concept models.
Doering (2002) led a research team that interviewed museum practitioners from
more than 60 museums across the country pertaining to four aspects of exhibition
development – purpose, organizational structure, roles, and curating process. The
researchers on her team tried to understand who initiates exhibition ideas or plans and
whether they are grounded in museum collections or with public interest. Doering stated:
Until 20 years ago, museums generally developed their exhibitions using a
“linear” or “curatorial” model. One individual (generally a curator had sole
responsibility for development and implementation and, under his or her
supervision, the exhibition moved sequentially from one support professional to
the next. In the linear model, still common in some natural history and many art
museums, the curator has both authority and responsibility for the exhibition
(Doering, 2002, p.11).
This linear or curatorial model at one end of a continuum counters the other end of the
continuum Doering described that encourages shared authority, where often education
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practitioners, among other department personnel, make exhibition decisions. Shared
responsibility fostered team approaches. She described the process in the following:
The team approach stresses roles and process. The team needs to establish shared
goals and objectives for the exhibition, share the balance of authority and
responsibility for a project’s vision and outcome, and reach agreement by
consensus. The original shift from linear to team model represented an attempt to
negotiate authority between subject matter or content experts (curators, for the
most part) and subject matter interpreters (educators, primarily), (Doering, 2002,
p. 13).
The setback museums reported on using team approaches to exhibition development
include weakened curatorial authority and, ultimately, overall quality of resulting
exhibitions. Doering concluded that “teams are less likely to take risks with content,
interpretation, or design and are less creative and innovative compared to exhibitions
produced with developers… (p. 21).”
Pekarik (2002) found four concept models used by museum across the country.
The models represent the approach taken generally taken by museum types and missions
in the following:
•

Exhibition as artifact display (generally art museums)

•

Exhibition as communicator of ideas (generally history museums)

•

Exhibition as visitor activity (generally science and children’s museums)

•

Exhibition as environment (generally natural history museums and zoos)

Pekarik described how most art museums approach exhibitions as artifact display because
of an underlying assumption that art “speaks for itself,” whereas history museums
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generally use objects to underscore ideas or provide contextual stories for major
concepts. Although some museums use a hybrid approach, combining two or more of the
above models, the resulting exhibitions seemed less focused.
Theoretical and Practice-based Approaches to Art Museum Curatorial Processes
Although NAME set standards for developing museum exhibitions including
selection of objects, design, interpretation, among others, it does not stipulate who should
curate, nor does it directly address art museums. Braverman (1988) defined exhibitions as
“…designed environments that enable art museums to communicate with the public” (p.
85) and discussed the lack of theory pertaining to exhibition design practices. He
articulated a model incorporating three components, which begin to show the paradigm
shift toward visitor-centered curatorial practices. The model includes the following
activities: placement of objects within thematic context, communication, or
interpretation for visitors, and measures to validate visitor responses. Although
Braverman hints at vistitor-centered exhibition practices, he does not address visitor
participation in the curatorial process or interaction by visitors with interpretive devices.
His approach maintains a traditional ideology implicitly revealing that curators, or
experts, create and design exhibitions.
A number of authors articulated a continued shift toward visitor-centered
practices in exhibition planning. McLean (1999) promoted museum exhibitions as
dialogues, incorporating both curator and visitor perspectives. She stated, “…museum
professionals are becoming increasingly conscious of the need to diversify the pool of
curators, exhibit developers, and designers, who have control of exhibit content and style
of presentation” (p. 1). After making a case for shifting toward team-oriented curatorial
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practices including visitor input, McLean refuted the notion by the end of the article. She
indicated that team-oriented and visitor-centered curatorial practices lack quality and
sophistication. Other authors agree that team-oriented approaches for exhibition
development lead to diffusion of goals or thematic ideas (Kamien, 2001; Klein, 2001).
In an effort to unify the notions of object-centered versus people-centered and
scholar orientations verses visitor orientations in exhibition planning, Kreps (2003)
advocated using curatorial practices that combine perspectives. She acknowledged that
museum exhibition planning has become a social practice rather than a solitary one. She
promoted a merger of positions by using Cash’s principle of fixed relation, a crosscultural approach that addresses the de-contextualization that occurs to objects once they
enter a museum collection as singular aesthetic objects, removing the social value they
possess within the cultures they come from. A comparative perspective puts the people
and the culture back into the interpretation of the object. Thus, the process is both objectand people-centered. Kreps applied the approach to objects from indigenous cultures in
the United States and Indonesia.
A perpetuator of cultural contrasts, Fred Wilson, a conceptual artist who curates
exhibitions using museum permanent collections to make social commentary through
cultural juxtapositions, also advocated focusing on social context (Karp & Wilson, 1996;
Wilson, Marincola, & Schwarzer, 2011). Wilson is one example in the ongoing
movement of artist as curator. When he reflected on his 1992-1993 exhibition at the
Baltimore Historical Society, where he juxtaposed European art and artifacts with
artifacts from American slavery, Wilson stated:
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By bringing things out of storage and shifting things already on view, I believe I
created a new public persona for the historical society, one that they were not
likely to soon forget nor will the Baltimore community allow them to forget. To
my mind, for this to happen in America, where local community residents are not
empowered to draft the course of their local museum, is a huge success (Karp &
Wilson, 1996, p. 258).
In an edited collection entitled, Curating and the Educational Turn, O’Neill and
Wilson (2010) describe the use educational orientations and methods on contemporary art
exhibition teams in Europe. They stated, “This is not simply to propose that curatorial
projects have increasingly adopted education as a theme; it is, rather, to assert that
curating increasingly operates as an expanded educational praxis” (p. 12). They
identified a new term, curatorialisation, where education drives the curatorial teamwork
and leads to controversy about the legitimacy of curatorial decisions and resulting
contemporary art exhibitions.
In all, curatorial practices are becoming more inclusive. The definition of who can
be a curator is expanding, particularly with indigenous cultures and contemporary artists.
Yet, there is still concern over team approaches used in exhibition development and
resulting quality of exhibitions in art museums.
Education as Change Agent in Museum Exhibition and Interpretation Planning:
From Object-Centered to Visitor-Centered
Many authors address changes in the roles of educational practices in museums
(Chang, 2006; Falk & Dierking, 2000; Hein, 1998; Hooper-Greenhill, 1999; 2000;
Mayer, 2005; Rice & Yenawine, 2002; Roberts, 1997; Zeller, 1989). Concurrent with
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paradigm shifts in museum policy and curatorial processes, education plays a central role
furthering both agendas by means of making museums accessible to diverse audiences
(AAM, 2005; Hirzy, 1992). An additional impact on the role of art museum education is
the paradigm shift in the field of education as a whole as fostered by constructivism (Falk
& Dierking, 2000; Hein, 1998; Hooper-Greenhill, 1999; 2000). Furthermore, authors
offer models for attending to the educational needs of visitors (Falk & Dierking, 2000;
Hein, 1998; Roberts, 1997).
Zeller (1989) traced overall changes in art museum education throughout the 20th
century. Ideals related to educational, art historical, and social goals initiated paradigm
shifts throughout the century from the progressive education movement to the aesthetic
movement to the discipline-based movement. Likewise, in the 21st century, another
paradigm shift, informed by ideals within education, art history, and social values led to a
shift from object-centered to visitor-centered educational practices (Hein, G., 1998;
Hooper-Greenhill, 2000; Mayer, 2005). Hein (1998) tracked the educational development
of constructivism using theories first articulated by Dewey, Bruner, Piaget and Vygotsky
and applied them to museum learning. A constructivist approach encourages learners to
build their own knowledge through personal experience and social interaction. In
addition, learner’s past experience informs learning in new situations. According to Hein,
the constructivist approach reflects societal values related to art museum visitors –
finding personal, relevant meaning based on interactions with works of art. HooperGreenhill (2000) further applied the constructivist approach to material culture. The rise
of postmodern approaches in the discipline of art history also involves understanding
context and experience (Mayer, 2005). Mayer explained how the move away from 20th-
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century formalist approaches gave way to historical interpretations based on a number of
postmodern theories including feminism, pluralism, and Marxism, among others. Despite
the influence of constructivism and postmodernism, not all art museum educators agree
that visitor-centered approaches are stronger than object-centered approaches (Rice &
Yenawine, 2002).
Although there are ongoing debates pertaining to visitor-centered approaches in
art museum education, a number of authors offer theoretical models that embrace
constructivist learning theory (Falk & Dierking, 2000; Hein, 1998; Roberts, 1997). Falk
and Dierking’s (2000) contextual model of learning articulated three overlapping areas of
visitor experience in art museums – personal, social, and physical. The personal context
refers to the knowledge and experience visitors bring to the museum and how they
negotiate meaning and relevance when engaging with objects. The social context attends
to learning involving dialogue and social interaction. The physical context relates to the
museum environment visitors encounter as well as outside environments where visitors
can continue learning on their own. By keeping in mind all three contexts, museum
educators are encouraged to develop interpretive materials and programs that allow for
developing personal meaning, involving social interaction, and addressing physical
environments. Interpretive material examples addressing each context include interactive
labels, book lists or brochures to take home, and opportunities for personal reflection in a
gallery comment book.
Incorporating Falk and Dierking’s contextual model of learning, Hein (1998)
articulated the constructivist model of learning in museums. Engaging with art involves
connecting with visitors’ prior knowledge in order to build new knowledge. To
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accomplish the task among visitor audiences, multiple learning styles should be
addressed by offering choices. Choices may include layering text, where visitors choose
the amount and depth of information, offering audio or visual interpretations, asking
questions related to personal relevance, among others.
Concerned with developing personal relevance is Roberts’ (1997) narrative
model. Similar to the theories mentioned above, Roberts advocated visitor construction of
meaning through prior knowledge, social interaction, personal experiences, and learning
style preferences. To those ends, she promoted the telling and validation of visitors’
stories. By building stories, visitors become a partner in the narratives provided in gallery
texts. She suggested offering multiple ways for visitors to tell their stories – surveys,
comment books, and others.
After decades of research and visitors studies, Falk (2009) promoted a new model
for understanding museum visitor experience through different identities. Visitors are
looking for different kinds of experiences during museum visits. He defined five
identities associated the kinds of experiences museum visitors seek. Experience seekers
expect just that, to have an experience at a museum they feel is significant, regardless of
the exhibitions on display. Facilitators are interested in assisting others through the
museum experience, most often as parents or in social groups. Explorers generally
choose the museum visit to satisfy an interest in a particular subject matter and will take
advantage of many of the learning opportunities offered. Rechargers are looking for
revitalizing experiences. Professional/Hobbyists may have particular expertise with
exhibition subjects and, thus, need more in-depth experiences. These identities related to
visitor expectations of the museum experience directly influence expectations and needs
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when interacting with exhibitions. Once again, a constructivist approach offers a
theoretical orientation promoting different ways to engage with exhibitions to address
different identities, and ultimately different visitor needs.
The above changes in the role of education through a constructivist approach
parallels the shifts at the organizational and curatorial levels and, perhaps, is the change
agent itself for rethinking the exhibition and interpretation planning processes. Many of
the museum examples in the next section rely on different definitions of teamwork – from
gaining visitor feedback to interdepartmental teams to community participatory teams –
as a means to generate new exhibition and interpretation planning.
Precedents: Teamwork in Art Museum Exhibition Development
There are several examinations of museum team exhibition development beyond
theoretical or professional experience perspectives (Davies, 2010; Kamien, 2001;
Knutson, 2002; Korn, 2007; Lee, 2007; Roberts, 1994; Toohey & Wolins, 2000; Wilson,
2000). Despite the lack of studies addressing the process of curatorial teams in art
museum exhibition development, there are large-scale art museum evaluations related to
interpretation (Denver Art Museum, 2001; 2007; Czajkowski & Sikora, 2007; Elder &
Jones, 2007; Minneapolis Institute of Arts, 1993; Pitman & Hirzy, 2011; Schloder, 1993;
Sikora, Fischer, Serrell, Perry & Morris, 2009).
Two articles in the literature describe community involvement on exhibition
planning teams (Blandy & Congdon, 2003; Lee, 2007). Blandy and Congdon (2003)
provided a theoretical examination of a team curatorial approach that incorporated
community participation. In their exhibition Boats, Bait, and Fishing Paraphernalia: A
Local Folk Aesthetic exhibited at a university art gallery, local fishing experts, whom the
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authors called knowledge bearers, co-curated the selection of objects and interpretive
information. They argued for developing exhibitions that connect cultural institutions to
their communities using participatory and socially minded approaches. A qualitative
study in a natural history museum provided another example (Lee, 2007). Lee analyzed
the process of multidisciplinary collaborative design or team-based multidisciplinary
design used with a natural history curatorial team made up of two educators, three
installation designers, two outside discipline experts, and one project manager. She
examined the process using observations, ethnographic interviews and document
analysis. Lee concluded that exhibition teams need a facilitator who can negotiate the
process primarily to bring conflicting viewpoints into group discussion.
Kamien (2001) came to a similar conclusion, the need for a team facilitator, when
she examined exhibition team models used in museums. Although none of the team
models examined by the author include community members, Kamien determined that
five roles must be fulfilled for successful team exhibition planning – client, designer,
content specialist, content interpreter, and project manager. The project manager
maintains benchmarks toward goals, timeline, budget and resources and is accountable to
the client (museum director or administrator).
Two Museum Research Studies Examine Team Processes for Temporary
Exhibitions
Few studies address exhibition teams specifically in art museums. Two studies
use qualitative methods to analyze team approaches in art museums (Davies, 2010;
Knutson, 2002); one also includes other types of museums (Davies, 2010). Davies
conducted a content analysis of 20 museums that use exhibition team approaches in the
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United Kingdom to develop case studies. Her analysis included museums that use
“external parties” at any time during the exhibition development process; not all of the
community members participated during the entire process. External parties included
“community groups, local residents, students, volunteers, staff from other museums,
university academics, and consultants (p. 305).” An external party member may also be
called a “guest curator.” She analyzed the level of involvement of external parties during
the six functions or stages of an exhibition including the following components (p. 309):
•

Initial idea

•

Management and administration

•

Design and production

•

Understanding and attracting audiences

•

Curatorial functions

•

Associated program

Davies found that most external parties participate during explicit components of
exhibition development rather than throughout the process. Most typically, external
parties are involved during initial idea generation, whereby museums seek community
feedback; or, as contract expertise during the curatorial functions, such as conducting oral
histories. Although external parties often present associated programs, the researcher
found that they rarely helped plan them. Davies recommended that museums establish
clear agreements and parameters for decision-making during exhibition development
processes when external parties participate. She also recommended providing incentives
for external parties as a motivational mechanism.
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Knutson (2002) conducted an ethnographic study of one exhibition team at the
Carnegie Museum of Art during a one-year period. As an observer of the process, the
researcher attended over 40 meetings made up of various team members. An analysis of
meeting notes, several transcribed team meeting audio recordings, and exhibition artifacts
provided an in-depth look at four key roles on the team – curator, architect, educator, and
exhibition staff. Although the team included interdepartmental members, community
members were not included during the curatorial process. Furthermore, the resulting
ethnography revealed traditional functions for each role, or team member. The curator
developed the exhibition concepts and had ultimate authority for the group; the educator
helped to plan interpretation and programs; the architect designed the installation; and the
exhibition staff team managed the budget and logistics of installation. The nuances of the
ethnographic narrative explored the complex nature of the process, including how the
group dealt with conflict. In her conclusion, Knutson stated the following:
This chapter illustrates some of the complex negotiation and teamwork that is
involved in staging a large-scale temporary exhibition. Although current trends
are leaning towards team-based exhibitions, several art museum educators have
noted the difficult tensions inherent in this approach as curators and educators
battle for somewhat different ends (Knutson, 2002, p. 41).
Theoretical Literature Related to Exhibition Teams
A number of authors provided further theoretical approaches or guidelines for
exhibition planning teams. Roberts (1994) addressed the important role that educators
play on exhibition teams as advocates for audiences. She also stated that exhibition teams
have been popular in museums because they are collaborative and democratic in nature.
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Despite promoting the spirit of collegiality, Roberts stated that the use of teams “…has
not been all smooth sailing, however. Exhibit teams have been dogged by problems that
range from establishing priorities to achieving consensus” (p. 6). In addition to curators,
educators, and designers, Roberts advocated for evaluators to participate on exhibition
teams to help the team evaluate effectiveness throughout the process.
Toohey & Wolins (2000) recommended 12 principles for establishing curatorialeducation partnerships, like exhibition teams, that stressed group communication – being
good listeners, sharing viewpoints, acknowledging assumptions, and providing a safe
environment for discussion. Wilson (2000) addressed community involvement in
museums during program planning processes. According to the author, inviting
community participation not only involves going out into the community to gain input for
the museum, but also requires reciprocity such as placing part of an exhibition in the
community itself in addition to the museum.
Simon (2010) described two kinds of collaboration with visitors on programs,
exhibitions, or publications. Consultive projects invite pertinent experts from the
community to consult with museum staff members. Co-development projects include
visitors and staff members working together; this includes exhibition development.
Simon advocated four roles for staff members when working on collaborative projects
with visitors including the following:
•

Project director: manager of project and keeps schedule

•

Instructor: facilitates necessary training

•

Community manager: advocates for the needs of community participants
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•

Client representative: represents the stakeholder (the museum, curators,
board, among others)

Simon acknowledged that on any one project these roles may be merged, but argues it’s
best to position a staff member in each role to maintain trust and equity. Simon does not
delineate roles for visitor-collaborators, although she stated, “Effective collaborations are
built on mutual trust, shared understandings of the project goals and clear designation of
participant roles” (p. 232). Simon argued that the purpose for community collaboration is
not just agreement to participate, but to further participants’ level of engagement with the
museum.
Villeneuve recently articulated a team-based approach for developing interactive
art museum exhibitions (2012). Based on constructivist theory, as well as the
museological theory of Pieter Van Mensch (1990) and the adult learning theories of
Malcolm Knowles (1988), Villeneuve proposed an approach called supported
interpretation. Using the supported interpretation model, an exhibition team made up of
museum staff members as well as community partner members curates an exhibition
from concept through installation and programming. During the exhibition development,
exhibition team members are encouraged to consider museum visitors diverse approaches
to learning as they develop interactive interpretive materials and activities for the
exhibition. In one example at the Figge Art Museum in Davenport, Iowa, team members
included education and curatorial staff members as well as museum studies graduate
students and poets from the Midwest Regional Writing Center (Cruz, Keim, Landis,
Murphy, & Page, 2012). The exhibition, Waxing Poetic: Exploring Expression in Art
included interpretations of works of art written by local poets and a writing lab for
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visitors to contribute their own poetry to hang next to the artworks. Other interactive
entry points included writing poetry to share via social networks and responding to
guiding questions in an exhibition comment book. Programming included poetry
readings, workshops, and discussions about the intersections between art forms.
Examples of Teams Used for Permanent Collection Reinstallation
Although McLean (1999) suggested that the team approach is most often applied
to temporary exhibitions, the most prevalent examples of teams in art museum literature
relate to reinstallation and interpretation strategies in museum permanent collections at
the Denver Art Museum (2001; 2007; Fischer & Levinson, 2010), the Detroit Institute of
Arts (Elder & Jones, 2007; Sikora, Fischer, Serrell, Perry, & Morris, 2009), the
Minneapolis Institute of Arts (1993), the National Museum of the American Indian
(Pikarik & Mogel, 2010; West & Cobb, 2005), and the Dallas Museum of Art (Pitman &
Hirzy, 2011). Few publications examine teams in small- to mid-size art museums (Henry
& McLean, 2010; Adair, Filene, & Koloski, 2011); yet, I will examine one recent
evaluation describing the participatory and team-based practices at the Oakland Museum
of California. The following is a chronological timeline of efforts by large art museums
and one smaller art and history museum that use interdepartmental teams for the purpose
of installing and interpreting permanent collections.
Minneapolis Institute of Arts. In the early 1990s, the Minneapolis Institute of
Arts used interdisciplinary teams among staff to create an interpretation handbook that
addressed museum-wide standards for writing wall text, object labels, and other
informational text for permanent collections and exhibitions. After conducting numerous
visitor surveys and focus groups, the Minneapolis Institute of Arts found that the content
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most visitors wanted in interpretive text related to subject matter, function, and cultural
context. Visitors also claimed an interest in artists’ own words and technical aspects
about art. Visitors were less interested in content related to theory, provenance, style, and
aesthetic considerations.
Denver Art Museum. Concurrent with the Minneapolis Institute of Art’s
interpretation project, the Denver Art Museum conducted visitor studies, focus groups,
and research on novices to evaluate their interpretation practices (Denver Art Museum,
2001; 2007). Interpretive teams consisted of staff members representing gallery teachers,
curators, exhibition designers, and writers. Since the late 1980s the museum has
continued to reflect upon and refine interpretation strategies though continual program
evaluation. Visitors provided formative feedback to new interpretation models through
informal interviews in the galleries and formal visitor panels led by moderators. As
interpretation practices shifted toward visitor-centered approaches, the museum designed
activities to address a variety of learning styles. In the European and American galleries,
for instance, visitors may stop at stations where they engage in creative writing, drawing,
and exhibition curating activities. Audio tours, technology stations, and library rooms
provide additional ways to engage visitors in the learning process.
Recently, the education department participated in an interview with one of the
evaluators to reflect on the two decades of interpretation planning using
interdepartmental teams along with visitor studies (Fischer & Levinson, 2010). The
members of the education department agreed on key advances due to the museum’s
commitment to the interdisciplinary team approach including: the transparency of
practices revealed to visitors through evaluation; more in-depth visitor interaction with
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works of art; reduction of barriers for adult learners; and building stronger partnerships
with artists.
Detroit Institute of Arts. As the Detroit Institute of Arts prepared for its
reopening in 2007, after a major renovation and reinstallation project, staff spent the
previous five years engaged in an interpretation program evaluation (Elder & Jones,
2007; Czajkowski & Sikora, 2007). Two full-time internal evaluators were hired to work
with interpretive teams made up of curators, educators, and writers to conduct a
formative evaluation for the reinstallation and interpretation of the permanent collections.
Front-end focus groups informed the writing teams. Although the curators and educators
developed the interpretation content, the evaluators conducted informal gallery interviews
with visitors to edit and revise prototypes. The teams developed visitor outcomes, which
guided the development of multiple interpretation methods. Methods include multipleperspective labels, multimedia projections to simulate cultural context, interview video
clips, and flip labels, to name a few. As a summative component of the evaluation, three
external evaluators conducted expert reviews of the galleries and interpretation strategies.
Through this process, the museum has made a strong commitment to continued use of
visitor studies and evaluation (Sikara, Fisher, Serrell, Perry, & Morris, 2009).
National Museum of the American Indian. Although the museum is not
dedicated solely to art, many utilitarian Native American objects are often included in art
museum collections. In 2004, The National Museum of the American Indian, A
Smithsonian Institution, opened on the National Mall to acclaim and criticism for its use
of community curators in the permanent collection exhibitions (West & Cobb, 2005).
According to director at the time, W. Richard West, the community curating process was
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a necessary part of expanding knowledge, collections, and ownership of the new
museum. The process included a direct invitation for community participation from the
museum director, a visit by the museum curators to the community to generate
knowledge of culture and customs as well as to select objects, and to co-generate
overarching themes. Later, selected communities also responded to exhibition designs.
The museum curators acted as facilitators. In sum, the museum director stated that
community curating is arduous and time consuming. He also admitted that it would be
advantageous to conduct audience research and evaluation to determine effectiveness and
impact on visitors.
Several years later, an interpretation team added audience research to the process
(Pekarik & Mogel, 2010). The team consisted of 15 members from many museum
departments including education, collections, exhibits, conservation, publications,
development, media, programs, and others. Working with the exhibition manager and a
Smithsonian evaluator, the team used visitor studies to reinstall permanent collection
displays. All team members conducted gallery observations, interacted with visitors to
gain feedback on object selection and interpretation strategies. Ultimately, the year-long
development process resulted in new interpretation strategies that include visitor input,
one that centers on “hooking,” or gaining visitor interest, and “flipping,” or providing a
new or surprising piece of information. Staff members recalled the process as
transformative – team members were engaged and called to action. Similarly, they gained
new understandings about visitors and the museum experience. Success was also
measured by the inquiries of other staff members to participate on future team projects.
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Dallas Museum of Art. Upon hearing from a member of a museum audience
focus group that that the DMA seemed to stand for “Dallas Mortuary Association” (p. 7),
among other comments on why the museum seemed dated and inaccessible, the museum
embarked on a restructuring of the organization including using interdepartmental
collaboration for gallery and special exhibition interpretation. Community participation
became a centerpiece of the restructuring and new interpretation plan in the permanent
collections through visitor studies. Rather than participating as members of exhibition
development teams, community provided input through numerous visitor studies –
surveys, gallery interviews, observations – conducted over a seven-year period to
illuminate a new mission and the Framework for Engaging with Art (FEA). New
interpretation methods and museum programming attended to different visitor
preferences and values through identity types – observers, participants, independents,
enthusiasts (and later pragmatists). Using visitor preferences, the museum staff
committed to new collaborative methods to attend to different interpretive needs of
visitors when interacting with exhibitions, both permanent collections and special
exhibitions.
Pitman and Hirzy (2011) described the visitor studies contribution to collaborative
teamwork on exhibitions in the permanent collections and special exhibitions. Visitors in
each type want different interpretation and programming accommodations. The following
lists an example from each visitor type:
•

Observers want concrete interpretations that help them better understand
works of art; they are least likely to want to explore technical aspects of
art; rather, they prefer narratives.
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•

Participants benefit from connections through varied arts and
interdisciplinary connections including the artistic process.

•

Independents prefer to build their own interpretations including how to
engage in interpretive processes.

•

Enthusiasts want a full range of interpretive material including narratives,
artistic process, social interaction, and interdisciplinary connections.

The new commitment to collaborative teamwork, particularly to exhibition
development, includes interdepartmental teams working on exhibition texts. Teams
include curators, educators, and editors. Exhibition texts include labels that are concise
and include contextual matter including photographs. Full staff and community
participation involves review of proposed written material for exhibition interpretation.
The museum’s commitment to their new mission, collaborative teamwork on exhibitions
and programming demonstrates a learning organization model as seen in the following
statements: “We operated as a community of learners. The Framework for Engaging with
Art has required a shift in culture for 300 staff members in 26 departments…” and
“Revamped cross-functional teams involve multiple divisions in decision-making” (p.
125).
Oakland Museum of California. One of the few mid-size museums to report
evaluation findings on their approach to including visitors and interdepartmental teams to
reinstalling the art collection, the Oakland Museum of California’s Gallery of
Contemporary Art published a study through the Irvine Foundation (2010). This
museum’s team approach also originated with visitor studies. Like the Dallas Museum of
Art, the Gallery of California Art at the Oakland Museum used visitor studies to invite
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community members into the process of changing permanent collection reinstallation
(Henry & McLean, 2010). Through a number of visitor studies, the museum changed its
approach to label interpretation, interactive experiences in the museum and led to more
collaborative teams including inter-departmental collaboration. Staff members
participated in visitor studies and helped establish coding criteria for quantitative and
qualitative studies. Interpretation approaches took precedence over the approach to create
more engaging visitor experience in the art galleries. The authors acknowledged that a
result of the multi-study evaluation assisted with strengthening collaborative efforts
between museum curators and educators. The authors stated: “Because art curators and
educators traditionally have different perspectives and agendas about gallery design,
visitor research data served as a bridge to make informed decisions (p. 21).” Interactive
experiences and different label approaches incorporated visitor responses and museum
team practices. The museum created five levels of labels and gallery text to address a
range of topics – gallery installation themes, connections across works of art and groups
of artwork, historical and technical processes, and basic information. Most of these
processes are still conducted by museum and guest curators. The museum gained
feedback from visitors and community advisory groups to refine text. Consultants,
including Beverly Serrell, helped curators and educators identify “big ideas.” Technology
and interactive components offered new directions.
Museum Review Conclusion
In reviewing the evaluations from the Minneapolis Institute of Arts, the Denver
Art Museum, the Detroit Institute of Arts, and the National Museum of the American
Indian, the Dallas Museum of Art and the Oakland Museum of California, I noted four
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key commonalities that helped shape the need for this study. First, all six of the museums
called for visitor response rather than full participation on an interpretation or exhibition
team. Although the National Museum of the American Indian came closest to full
participation by calling participants “community curators” and giving them opportunities
to share knowledge, select and donate objects, and brainstorm exhibition themes,
museum curators made the ultimate decisions in the galleries. Second, all six museum
teams conducted interpretation or exhibition development for reinstallation efforts of
their permanent collections. Third, all museums used program evaluation to assess the
team process and its impact. Fourth, staff reflections from the evaluations indicated
transformation, or changes in practice as well as continued commitment to the process by
the museum as a whole; most seem to embrace organizational learning through museum
leadership and committed teamwork. These commonalities informed my choices and
assumptions in the following ways:
1) Since the museum field is moving toward more inclusive practices at all
levels including exhibition development, it seems to make sense that our
exhibition teams include staff and community members.
2) It also seems to make sense to invite community participation into the
interpretation of permanent collections. By working with permanent
collections, teamwork offers long-standing impact for visitors as well as
repeat visits by the team’s community participants. Furthermore,
generating exhibitions from permanent collections may offer new or
renewed interest in museum collections.
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3) Program evaluation is a common format for engaging museums in a
systematic collection and analysis in order to assess a program’s impact.
Since museums engage in program evaluation regularly, it may serve to
use a program evaluation approach over other research approaches (see the
following section).
4) Staff reflections at six museums indicate that teams should offer
opportunities for transformative practice as individuals, through
teamwork, and at organizational levels. Organizational commitment can
be demonstrated by the multiple years, or in one case two decades, of
continued teamwork.
In the following chapter, I will review literature pertaining to research and evaluation
approaches that have the potential to address the last two points above. Collaborative
learning, or teamwork, particularly pertaining to organizations, has foundations in a
variety of disciplines – education, evaluation, social sciences, and business.
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CHAPTER 3
COLLABORATIVE LEARNING THEORIES AND MODELS FOR METHODS
SELECTION
There are numerous researchers and evaluators who engage in participatory or
collaborative inquiry. In order to justify my use of Preskill and Torres (1999; 2000)
collaborative evaluation model evaluative inquiry for learning in organizations as a
facilitative framework for team exhibition planning, I wanted to see where it was situated
among other collaborative team research approaches.
Working Collaboratively: Methodological Models in Participatory Inquiry
When conducting a basic library search, sample research approaches that align
with participatory or collaborative practices include the following: action research,
participatory action research, collaborative inquiry, participatory inquiry, participatory
evaluation, and organizational inquiry, among others. The numerous terms may provoke
confusion as captured in the following:
…We must insert a caution about placing too much trust in our labels for these
approaches – or anyone else’s, for that matter. Use of descriptive titles for these
various approaches are anything but univocal. Various authors pin the same
descriptive label to significantly differing strategies. One might use the label
“participatory” to encompass every approach we discuss… while another uses it
to describe only a subset of those approaches. Some authors think all of the
approaches in this chapter as “collaborative” evaluation, whereas others restrict
that title to a specific approach they propose. Thus, we can hardly claim that the
labels we use to impose order on the many specific approaches we describe reflect
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standard usage in evaluation terminology, for there really is no such standard.
(Fitzpatrick, Sanders, & Worthen, 2004, p. 134)
I will attempt to unravel terms and approaches through four perspectives. First, I
will examine participatory research followed by collaborative research, participatory
evaluation, and organizational learning from a business perspective. Further, within each
perspective I will present one theoretical framework used during the research, or
evaluation, process. After, I will analyze the commonalities, or shared features, of the
three approaches and how they may apply to art museum education and collaborative
curatorial teams.
Participatory Action Research in Social Sciences
I compared participatory action research from a 20th century perspective (Whyte,
1991) and a 21st century perspective (Kemmis & McTaggart, 2000). More in-depth, I will
present one method of participatory action research known as cogenerative learning
(Elden & Levin, 1991).
Action research and participatory action research methods have been used in the
social sciences since the 1940s with a stronger concentration in the 1980s and 1990s
(Whyte, 1991). As a predecessor of participatory action research, the goal of action
research focused on making practical change while adding to scientific advancement, or
adhering to a positivist research agenda (Bray, Lee, Smith, & Yorks, 2000). Whyte
(1991), an advocate of participatory action research also claimed contributions to both
practice and science. Whyte admitted “…it is confusing to readers to find [that] highly
similar research processes are given different labels by different authors” (p. 7). To
Whyte, participatory action research developed out of three interests – social science
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methodology, change through the participation of “low ranking” (p. 7) community or
organization members, and organizational behavior, what he called, “the socio-technical
framework” (p. 11). Whyte’s approach, used by many participatory action researchers,
addressed international industry and agriculture. Despite his advocacy for participatory
practices, I see Whyte’s definitions regarding participatory action research aligned with
positivism, or advancement of scientific knowledge, albeit blended with pragmatic
concerns regarding real world application. The use of the term, “low-ranking,” to
describe community participants signifies to me the elite or central power of the
researcher, yet it also signals Whyte’s cultural-historical placement as a mid- to late- 20th
century researcher.
More phenomenological- and emancipatory-oriented are the definitions of
participatory action research generated by Kemmis and McTaggart (2000). The authors
described participatory action research approaches including classroom action research,
critical action research, participatory research, action learning, action science, among
others. There are unique aspects associated with each approach. For instance, classroom
action research is usually driven by a teacher’s experience and desire to change practice,
while participatory research involves co-ownership of a project and community-driven
social change. The authors described action learning as a type of participatory research,
whereby researchers and community members come together to learn about each other’s
life experiences. The participants identify a problem or an action and work collectively to
remove barriers in order to advance social change.
Despite the unique components, Kemmis and McTaggart (2000) described seven
features common to participatory action research. According to the authors, participatory
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practices revolve around social processes within education or communities. The process
adheres to a commitment of participation resulting in collaborative efforts and practical
application. Further, the authors claimed that participatory action research has
emancipatory aims such as empowerment or social justice change. The process involves
criticism, the ability to analyze one’s circumstances, through dialogue and reflection.
Kemmis and McTaggart advocated the research process as a continuous pattern resulting
in a transformation of both theory and practice.
Cogenerative Inquiry
Despite my reservations about using a 20th century approach in participatory
action research, I found an example in Whyte’s publication that drew my attention (Elden
& Levin, 1991). The authors described a participatory action research framework called
co-generative learning. Used in Scandinavia with government and labor organizations,
the conceptual framework addresses the balance of the theory-based knowledge of the
researcher with the practice-based knowledge of participants. Elden and Levin posited
that both researchers and participants learn together; thus, they are co-learners. This
approach helps to balance the power, or ownership, of all participants. The authors stated
the goal as an “attempt to create new knowledge in active collaboration with the people
who live in that situation” (p. 128). They acknowledged that outside researchers working
with inside participants lack value-neutral objectivity, the hallmark of 20th century social
science practice. Rather, the authors aimed for democratization of the research process
where researchers and participants learn together to generate new knowledge resulting in
the development of “local theory” (p. 129).
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The process involves a number of steps (Figure 2). First, Elden and Levin (1991)
acknowledged the different types of knowledge held by insiders, who understand the
daily practices within an organization, and outsiders, or researchers, who bring
knowledge of theory and research practices. Underlying the approach is Freire’s concept
of dialogue, whereby the teacher or facilitator does not overpower participants and
Habermas’ criteria for achieving democracy among group members (Elden & Levin,
1991). The next step involves dialogue between the insiders, or participants, and
outsiders, or researchers. According to Elden and Levin, once the group begins
discussion, an action problem will emerge. Using the different group member knowledge
bases pertaining to problem solving, a combined theory, or approach will emerge. The
new theory, or local theory, will then inform practice and research.

Insiders’
Framework Implicit

Outsiders’
Framework Theory-based
Paricipatory Cogenerative Dialogue
Local Theory: New
Shared Framework

Testing through
collective action

Producing new
general theory

Figure 2. Co-generative Learning Process (Elden & Levin, 1991, p. 130)
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Collaborative Inquiry
Within collaborative inquiry approaches there is continued emphasis on
empowering participants to work in collaboration with researchers (Herda, 1999; Bray,
Lee, Smith, & Yorks, 2000). One approach focuses on the interpretation of language in
collaborative dialogue (Herda, 1999). A second approach, collaborative inquiry, focuses
on improving practices in education, community, and organizations.
Using a critical hermeneutic orientation, Herda (1999) described the collaborative
process as an interpretive one. Based on the philosophy of Paul Ricouer (1981), the
approach applied an intersubjective orientation, which established that researchers and
participants join a community to make social change; thus, all points of view are
complementary. Ricouer’s philosophy also provided the foundation for the narrative
element in this approach in so much as there are multiple narratives resulting from group
member dialogue. The approach focused on interpreting dialogue text, or the recorded
language from collaborative discussion. Interpreting the text leads to finding answers to
group inquiry. Ultimately, interpretive efforts lead to a story. Although there is no set
methodology, since each process should be based on the collaborative community, Herda
proposed an outline, whereby the researcher decides on an inquiry topic, conducts a
literature review, establishes possible categories based on the literature, then selects
participants, and gains entry to the setting. Although the group discussion is
collaborative, the process itself focuses on the action of the researcher based on Herda’s
methods outline.
Another approach, collaborative inquiry, involves a repetitive process of group
reflection in order to answer a question generated by the group (Bray et al., 2000). Goals
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include generating project questions with collaborators, promoting democracy, and
making the research process transparent (Figure 3).

I. Forming a
Collaborative
Group

II. Creating the
conditions for
group learning

III. Acting on
the inquiry
question

IV. Meaning
making by
constructing
group knowledge

Forming or
reforming…

Figure 3. Collaborative Inquiry Map (Bray, Lee, Smith, & Yorks, 2000, p. 14)

According to Bray et al. there are four phases in the collaborative inquiry process.
The first phase focuses on forming a group of collaborators. The authors claimed the
following considerations during the group formation phase:
•

Inviting diverse group members

•

Gaining access and admittance to the setting

•

Providing group orientation and transmitting facilitation to a group leader

•

Deciding on question, time frame, and design with group members
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The second phase involves the creation of the learning environment including
standards for collaboration and reflective discussion cycles pertaining to the question.
The third phase incorporates application of group decisions, along with reflection. The
fourth phase involves further reflection on the process to generate meaning and
construction of new knowledge (Bray, et al., 2000). During the last phase, the authors
advocated the importance of following research standards such as establishing validity
and using systematic methods, while at the same time maintaining group ownership.
Further, the authors underscored that the four phases are cyclical.
Participatory Evaluation
There are many evaluation approaches that include participatory practices ranging
from responsive to utilization to empowerment approaches (Fitzpatrick, Sanders, &
Worthen, 2004; Garoway, 2004; Patton, 2002, 2004). According to Fitzpatrick, et al.,
Stake’s responsive evaluation approach contended that evaluation needed to address
stakeholders’ concerns. Similarly, Patton’s (2004) utilization evaluation posited that any
set of findings ought to be useable; therefore, it made sense to incorporate evaluation
users. Both responsive and utilization oriented evaluation practices often rely on outside
evaluators to drive investigations (Fitzpatrick et al. 2004).
There are other evaluation approaches that rely on participatory, collaborative
practices (Fetterman, 2004; King, 1998; Preskill & Torres, 1999, 2000). According to
Fetterman (2004) empowerment evaluation promotes democracy and is often conducted
by a community itself. Further, Fetterman stated that the evaluator’s role is one of coach
and participant. There are three steps involved in empowerment evaluation – developing
a mission, taking responsibility, and planning for the future. King (1998) described
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participatory evaluation as collaborative action, whereby a group endeavors to improve
practice through critical examination. According to King the collaboration includes
establishing a problem followed by planning, taking action, and reflecting upon the
action. The author stated that evaluator can be an insider or an outsider, but establishing
trust among evaluation participants is essential. Following is one example of participatory
evaluation process, evaluative inquiry for learning in organizations (Preskill & Torres,
1999, 2000).
Evaluative Inquiry for Learning in Organizations
Preskill and Torres (1999, 2000) articulated an organizational inquiry process
involving a collaborative participatory approach. The authors proposed a process that
involves three learning phases – individual, team, and organizational. According to
Preskill and Torres, the evaluator’s role is that of both facilitator and co-learner. Preskill
and Torres (2000) defined inquiry in evaluation as learning that takes place within work
contexts involving multiple perspectives among coworkers, organizational culture, and
personal meaning through collaboration, dialogue, and action (Figure 4). They conceived
the approach as both constructivist (building upon knowledge) and transformational
(changing behavior or beliefs) using dialogic, collaborative, and action orientations.
According to the authors, the evaluation design is customized to the organizational
context.
Group members often are selected to participate in the collaboration by the
organization and include a variety of stakeholders such as staff members, audience
members, and other stakeholders (Preskill & Torres, 2000). The evaluator guides the
inquiry by encouraging participants’ problem solving skills, both individually and as a
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group. The collaborative problem solving then leads to transformation and action through
collective decision-making.

Culture

Focusing the Inquiry

Communication

Organizational
Learning

Applying Learning

Dialogue
Reflection
Asking Questions
Identifying & Clarifying
Values, Beliefs
Assumptions
Knowledge
Team
Learning

Individual
Learning

Leadership

Carrying Out
the Inquiry

Systems & Structures
Figure 4. Evaluative Inquiry for Learning in Organizations (Preskill & Torres, 1999, p. 1)

The Learning Organization from a Business and Organizational Model: The Fifth
Dimension
I provided examples from qualitative collaborative inquiry above, but one
research study in my review of literature (Doering, 2002) examined an organizational
learning model from a business model, The Fifth Discipline: The Art and Practice of the
Learning Organization (Senge, 1990; 2006). As another approach, I include this model as
one that museums use in planning and practice (Matelic, 2012). According to Doering,
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Senge’s model offers museums a conceptual framework for engaging in reflective,
collaborative inquiry for becoming a learning organization.
Senge (1990; 2006) articulated a learning organization using the conceptual
framework of a three-legged stool. The framework includes collaborative efforts in
organizations using the following (Figure 5):

Core Learning
Capabilities for
Teams
Understanding
Complexity

Aspirations
Reflective
Conversation
Figure 5. Core Learning Capabilities of Teams (Senge, 2006, p. xiii)

Senge’s approach to organizational learning advocated for organization leaders to
lead as designers, teachers, and learners. As a designer, leaders understand that their
organization is a “living system” (p. 326). Leaders help organizational team members
navigate a culture that embraces working and learning. Senge stated that: “Learning
infrastructures that effectively integrate working and learning do not emerge fully
formed. Rather they develop over time in ways that depend on leaders who appreciate
and are comfortable with an open, iterative design process” (p. 322). Senge articulated
that teams, or “people who need one another to produce an outcome” (p. xiii), are at the
heart of learning organizations. The three-legged stool metaphor indicates the
interdependence of how teams learn together. The legs that hold up the learning, so to
speak, contain the following components (p. xiii):
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•

Understanding complexity using a systems thinking approach

•

Reflective conversation that includes mental models and dialogues

•

Aspiration to build personal mastery and shared vision

Five disciplines contribute to team learning as reflected in the model. Personal
mastery pertains to an individual’s continued depth of learning to gain new skills, to
refine skills, and to gain expertise throughout a lifetime of learning. Mental models are
personal assumptions that need articulation, examination, and reflection as team members
work together. Shared vision comes from a united group, not just a magnetic leader.
Senge stated the following:
When there is a genuine vision (as opposed to the all-too-familiar ‘vision
statement’), people excel and learn, not because they are told to, but because they
want to. But many leaders have personal visions that never get translated into
shared vision that galvanize an organization. (Senge, 2006, p. 9)
Team learning takes place as individuals learn and come together to think and act through
dialogue. The fifth discipline according to Senge is systems thinking, which focuses on
the big picture of an organization and its overall goals rather than discreet components of
day-to-day activities. Senge argued, “This is why systems thinking is the fifth discipline.
It is the discipline that integrates the disciplines, fusing them into a coherent body of
theory and practice. It keeps them from being separate gimmicks or the latest
organization change fads” (pp. 11-12).
Justification for Using Evaluative Inquiry
Although my focus on education, social research, evaluation, and business
perspectives or examples does not constitute a meta-analysis of approaches, it does allow
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me to find some commonalities and differences among those presented. There are a
number of components the approaches share. First, even though the researcher may plan
an initial research question as a point of departure, the collaborative group needs to shape
and take ownership of the question driving the group process. Second, the questions
established by the group guide the inquiry process. Although the questions may evolve,
the group agrees on questions through consensus. Third, collaborative or participatory
approaches revolve around dialogue. Making sense of the dialogue involves critical
reflection in order to develop shared understandings. Fourth, although participatory
approaches aim to make social change, they may not be emancipatory in the sense of
helping participants recover from social disempowerment. Rather, the collaborative effort
drives changes in practice by empowering group members to take ownership of that
change. The process is a social one in that collaborative or participatory approaches
revolve around dialogue and take place in real world contexts – classrooms, community
groups, or organizations – each encompassing a unique culture. Finally, a collaborative
inquiry means all participants shape the inquiry process, they are not just asked for input
here and there.
Although there are many common components among collaborative approaches,
only evaluative inquiry for learning in organizations offers unique aspects that address
the needs of the museum as an organization and the exhibition team. Because the
approach is an evaluative one, the museum can use both summative and formative
findings for further development and use within the organization; thereby, offering the
potential for sustainability and organizational ownership that the other approaches lack.
This notion is also implied by the approach’s title, evaluative inquiry for learning in
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organizations (Preskill & Torres, 1999; 2000). Additionally, the museum as an institution
is inherently a member of the exhibition team; for this study, the director and chief
curator decided which exhibition the team worked on. Further, the evaluator’s role as a
facilitator addresses Lee (2004) and Kamien’s (2001) conclusions in the previous chapter
that team exhibition planning needs facilitators, who can guide discussion and negotiate
conflict. An evaluator as facilitator moves beyond the scope of project managers, who
focus more on task and budget accomplishments. The use of this model addresses
Roberts’ (1994) call for evaluators to participate in exhibition teams. Finally, evaluative
inquiry for learning in organizations provides an evaluation or assessment of the process
itself, while fulfilling Korn’s (2007) call for evaluative studies addressing curatorial
teams. Furthermore, using a program evaluation approach fits in with the other program
evaluation endeavors the museum engages in conducting. In other words, museum
stakeholders may feel more comfortable using program evaluation – minimal new jargon.
Using Evaluative Inquiry to Develop Grounded Theory: A Background
I paired the structure for the learning process, evaluative inquiry, with the
methodology of grounded theory. The “highly customized” nature of evaluative inquiry,
where the evaluator acts as facilitator, even co-learner and participant, may seem like an
unlikely complement to the discovery-oriented grounded theory approach (Glaser &
Straus, 1967). Although I used an evaluative inquiry structure to construct the learning
phases, I didn’t know ahead of time what data would be generated by participants during
the learning and curatorial phases. How the group processes informed participants’
meaning making and decision-making influenced how I interpreted collected sources –
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blog entries, email correspondence, team meeting transcripts, and other artifacts –
through data analysis.
Grounded theory offered an approach for making sense of collected data and
turning findings into a tangible application model for the museum. Thus, a grounded
theory became a strategy for constructing a model that may offer stronger utilization of
the evaluation findings. A resulting theoretical model, or conceptual framework, offers
the museum a product that can be applied to future organizational learning – something
the staff can apply and refine in future team-oriented curatorial experiences. Likewise,
Preskill and Torres’ (2000) advocated using their approach to develop theory, or a logic
model if applying an evaluation term, as an outcome. They stated the process might be
used “to develop pragmatic theories of action. The program’s theory of action is often
depicted as a logic model that delineates the relationships between and among program
resources and program activities, intermediate states or outcomes, and the ultimate
intended outcomes of the program” (p. 33). Further, they stated, “Thereafter the theory
of action can serve as a framework for continued evaluation of dialogues about the
program. (p. 33)” The evaluation method itself, then, supports the development of theory
as a product of the process as well as offers a method for continual use, another tenet of
evaluative inquiry.
From an evaluation perspective, evaluative inquiry for learning in organizations
seemed to align with grounded theory, but to secure my selection, I wondered what
grounded theory articulators would think about the match? Glaser and Strauss (1967)
originally promoted studying a phenomenon using a naturalistic process without
preconceived constraints. The process provided a systematic analysis using categories
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and themes that allow theory to emerge. They articulated the emergence of a theory as a
discovery, a positivist perspective. Later, Strauss and Corbin (1990) offered a more
systematic process for analyzing data that Glaser felt was too structured, or
predetermined (Charmaz, 2006); thus, the original articulators took grounded theory in
different directions. As a student of both Glaser and Strauss, Charmaz (2006) refuted the
idea that theory emerges or gets discovered by collecting data. She emphasized that data
does not emerge; rather, it is constructed. Start with data, yes, but discover theory, no.
We researchers construct data and thus construct theory through interpretation by the
researcher. She stated, “…I assume that neither data nor theories are discovered. Rather,
we are a part of the world we study and the data we collect. We construct our grounded
theories through our own past and present involvements and interactions with people,
perspectives, and research practices” (p. 10). Her statement legitimized my construction
of the learning experience and participation in the process. Charmaz equated the
researcher with the role of interpreter to explain the data analysis process used in
grounded theory when she described, “My approach explicitly assumes that any
theoretical rendering offers an interpretive portrayal of the studied world, not an exact
picture of it” (p. 10). Further underscoring the interpretive role of the researcher,
Charmaz used a symbolic interaction lens. This may be a strong complement to the
constructivist orientation in evaluative inquiry.
Using Charmaz’s (2006) articulation of constructing grounded theory and
Preskill’s and Torres’ (2000) description of the evaluative inquiry model for learning in
organizations, the evaluator, or researcher, may play a central role in the data
construction. Using Charmaz’s approach to grounded theory as interpreter, the researcher
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is a part of the constructed world and, therefore, is a participant and interpreter of that
world. Likewise, evaluative inquiry encourages the use of an evaluator, who is an insider,
one who knows the culture of the organization and works in depth with participants, one
who is facilitator and co-learner, in order to construct the data collection process.
Conclusion
In the previous chapter, the museum literature from the organizational to
curatorial to educational levels all address a paradigm shift away from 20th century
practices focusing on expert and collection-driven exhibition planning toward 21st
century practices, which call for collaboration and visitor-centered approaches. Despite
acknowledging the use of team approaches in exhibition planning and the potential for
incorporating community members, or visitors, on the team, little research addresses the
phenomenon. The museums that have collected data about exhibition or interpretation
teams used program evaluation and visitor studies strategies. In order to better understand
the process of exhibition teams, where staff members and community members
collaborate, program evaluation approaches like evaluative inquiry offer new ways to
shape, assess, and analyze the process. Furthermore, evaluative inquiry for organizational
learning addresses multiple levels of learning, or transformation of practice, from
individual learning to team learning to organizational learning. Grounded theory offers
an analysis structure for generating a theory for use at the organizational level and
possibly for other small to mid-size art museums interested in using teams to develop
exhibitions.
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CHAPTER 4
METHODS
The review of changing practices in art museums related to organizational,
curatorial, and educational practices informed my research study. I wanted to study the
process of a team curatorial endeavor – the development of an exhibition. I hoped to
work with co-participants (or co-learners, co-curators) in planning, installing, and
interpreting an exhibition using a team of curators that included staff members and
community members. An evaluative inquiry approach for organizational learning
(Preskill & Torres, 1999; 2000) provided a framework for facilitating the process. The
framework complements the current changes in museum policy and education; its
theoretical underpinnings rely on participatory, constructivist, and evaluation notions.
Grounded theory, as the method of data analysis, offered the opportunity to construct a
model for continued organizational use and reflection. Furthermore, grounded theory
offers possible utility for other small- to mid-size art museums to facilitate the work of
exhibition teams and contribute to overall organizational learning. The following sections
delineate the design, data collection, and analysis of the research study.
Design
This study is qualitative in nature – phenomenological, participatory, and
evaluative. Using a phenomenological approach, I placed myself on the team to better
understand the experience of the learning phases, group work, and products developed by
the team. I interacted with the team as a co-participant. I used evaluative inquiry for
organizational learning as the facilitative framework to guide the exhibition team (Figure
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7). Purposeful sampling led to participants for the exhibition team. The following are the
research questions, participants and art museum site.
Research Questions
I started with the following questions:
•

How does using evaluative inquiry for learning in organizations facilitate team
exhibition planning?

Follow-up questions include:
•

How might the findings obtained from using evaluative inquiry promote
organizational learning?

•

How can a resulting grounded theory contribute to better understanding exhibition
development team processes?
These questions drove my design, procedures, and analysis. A subsequent

question emerged during the analysis as well. Team member discussions in this study
continually returned to the issue of curating a “focused exhibition,” which will be further
examined below. The discussions led to an emergent question, “What mechanisms
contribute to an exhibition team process that strives to curate a focused exhibition?”
Site, Exhibition, and Participants
The site chosen for the study is my former museum, The Ogden Museum of
Southern Art – University of New Orleans. This site offered me the opportunity to use
my established relationship to participate as an internal evaluator. Chosen by the museum
director and chief curator and based on upcoming rotations that fit into the exhibition
schedule, the exhibition centered on a permanent collection and gallery, the Will Henry
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Stevens Collection. Since many of the artworks are works on paper, this gallery offered a
timely assurance of fitting into the exhibition schedule as well as offering participants a
substantial group of artworks to make selections.
Site: The Ogden Museum of Southern Art – University of New Orleans. The
Ogden Museum of Southern Art (Figure 6) is affiliated with the University of New
Orleans. The first of three buildings, housing the 20th- and 21st-century collections,
opened in 2003. Yet to open are the education wing and the historic H.H. Richardson
building, which will house 18th and 19th century collections. In all, the Ogden Museum
houses the largest collection of Southern American art. The museum holds nearly 4000
works of art from 15 states and from Washington D.C. The current building features 26
gallery spaces, both permanent collection galleries and special exhibition spaces.
Prior to Hurricane Katrina, the Ogden Museum had over 30 staff members.
During the course of this study, the museum staff was still a reduced staff, about 15
members, including the following: director, deputy director, chief curator, education
coordinator, special events coordinator and curator of Southern music, collections
manager, installation preparator, membership coordinator, public information officer,
accountant, museum store manager, museum store sales assistant, administrative
assistant, and museum interns.

Figure 6. The Ogden Museum of Southern Art – University of New Orleans is located in the Arts
Warehouse District in Downtown New Orleans
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The exhibition. The use of evaluative inquiry for learning in organizations
requires that the organization is a part of the process throughout planning and
implementation. Thus, the museum director and chief curator guided the initial choice of
content, topic, and objects collection for exhibition team, thereby fulfilling the needs of
the museum perceived by museum leadership. The selected exhibition focused on an
early American modernist, Will Henry Stevens, whose work is displayed on a rotating
basis in a permanent gallery dedicated to the artist. With over 400 works and archival
materials in the collection, the exhibition team would have the opportunity to focus on
one artist in an in-depth manner.
A couple of parameters secured this exhibition choice. First, the director and chief
curator acknowledged that this gallery needed to be rotated regularly based on the
fragility of the works on paper. Additionally, other media such as oil on canvas as well as
a large archive of family materials had yet to be shown to the public. Second, as a
substantial collection including over 400 works of art and family archival materials –
journals, photographs, correspondence, newspaper articles, works of art by the artist’s
wife and daughter, among other items, the team could pursue a number of thematic
approaches. As a result, the participants would have many objects to make their
selections and exhibition topics yet to be explored at the museum. The director and chief
curator agreed that having a focus, without restraining the curatorial team by having too
few works to make exhibition selections, offered the opportunity to fulfill a museum
curatorial need, while also providing some focus. They agreed that opening up the entire
museum collection might be too broad and potentially more challenging for the team to
participate in a focused inquiry. Over the course of a year, I met with the director and
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chief curator. We talked about other options including a photography exhibition open to
various themes and approaches; yet, we kept returning to the Will Henry Stevens
collection, which secured this collection as the team’s curatorial directive. Fitting into the
exhibition and gallery rotation schedule, we set the exhibition development process from
January through March 2010 and the exhibition opening for early April 2010.
Participants. I used a purposeful sampling method to build a team of six
participants including myself as a facilitator and co-participant using the following
parameters. Participant selection included discussions with the director and chief curator
at the time of this study, two primary stakeholders. After a preliminary list, which
included two staff members, the director and chief curator allowed me to ask for input
from senior staff members. I used a snowball method to gain staff member input for
inviting participants to the project via email invitation (Appendix B; see also Appendix A
for the full IRB). The special events coordinator and curator of Southern music provided
a list of musicians. I sent the email invitation to the first potential participant listed. Had
he declined to participate, I would have continued through the list. Likewise, the chief
curator provided a list of staff members with the preference for inviting the collections
manager and curator of Southern music followed by a list of all other staff members. The
collections manager offered an essential role, knowing collections management and art
handling. The curator of Southern music was newer to curating visual art at the museum
at the time; however, she is also an artist and assisted with installation in area galleries.
Two additional team members were selected using a similar process with names provided
by museum staff.
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To provide multiple viewpoints and opportunities to conduct research, and ultimately
interpretation strategies, I chose participants who may engage in creative as well as
traditional research methods. By creative, I meant that participants might choose to
research and respond to the exhibition through art making – visual art, music, creative
writing, theatre, oral histories, or others. By traditional methods, I mean using scholarly
readings, archives, analysis of artwork, connoisseurship, or others.
I saw each participant, whether staff or community member, as stakeholders in the
evaluative process. In the case of community member participation, it was not necessary
for participants to have participated with or visited the museum. One participant did not
have previous experience at the museum. This project provided the opportunity to see
how participants’ views about and ownership of the museum changed during and after
the project. I also hoped to create a diverse team made up of different generations,
ethnicities, and genders. As it turned out, the team reflected a range of museum
participation, cultural background, and gender, but all participants were young
professionals in their 30s with the exception of the facilitator, who was in her early 40s.
Each invited participant had the opportunity to decline with full confidentiality. I had a
long list, with no ramifications for declining, particularly staff members, who may have
felt they had to participate. Like many other projects I conducted at the Ogden in
previous years, no one declined. The group seemed eager and motivated to start at our
initial team meeting. All participants signed consent forms and agreed to use their names
in the published study (see Appendix C for a sample consent form). One participant
preferred to use her first name only. With that request in mind, throughout the rest of the
study, I refer to participants using first names. The following are the study participants:
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2 staff members
o Libra Lagrone, Curator of Music and Special Events Coordinator
o Bradley Sumrall, Collections Manager and Curatorial Assistant



1 visual artist
o Gina Phillips, visual artist, elementary art specialist, museum volunteer,
and part-time studio instructor at the museum; Gina’s artwork is featured
in the museum’s permanent collection



1 musician
o Evan Christopher, clarinetist



1 writer (folklorist)
o Katherine (preferred not to use her last name) former staff member and
current staff member at a large historical museum



1 knowledge bearer, or content expert
o Me (as it turned out): as former museum educator and as knowledge
bearer pertaining to over 15 years experience with Will Henry Stevens
collections and family archives
Incentives. Although I did not offer payment to participants, I provided them with

resources and training they would not otherwise receive. Resources included curatorial
files and technology to aid with individual research and team discussions. Additionally, I
provided a $40 stipend for the purchase of digital recorders (audio, video, or photo), art
supplies, or other items that might contribute to the exhibition. In the end, participant
curators pooled their individual budgets to purchase a library of reading materials for the
exhibition.
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Measurement, Instrumentation and Role of the Researcher
Preskill and Torres (2000) made a case for internal evaluators using their
approach. In order to facilitate learning, the organization and the staff members should
have an established relationship, or trust. Although I was not an employee of the museum
at the time of the study, I have a history with the institution and its programming as the
founding curator of education from 2000-2006. As a grounded theorist, I constructed and
interpreted data during the implementation and analysis.
Data Collection Procedures
Evaluative inquiry for learning in organizations provided a visual framework for
how I constructed the procedures and data collection (Figure 7). During each learning
phase – individual, team, and organizational – I collected artifacts as data collection
sources to analyze. Data collection sources included a team blog, transcripts from all
team meetings, personal journaling and note taking, meeting agendas, and resulting
exhibition artifacts such as installation shots, wall texts, and archival sources. The data
sources contributed to the understanding of each learning phase. One source that I
thought would be helpful for understanding the initial individual learning phase was
participant journals, where they could write their thoughts about the exhibition and
responses to readings prior to group meetings. The journals were the only source that
went uncollected due to lack of participant use. Collection and procedures for each phase
can be found in Tables 1-4.
Evaluative Inquiry for Learning in Organizations Phases
I set up procedures for data collection through the following activities applied to
individual, team, and organizational learning phases:
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•

Focusing the Inquiry included facilitator planning activities for individual and
team learning phases including developing curatorial files

•

Carrying out the Inquiry included activities for individual research and team
dialogue including: team blog, discussion prompts, creating agendas based on
team decision-making

•

Applying Learning included activities related to exhibition installation and
contributions to the organization including: installation of art works, wall texts,
other exhibition elements developed by the team

The planning and collection of the activities can be seen in the following section and
delineated in Table 1.

Figure 7. Evaluative Inquiry for Learning in Organizations (Preskill & Torres, 1999, p. 1)
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Timeline
Table 1 provides a view of the overall planning and implementation of the team
exhibition development process as well as the strategies I used to analyze the process.
Phase I activities included my preparations as facilitator for the individual and group
learning processes through the development of curatorial files, creation of the group blog
site, and development of question protocols for individual and group experiences. All of
Phase I activities help to focus the inquiry for individual and team learning. Phase II
describes the processes involved during the individual learning time. This phase also
addressed focusing the inquiry – participants began their individual readings, journals,
and blogging activities so that when they got together as a team they could begin to think
about what question or themes they would like to focus on in their exhibition. Phase III
involved carrying out the inquiry, whereby team members worked together with guidance
by the facilitator, me, to develop an exhibition research question and themes. Phase IV
involved the team applying their learning – selecting objects, planning, installing, and
interpreting the objects in the exhibition. Phase V involved my analysis of the process
through artifacts – blog discussions, email correspondence, observations and photographs
taken during team meetings, and the exhibition itself – in order to provide information for
organizational learning. The learning phases delineated in Table 1. included construction
by the evaluator (purple), individual learning (pink), team learning (blue), and
organizational learning (orange). Each phase includes data analysis strategies.
Phase I: Focusing the inquiry through preparation for individual and team
learning experiences. With a year to wait once the exhibition opening date was
scheduled, I used the time to prepare for the individual learning phase for participants
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(Table 1). Prior to meeting as a team, participants had access to individual curatorial files
that I developed (Appendix D). The individual curatorial files included samples from the
museum archive curatorial files. The museum’s curatorial files were extensive on this
artist, so I conducted content analysis to select pertinent samples for participants
(Appendix E).
Table 1. Data Collection Timeline

Inquiry/ Learning
Phases
Focusing the inquiry

Focusing the inquiry

Carrying out the
inquiry

Task

Outputs

Timeline

Curatorial
Curatorial Resource
Resource
File:
File
- WHS
Development
collection disc 2009
- Curatorial file
readings
- Museum
studies/
- Exhibition
readings
- Resources
(file materials)

Teaching
Plan for
individual
and group
learning
experiences

Data Analysis
Document Analysis
(Love, 2007)
- Team Blog
outline
- Initial
TeamMeeting
agenda
- Initial emails

Facilitation protocols
Blog Site
Text-based discussion
Development prompts (questions)
for group
responses to Individual
individual
introduction bios
readings
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Analysis
Procedures
Document
analysis
Example
Worksheet
based on
Howell and
Prevenier
(2001)
(Appendix
E)

Fall 2009
January
2010
March 5,
2010

Grounded
theory and
narrative
content
analysis

Fall
2009

Grounded
theory and
narrative
content
analysis

January
2010

Table 1. Continued

Inquiry/ Learning
Phases
Focusing the inquiry/
individual learning
Focusing the inquiry/
individual learning

Task

Outputs

Individual
Reading
Individual
Responses

Preparation for team
meetings
Journal entries (not
analyzed)

Focusing the inquiry/ Individual
Carrying out the
Research
inquiry

Carrying out the
inquiry/ team
learning

Team
dialogue and
reflection
Team
Meetings

Group blog responses
Conduct/collect/create
- field tours
- composition
- artwork
- others
Text-based
discussions
Exhibition theme
generation
Object selection

Applying
learning/team
learning

Installation

Applying
learning/team
learning

Interpretation Interpretation
guidelines
Drafts
Final products
Raw data
Coded data
Memos
Mapping
Theory development
Participant
Member-checking,
Feedback
correspondence

Data Analysis

Applying learning/
organizational
learning
Applying learning/
organizational
learning

Exhibition

Timeline Analysis
Procedures
4-6
weeks of
reading
Coding
responses
JanuaryFebruary
2010

March
5-12,
2010

April –
Summer
2010
20102012

Coding

Observation/
field notes
photographs
Coding
Team
meeting
transcriptions
Observation/
field notes/
photographs
coding
Coding

Summer 2010 – Summer
2012

Summer/Fall 2011
Reports

Executive summary
Full report
Dissertation

Fall 2012/Spring 2013

In addition, I selected museum studies readings regarding exhibitions and visitor learning
based on my own experience as a museum educator and curator, who has worked with
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many curatorial groups including curators, teachers, and community members, both
adults and children over the last 20 years. The curatorial files also contained a CD-ROM
of the Will Henry Stevens Collection and research resources such as highlighters, sticky
notes, stapler, tape measure, pencils, among other items.
Since I acted as facilitator for the group, I developed the inquiry focusing process
by creating curatorial files, which were read during the individual learning phase, Phase
II. In my experience, curatorial files are typically organized first by artists or gallery
dealers then by museum curators and contain artifacts including object provenance,
auction records, publications related to the artist, exhibition catalogues, resumes,
historical archival pieces such as gallery openings and newspaper reviews. Some files
have very little information, while others are extensive. In putting together curatorial files
for the exhibition team members, I was interested in providing learners with readings that
assist with the main goal of exhibition – telling a story for and possibly with visitors.
Therefore, artifacts from the museum’s curatorial file were complemented by literature
that assists with how to create an exhibition for visitors, especially since team members
may be curating an exhibition for the first time. Based on my 20 years of museum
experience working with curators as well as students of all ages and backgrounds, I found
it helpful to begin the curatorial process related to the museum experience – how to look
at, ask questions about, and interpret art in addition to what motivates visitors in art
museums.
Once the museum director and chief curator decided on the overarching topic, I
examined the museum files related to the selected artist to include in the readings. I used
an historical analysis protocol to assess the quality and legitimacy of the artifacts (see
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Appendix D). Also, I asked the chief curator for suggestions of pertinent literature related
to the artist. I did not want to overwhelm team members with readings; they could
conduct their own research during the individual learning time in addition to selections
from the curatorial file I gave them, but I wanted to provide a few key readings including
those found in the full references located in Appendix D. Table 2 below displays an
overview of included materials provided to participants for the individual research time.
These readings were provided to each team member, but they were not required
readings. Rather, they offered a variety of entry points based on team member
preferences such as art historical writing, authentic accounts from the time period,
interpretation strategies, and exhibition development process. There were additional
hanging files in the file box for participants to pursue their own background research and
organize their materials according to their own preferences.
Table 2. Readings for Individual Research

Readings (Appendix)

Curatorial File

Each participant received a curatorial file
similar to the one above with hanging files
and folders. In addition to readings
(adjacent column) a resource disc of images
from the Will Henry Stevens collection was
provided in addition to a packet of resource
materials – highlighters, file tabs, sticky
notes, measuring tape, stapler, pencils…
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Exhibition Content Files:
• Will Henry Stevens: Modernism,
Blue Spiral Gallery
• Will Henry Stevens: The Oriental
Influence, Blue Spiral Gallery
• Will Henry’s Nature: The
Pictorial Ideas of W. H. Stevens
by Herman Lemann. 1948
• Interview with a Student of Will
Henry Stevens, Louise Kepper
interview with 4th graders (2001)
• Artist statement by Will Henry
Stevens
• Exhibition reviews from 1930s
Museum Studies Readings:
• Intrinsic Motivation in Museums
• Silent Pedagogy
• Evaluating Exhibitions

The facilitator’s individual learning. Although I designed the facilitative
process and readings for the team, I also felt that if they had to prepare for team meetings,
so should I. In the literature review, I highlighted a number of authors, who voiced
concerns about team processes – unwillingness to engage in conflict, team process as
diffuser of ideas, the need to build trusting relationships, and others. So I assigned myself
a preparatory reading. As a Barnes and Noble general manager, my husband had to
complete a number of readings for each annual store manager national conference. One
year, he was assigned to read, The Five Dysfunctions of a Team (Lencioni, 2002). He
marveled at the strong narrative and model presented. As a way to prepare myself for
assisting and facilitating a team, I decided this was an appropriate homework assignment
for myself as participants engaged in reading and responding to their curatorial files. In
the book, Lencioni presented a fictional tale of one corporate technology firm led by a
new CEO engaged in building an effective executive team. Although the book addressed
a corporate team, the author quickly noted that the model also addressed teams of any
sort including departmental and project teams. He also acknowledged the relevancy to
non-profit organizations.
The five dysfunctions of a team articulated by Lencioni (2002) addressed the
following: the lack of trust and how to gain it; the avoidance of conflict and how to allow
it; the absence of commitment and how to improve it; the neglect of accountability and
how to build it; and, the lack of concentration on results and how to refocus. I used this
reading as a guide for achieving stronger facilitation of a team. Before I read the book, I
knew, from being an educator for many years, that building trust and understanding
included different learning and teamwork styles as important to any facilitative work. I
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decided the first activity we needed to incorporate into our team meetings included
coming to a baseline understanding of relationship building and trust. I included a teambuilding activity for our first team meeting. After, I tried to incorporate clear objectives
for our teamwork. These ideas played out in our daily agendas that I created based on
team input after each meeting.
The team blog. I prepared the blog site, Ogden Museum Exhibition Team, where
team members posted their biographies and reflections on their readings during the
individual learning period. The blog design and question protocols – biography questions
and reading reflection questions can be seen in Table 3. The blog, created on
blogger.com, was a private site by invitation only to allow for team trust-building and
privacy, or confidentiality for participants (although all participants agreed to use their
names in the study). Invited when they agreed to participate on the curatorial team,
participants had access to the blog during individual, team, and post-exhibition. The
following table cites the blog design and questions posed to participants:
Phase II: Focusing the inquiry – individual learning. During the individual
learning period, participants read their curatorial files. I gave each participant a journal at
our initial meeting. In the journal, participants were asked to reflect on each reading and
other information or artifacts found in the file. Reflections could include responses –
agreements and disagreements – with readings. Participants were asked to continue
journaling through the team-learning phase in order to record their thoughts on the team
process. The journals could also be used to construct responses to the blog. I asked
participants to engage in a group dialogue on the blog pertaining to readings as the first
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team engagement. For each blog reflection, participants were asked to reflect on their
own museum experiences related to the readings (Table 3).
Table 3. Exhibition Team Blog

Blog Design/Layout

OGEN MUSEUM EXHIBITION
TEAM
W EL C O ME T O T H E
O G DE N M U S E U M
BLOG FOR OUR
EX H I B I T I O N

Curatorial File
Readings
January 30, 2011
Comments

Blog Questions: Posted during individual
research, January-March 2010
Post 1: Post a bio about what you’d like to
gain from this experience and about your
background. (January 22, 2010)
Post 2: Curatorial file readings: What do
you find useful? What questions do you
have? (January 30, 2010)
Post 3: Narrowing our themes and
questions (after first team meeting, March
5, 2010)
Post team-meeting posts (after March 12,
2010)

Above is a recreation of the team blog with
a sample topic.

Phase III: Carrying out the inquiry – individual/team learning. I hoped the
blog would provide the transition from the individual learning to team learning. When
participants responded to readings on the blog, I facilitated further questions and
encouraged group members to respond to one another’s comments, and encourage those
who had yet to respond to do so. An additional transition to the team learning relied on
participants’ conducting their own research, or fieldwork, and bringing ideas, readings,
and artifacts to the team discussion. At the initial meeting in early January 2010, I told
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the participants they had full access to the Will Henry Stevens curatorial file and could
conduct their own studies.
Phase IV: Applying the learning – team learning. During this phase, the team
met at the museum. Following the facilitation daily agendas. I created the first day
agenda, but then based on team decision-making, I typed up subsequent daily agendas
(Table 4). I guided participants through exhibition development – identifying a question
and themes, selecting objects, interpretation planning, and installation. Applying the
learning through teamwork took place during six team meetings.
Table 4. Sample Agenda Pages and Agenda Topics
Daily Agenda Topics
Friday, March 5, 2010:
- Ann: Overview of the project
- Baseline for teamwork: Personal
approaches, function, action
- Getting started: The curatorial process
- Setting the timeline for next week
- Weekend homework
Monday, March 8, 2010:
- Identifying/narrowing theme
- Decision on wall color
- Object selection
Tuesday, March 9, 2010:
- Continue looking at works/one last box
- Narrow theme to select final (or almost
final) works for exhibition
- Get list and objects to Richard for
matting/framing
- Paining?
- Develop interpretation plan – make
individual or pairs assignments

Wednesday, March 10, 2010:
- Logistics: Paint color
- Final object selection
- Placement in the gallery
- Title/story/interpretation selection
- Text assignments
Thursday, March 11, 2010:
- Title
- What story do we want to tell?
- Text/writing assignments
Friday, March 12, 2010:
- Finalize title
- Draft intro wall text
- Choose works for label copy/write
- Facebook page development
- Selections for table/iPad development
After:
- Installation
- Opening
What did and did not happen

-

Phase V: Applying the learning to organizational learning. This phase
encompassed my analysis and findings of the individual and team learning processes. I
analyzed the blog, email correspondence, group discussion or activity artifacts from
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group meetings, my own observation and participation in the team meetings, and the
resulting exhibition through content analysis and grounded theory development in order
to suggest how this experience may contribute to organizational learning. The data
analysis strategies follow, but I hope to offer the museum, and possibly other small to
mid-size art museums, a model for future team curating endeavors.
Data Analysis
I used grounded theory to analyze data. Analysis included cyclical stages resulting
in a theory strongly tied to data. The stages of coding for grounded theory include the
following as articulated by Charmaz (2006):


Initial coding (line by line, in vivo, constant comparative)



Memos that address possible categories based on coding



Focused coding (axial and theoretical)



Advanced memos to hone categories



Theoretical sampling to look at specific data



Memo sorting to establish groups of categories



Concept diagramming (conceptual maps or other visual displays)



Writing a draft of the theory

The stages of grounded theory assisted me with finding a pathway through the data
and answers to my research questions:
•

How does using evaluative inquiry for learning in organizations facilitate team
exhibition planning?

•

How might the findings obtained from using an evaluative inquiry process
promote organizational learning?
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•

What grounded theory or articulated conceptual framework, based on findings,
contribute to the organization learning approach?

•

What mechanisms contribute to a an exhibition team process that strives to curate
a focused exhibition?”

Examples of Coding, Categorizing, and Memos
I began the coding process across data sources – team blog, correspondence,
observation notes, agendas, and audio recording transcriptions. I transcribed all of the
recorded team meetings without use of a software program because I wanted to be close
to the data, to know it thoroughly as well as gain insight from pauses and vocal tone;
return again and again to the discussions where multiple conversations took place at the
same time; understand the nuances between a chuckle and a laugh. The team meeting
audio recording transcripts alone generated hundreds of pages of data. Throughout the
process, I made memos about the emerging categories and potential codes in my journal.
I began to look for patterns or themes across the data sources.
Three overarching categories emerged from the conversations generated most
notably in the team meeting transcripts, but also in correspondence and the team blog:
•

Consistently team members grappled with their roles as curators on the
team and how the roles impacted decision-making

•

Likewise, as I looked at my role on the team as a facilitator and co-curator,
I grappled with the roles related to facilitation of the team and their
reactions, requests, responses, and actions
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•

The conversations and learning focused on the stages of the exhibition
development process but not necessarily in a sequential order; dedication
to the process and product exemplified indicators of intrinsic motivation
Assumptions and Limitations

I bring 20 years of experience in art museum education, curatorial work, and arts
administration to the construction of the learning process and data including six years as
the curator of education at the Ogden Museum. My interpretations reflect that experience
as well my experience as an educator and facilitator of exhibition teamwork in my current
position as the director and faculty member of a museum studies program based in a midsize art museum. Additionally, I conduct visitor studies and program evaluation in
museums. Because assertions are interpretations, I needed to make strong connections
among data sources as justification.
I had a number of assumptions as I developed the team process according to the
evaluative inquiry model. Some of my initial assumptions going into the study come from
my orientations listed above as a curator, educator, and evaluator, who facilitated a
number of teams in art museums. I assumed that all exhibition team members would be
committed to our work. I assumed that team members were internally motivated but
would enjoy external motivation (such as a personal budget dedicated to the exhibition or
personal learning enhancements). I assumed that since I was a former employee, the
curator of education, that current team staff members would be free to participate and
share their opinions; yet, might be concerned with past practices when I was a department
head. I assumed that since the museum used participatory exhibition practices, our team
had the opportunity to curate and install an exhibition.
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Limitations include the evaluation aspect of this study – conducted at one
museum combined with grounded theory. Using grounded theory to complement the
evaluative inquiry approach contains an underlying assumption that the museum will use
the resulting theory; or, it may imply that the grounded theory could be used in other art
museums. Those assumptions are not necessarily what transpired, yet I strove to generate
a grounded theory that promotes use. Despite this limitation, I offer ways for small to
mid-size art museums to try resulting findings and theoretical model generated.
Trustworthiness
Denzin and Lincoln (2003) describe qualitative researcher’s role as a quilter or a
bricoleur, bringing together and layering the viewpoints of participants and the
researcher. According to the authors among others, claims of strict objectivity is
unachievable in research; there will always be subjectivities, but it is up to the researcher
to illuminate them as honestly and completely as possible (Bogdan & Biklen, 2003,
Denzin & Lincoln, 2003; Patton, 2002; Rossman & Rallis, 2003). Evaluative inquiry for
learning in organizations allows for, even suggests that, evaluators who facilitate the
learning processes should have an established working relationship with the organization
such as I have with the Ogden Museum (Preskill & Torres, 1999; 2000). The established
relationship underscores the importance of trust issues. Trust in the evaluator and
subsequent findings also may contribute to sustainability.
Trustworthiness relates to the integrity and ethics used during the evaluation
process (Patton, 2002; Rossman & Rallis, 2003). To maintain standards of
trustworthiness, I incorporated a transparent process on all levels – from documenting all
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observations to the best of my ability to recording my own thoughts and reflections to
collecting artifacts from group interactions.
Trustworthiness issues also relate to the credibility, or quality, of the research
process and resulting analyses (Patton, 2002; Rossman & Rallis, 2003). Rossman and
Rallis (2003) offered the following questions to guide researchers and evaluators during
the implementation and analysis of a study (p. 66):
•

Does the research derive from participants’ views?

•

Does the researcher reflect on her role?

•

Can another researcher follow the internal logic in developing conclusions?

•

Are the methodological decisions grounded in a conceptual framework?

•

Is the methodology and design reasoning transparent?

•

Does the researcher document and reveal her decision-making process?

Trustworthiness also extends to the interpretation of material objects such as art and
documents. According to Hodder (2003), “The interpreter learns from the experience of
material remains – the data and the interpreter brings each other into existence in a
dialectical fashion” (p. 173). Participants and I made interpretations related to our
readings, interactions with one another, and artworks. We were guided by what Hoder
calls coherence and correspondence to make confirmations between objects and
interpretations. Ultimately, the readers and users of this study will decide its worth or
value (Patton, 2002), but I made every attempt to use a transparent process to reveal the
viewpoints of the participants and myself.
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Conclusion/summary
I used grounded theory to analyze a team of curators during an exhibition
planning process that I facilitated with co-participants by employing evaluative inquiry
for learning in organizations. Through this investigation, I provide a model, or theoretical
framework, for the Ogden Museum to continue providing ways to engage the public
during curatorial endeavors. Since few research and evaluation studies address the
process of the team approach, I hope this study provides a systematically constructed and
analyzed set of findings to contribute to the literature and possibly to other small to midsized art museums. In the next chapter, I share the stories and analyses of multiple
sources from the exhibition development team.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS
In this chapter, I present the analysis of the data collected – transcripts of team
meeting audio recordings, photographs, blog posts, communication, and the resulting
exhibition, Will Henry Stevens: Louisiana Waterways. Three distinct components –
curatorial roles, facilitator roles, and exhibition development process – contribute to the
generation of a theoretical model using grounded theory. Generally, theory articulation
presents a worldview that then can be tested in some way providing evidence that the
theory worked. In my study, the use of grounded theory was used as an iterative process
leading to the articulation of a model that can be used at the museum, or perhaps in other
like-sized art museums, where leadership is interested in using exhibition development
teams made up of cross-department and community-based representatives.
Using a grounded theory analysis process of developing initial coding categories
and then refining them through further in-depth analysis, memos, and theory
development, I try to provide a transparent view of my process in this chapter. Three
emergent themes provide a structure for the analysis and theory development:
•

Evidence of exhibition team learning phases (from individual and team
data sources) is primarily represented during team meeting dialogues.
Questioning, reflecting, discussing, commenting, clarifying, defining,
sharing knowledge – all a part of evaluative inquiry for learning in
organizations – can be seen during team discussions and result in defining
and narrowing the curatorial roles or tasks in developing the exhibition at
hand.
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•

The questioning and discussions pertaining to curatorial roles seems
necessary for each team member to feel fully engaged in co-curatorial
work, or to feel ownership of the exhibition among team members. To
facilitate the engagement and ownership, the evaluator, or assigned
manager, must acknowledge all viewpoints and push toward informed and
focused consensus, using evidence explicitly from group interactions.

•

The resulting exhibition may follow traditional exhibition development
processes, but the stages of the process may be fluid rather than linear and
reflect the discussions inherent in defining curatorial roles among
exhibition team members.

The emergent themes are described in the results section below pertaining to exhibition
team interactions, facilitation of the team, and exhibition development process.
Exhibition Team Interactions: Individual and Team Learning Phases
During the individual learning phase, each co-curator on the team received the
curatorial file I prepared. Evidence regarding individual learning during the six-week
period is limited to blog posts and a few email communications. Overall, participants
used the team blog in a limited way. I asked participants to introduce themselves on the
blog and posted questions that might elicit opinions about the readings. Four of the six
participants posted introductions. Two participants also used email to respond to readings
or raise questions about exhibition team member roles. Questions pertaining to individual
curatorial roles emerged before the first team meeting. Yet, further evidence of responses
to individual learning came through reflection and dialogue during team meetings. An
example of a team discussion based on a reading reflection during the individual learning
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phase included this one from a team meeting on day two about a reading by
Cziksentmihalyi and Hermanson (1995; see Appendix D for full citation)1:
E: I didn’t think much of that article about the intrinsic versus the extrinsic…
Yeah, because I think it’s really hard to say there’s really such a thing as… I was
talking to somebody who had actually been to see a friend’s exhibit at the D-Day
Museum and every time I let her try to describe something that was an intrinsic
motivation, it always came back to something that was extrinsic, nostalgia, or
even just to have the satisfaction of having gained information is more extrinsic.2

Throughout the six days of team meetings (each session lasted roughly two hours;
one session for three hours), the group continued to reflect on the curatorial role, or roles,
in making exhibition decisions. Throughout data sources – transcripts, blog posts, email
communications, and my journal notes – the curatorial inquiry pattern emerged.
Initial Coding and Memos about Coding
As I began the coding process, which started informally while I transcribing each
meeting session, I started to notice that our discussions often centered on questions about
how curators make decisions and how we as a group would do so. Once the transcriptions
for all six meetings were complete, I began to look more closely at the curatorial roles
and who fulfilled them. I made notes about how each team member seemed to represent
1

Team members will be referred to by their first initial, A: Ann; B: Bradley; E: Evan; G:
Gina; K: Katherine; and L: Libra.
2
Ellipses indicate participant stopping for a thought or change in direction of comment.
Throughout the team meeting transcripts, ellipses also indicate where other team
2
Ellipses indicate participant stopping for a thought or change in direction of comment.
Throughout the team meeting transcripts, ellipses also indicate where other team
members picked up on a comment and added a comment before returning to the original
speaker.
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one approach over another, as if each of us brought particular strengths to the shared
process of curating. These are a few initial codes I thought started to bring to light what
our individual contributions to the team process might be (from meetings one through
three in particular):
•

Literary: made connections to literary influences; cross-disciplinary

•

Pragmatic: made definitive, action-oriented statements

•

Conceptual: made connections to a larger theoretical framework or
organization for the overarching exhibition idea

•

Philosophical: raised questions about the nature of art and curation

•

Technical: made statements regarding artist technique

As I continued analyzing the discussions, it seemed we all questioned deeper
issues and meanings regarding curatorial roles, particularly related to how we selected
objects and placed them within an overarching theme or narrative. Even if we tended
toward one curatorial approach, we questioned the roles regarding our tasks and
responsibilities, and many more roles emerged. Our viewpoints may have favored one or
more approaches, but we all discussed and questioned varying viewpoints.
Focused Coding and Advanced Memos
I pulled away from analyzing individuals and the roles we tended to lean toward –
because we didn’t neatly fit into one role all of the time – to looking at the questions,
dialogue, and reflections that focused on curatorial roles in general, which was a
consistent part of our conversation as we looked at objects and narrowed our selections
for the exhibition. The following tables (Tables 5-7) provide examples of participant
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inquiries or discussion comments. I will further discuss the roles in after each table as
advanced memos.
Advanced Memos for Day Two Coding Examples
The above and below tables represent examples of codes that appeared multiple times
throughout team meeting days. Where I could, I formulated the words based on the
participants’ own words. Where that was not possible, I described the phenomenon of the
role as explained by the participant co-curator. The quotations illustrate definitions to
each curatorial role to a certain extent, but I also made memos regarding the definitions.
It should also be noted that my wording of definition categories are an interpretation
based on this exhibition team. As I mentioned in Chapter Two, “…experiences overlap,
merge, and influence one another.” That was true in developing the curatorial role codes.
Curatorial roles as listed above (Table 5) were present across team meetings.
•

Connector: this role addresses connections across disciplines and contexts

•

Geographer: this role examines the relationship to place

•

Cultural Interpreter: like a connector, this role examines connections, but in this
case, across cultural influences

•

Technique Analyst: this role examines medium, application of technical skills,
and stylistic considerations

•

Learner: Unlike the learner role of the overall project that all co-curators
participated in, sometimes we asked each other questions and learned from others’
expertise

•

Individual/Personal: this role pertained to personal decisions based on likes and
dislikes
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Table 5. Sample Coding Team Meeting Day Two: Object Viewing

Curatorial
Role/Curator As:
Connector

Participant Question, Comment, Short Dialogue Examples
Ex. 1- E: “I think for the Emerson connection you just made, it’s
worth keeping it in the maybe pile.”
Ex. 2 - B: “It’d be great to have books that he used.”
Ex. 3 - L: “I would love to have some physical objects he used.”

Geographer

Ex - B: “And that could, those look like shrimper shacks down on
the Mississippi Gulf Coast too. So if we say we’re sticking to this
area then we should say Mississippi Gulf Coast rather than say that
[Louisiana] because there’s no way we’re going to be able to tell on
a lot of these whether it’s Louisiana or Mississippi.”

Cultural Interpreter Ex - G: “I would love to one day do a show just of his Asian
accents from the show that he saw [at the Freer Gallery].”

Technique Analyst

Ex (short dialogue): B: “Notice the dry pigment.”

Learner

E: “What do you mean by that? The medium? Why are you asking?
Dry pigment?”

Individual/Personal Ex - G: “I’m thinking I don’t like that one.”
Caretaker

Ex. (short dialogue): B: “Looks like we’ve got some organic
growth underneath the pigment too.”
E: “The foxing? Is that what you’re seeing?”
L: “This isn’t a good sign.”

Logistics Manager

Ex. (short dialogue): B: “Well, you gotta figure these are not
matted, he’s going to have to cut mattes and he’s going to have to
find frames that fit.”
A: “Right, so that could eliminate…”
B: “…and he has 120 more, 120-150 more framing obligations to
finish.”
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•

Caretaker: this role related to care, preservation, and when knowledgeable
conservation concerns

•

Logistics Manager: this role deals with the movement and management of objects,
to move toward installation
At our day two meeting, we spent most of our time looking at the Will Henry

Stevens Collection, piece by piece. As I will discuss further in the exhibition process
section below, the team decided to focus on Louisiana images for the content of the
exhibition. So, most of the second meeting, we discussed and analyzed the location each
image depicted (Stevens was known most for images of the Blue Ridge Mountains and
Louisiana swamps).
Additional memo on the technique analyst: In other curatorial groups this role
might be a critic or a connoisseur, but these statements were not judgments and no one in
the group was a connoisseur of this artist’s work; the notions of connoisseurship did
come up later (Table 6), whereas in this role, we simply made comments about technique
and style.

Table 6. Sample Coding Team Meeing Day Three: Object Selection

Curatorial
Role/Curator As:
Personal

Participant Question, Comment, Short Dialogue Examples
Ex. (short dialogue): L: “I don’t know if y’all have done this, but
we were talking a little bit about this last night in looking at his
images, I’ve started to look at my surroundings differently. Um,
there’s a tree across from my house that’s, in the wintertime it looks
like it’s dead, but so it’s got all these…
G: “Those crazy, crooked…”
A: “Craggy
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Table 6. Continued

Curatorial
Role/Curator As:

Participant Question, Comment, Short Dialogue Examples
L: “Right, so like some big creepy wooden monster… and there are
a couple images that absolutely are that and with the telephone
poles in our neighborhood.”

Activist

Ex. (regarding using social networking) - A: “…thinking about how
we could put a conservation effort on there – become a fan and help
us restore a work of art…”

Steward

Ex. - E: “We have, we can look at it as we have a responsibility to
the, to sort of the overall goals of the museum – about how it
engages or addresses the perpetuation and education about the
Southern art traditions specifically. And then we have a
responsibility to the artist, in a way.”

Archivist

Ex. - E:“… And then you had a cool idea about actually trying to
get some of his material that’s visible and things like that. So
already, already these are things that come directly from knowing
the landscape that we’re dealing with…from having ideas of ways
to help audiences connect in the same way…”

Connector

Narrator

Ex. 1 - L: “And if you look at these, like going through them again,
it does sort of tell a story.”

Geographer

Ex. 2 - G: “So Libra, you’re almost talking abut kind of mapping
out a journey like starting out with the imagery where he’s just
leaving his neighborhood, he’s on the levy looking back into his
New Orleans neighborhood…”

Technique Analyst

Ex. 3 - B: “Something’s really subjective to me, you know, if
you’re going to create an imaginary day Will Henry Stevens might
have travelled then you’re looking specifically for a narrative. So
you’re looking for a metaphor for this narrative that you’ve created
when really it seems like we should focus on work and the forms
within the work and styles within the work.”

Connoisseur

Ex. - E: “So I guess my point is we’re really focused on content
right now, but we haven’t given a lot of thought to just raw, inyour-face quality.”
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Table 6. Continued

Curatorial
Role/Curator As:

Participant Question, Comment, Short Dialogue Examples

Viewer/AudienceCentered

Ex. 1. - L: “…to me, as the viewer it doesn’t give me a chance to
look at it through my own perspective.”
Ex. 2 - L: “…and I guess, I just see so many people who come
through the museum that are so put off by… [jargon].”

Conceptual
Organizer

Ex. 1 - E: “I think once we sort of establish those criteria it’d be a
lot easier to go through the pile and go, “Hmm, yeah, that.”
Ex. 2 - E: “But I’m just saying if he is very aware that the point of
entry into his art is color and things that are familiar then that seems
like a great place to start.”

Advanced memos. The above table (Table 6) continues coding for curatorial roles.
Additionally, examples indicate how team member statements may fit into more than one
code. The following definitions based on coding team member responses add further
nuances:
•

Personal: this role moves further into participant discussions as they start to
interpret the artist’s work through their own experiences; not just a reaction to
likes or dislikes

•

Activist: this role calls the team to make a plea with visitors to take action; action
could include care of the artwork in the collection, making connections from the
artwork to their own lives, or calling for an ecological action in the community

•

Steward: this role indicates curatorial responsibility toward the museum, the artist,
the collection, the public

•

Narrator: this role encompasses the creation of a story
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•

Connoisseur: this role exemplifies statements pertaining to quality

•

Viewer/Audience Centered: this role examined what team members would want
to experience as viewers as well as keeping in mind different viewer needs and
accessibility

•

Conceptual Organizer: this role focuses on how to organize the exhibition
theoretically and according to some framework

Throughout this process, I tried to define each statement. Statements, even the few I
list here, merged and overlapped. Each curatorial team, whether at this museum or
another trying to understand its process might address different curatorial roles and,
potentially, an interpreter might assign different names. Articulating specific definitions
of curatorial roles was not as important to me as analyzing our discussions and seeing
that we raised questions about our roles, or lenses, for selecting content for the exhibition.
In team meeting five, we worked through the interpretation plan regarding the exhibition
story and looked at Will Henry Stevens archival material including journals and
photographs.
Examples of Coding from Meeting 5:
Table 7. Sample Coding Team Meeting Day Five: Final Decisions

Curatorial
Role/Curator As:

Participant Question, Comment, Short Dialogue Examples

Aesthete/Designer

Ex. 1 - A: “…The bathers image is very large, so that kind of in the
middle of the wall.”

Curatorial
Role/Curator As:

Participant Question, Comment, Short Dialogue Examples

Personal

Ex. 2 - E: “I mean, if we could just get past the interior decorating
thing like this, then we can really start talking about the purpose of
the pieces in the exhibit?”
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Table 7. Continued

Curatorial
Role/Curator As:
Personal

Participant Question, Comment, Short Dialogue Examples
Ex. 3 (short dialogue): G: “But it seems like when we were up there
yesterday [in the gallery], we really made decisions based on sizes
when it came down to it, right?”
A: “It has to do with aesthetics.”
B: “You have to.”
A: “Color, size, all those things matter in installation phase.”
E: “I’m cool, but if there’s still…you can still go back to content in
a way…”

Viewer/AudienceCentered

Personal
Steward

Archivist

B: “Yeah, the content’s important, very important in what we’ve
chosen. When it comes to laying the show out, you’ve got to take in
design considerations to keep the audience interested and to give
balance the exhibition. So some of the choices we made – that we’d
narrowed it down to two or three – and the decision was based on
size at that point.”
Ex: “Well, no, no, we’ve collected and we’ve asked some hard
questions about the choices, you know, and that’s cool. I think we
got beyond the personal preference just the way that Stevens would
have wanted us to and as far as getting past the interior decorating
part, which I can’t help but resent a little bit because we just lost so
much great content [cutting works of art from the exhibition]…”

Ex. (short dialogue about using an archival artist statement):
K: “I would like this because one, this is just me thinking out of my
head, but one, it comes directly from him.”
A: “Yes”
L: “It also does talk about his feelings and moods. It talks about his
naturalism and it also says that he makes his own pigment. And all
of those things, I think, are most important factors in his work.”
A: “We talked about it. Like, I’m so glad I didn’t have you guys
look at this earlier because a lot of it came out in our conversation.”
G: “We pretty much figured it out – a lot of these things.”
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Table 7. Continued

Narrator

Ex. (short dialogue about an exhibition title):
G: “What about something like, “Will Henry Stevens From the
Levee to the River to the Bayou: Water Journeys?”
L: Too long.
G: Too long. See I love long titles (laughs).
L: I like short.
G: I like to tell a whole story in the title.
K: Water Journeys: Will Henry Stevens and Louisiana.
G: Katherine has a way of showing up; she gets things done…

Non-curator

Ex. - L: I like it kind of being a – I don’t know – I keep saying Will
Henry Stevens: A Conversation because it is a conversation
between all of us about him. And it makes it clear that it was
curated by a group of people not by “A” curator. Also by a group of
people who are not curators.

Researcher

Ex. - B: Like his paintings, they’re undated. But we might be able
to look through it and do the research on when they were
manufactured.

Advanced memos. New categories of curatorial roles emerged throughout the
data sources, but there were also more nuanced overlapping of categories as I try to
demonstrate above in the late team meetings (Table 7). New and nuanced categories
include the following:
•

Aesthete/Designer: this role addresses the aesthetic, or look of the gallery with
placement, subject matter themes, installation colors, among others. At the same
time this role may seem to some co-curators, or participants, to be more about
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making the installation look pretty, than dealing with chosen thematic issues or
content
•

Personal: this role continues to evolve and is evermore present in discussions
during later team meetings. It overlaps with the aesthetic decisions because team
members may feel that final installation choices are based on what looks good, or
what fits in the gallery

•

Viewer/Audience-Centered: this role takes into consideration accessibility and
how design, installation, and exhibition context components keep audiences
engaged. Social networking components via technology, in-gallery library or labs,
as well as interactive components are considered

•

Steward: this role continues as co-curators become more familiar with the artist
and/or the museum. Particular interest revolves around the need for preservation
of objects and interest in providing a more comprehensive picture of the artist
through family archive artifacts

•

Non-curator: this role indicates explicit acknowledgment that team members are
not officially art curators at the museum

•

Researcher: although often implicit, given archival readings and examination of
the Stevens archives, this role is represented in comments pertaining to use of
research materials or conducting further research

Advanced memos. “What’s missing?” I asked myself. Certain things about
exhibitions, like being innovative or having a teaching mission weren’t explicitly
apparent terms across the team data sources. References to innovation were inherent in
team conversations, however. All co-curators acknowledged that the Stevens archival
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collection had yet to be shown in the gallery, so that would be something new. Innovation
as “creative activity” was discussed among co-curators; four of the curators were also
artists. Yet, no one felt there was really enough time in our exhibition planning process to
produce responsive works of art or music. Although many curators feel responsible for
teaching the public something; the curators on this team felt more responsible for enticing
visitors to look more closely at Stevens’ sense of place and context through archives and
library sources; to help visitors come to their own conclusions rather than incorporate
intentionally pedagogical interpretation strategies. Editing is always a role in exhibition
planning, but it comes from the roles, or lenses, discussed above. Throughout team
discussions the roles that did emerge all related to selection of and editing of content.
Editing was mentioned explicitly, but the editing process was linked to focus on selection
criteria provided by the curatorial roles listed above.
So what is important to note from all of this coding? Continued inquiry, reflection,
dialogue, focusing – all components of evaluative inquiry for learning in organizations –
fostered deep discussions pertaining to the task of curating an exhibition about Will
Henry Stevens. In the end, art museum teams may address some roles and not others – it
depends on their work; each team may name these roles differently. For instance, early on
this team focused on geography based on the artist’s work in Louisiana and the team’s
commitment to interpret the place they knew. Another team might focus on other
curatorial roles, or lenses. How do the discussions, interactions, and definitions turn into
an exhibition? That’s where facilitation may assist, analyzed in the next section.
Developing categories and concept diagramming. Above sections describe the
development of categories, or codes, based on my interpretations of team discussions. As
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I developed a concept diagram, I wanted to keep in mind that categories are not mutually
exclusive. The category figure below (Figure 8) shows team discussion themes regarding
curatorial roles as hovering around the team inquiry phase. They seem to overlap with
neighboring categories, but in fact, categories can overlap beyond adjacent ones.

Connector
Researcher

Geographer
Cultural
Interpretor

Non‐Curator

Aesthete/
Designer

Technique
Analyst

Exhibition
Team Inquiry:
Discussions
about
Curatorial
Roles

Conceptual
Organizer

Viewer‐
Centered

Learner

Caretaker

Logistics
Manager

Connoisseur

Narrator

Personal

Archivist

Activist
Steward

Figure 8. Exhibition Team Curatorial Role Analysis Categories.

Facilitation
Facilitation processes are difficult to separate from the team’s exploration of
curatorial roles. Nevertheless, facilitator roles help shape discussion throughout data
sources. I want to start with three dialogue scenarios from team meeting three to analyze
the roles of the facilitator. In each dialogue, I code my role as facilitator. After each
sample dialogue, I discuss the facilitative roles as codes and memos. After, I will provide
more thorough definitions as advanced memos including the notion that I was not always
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in the role of facilitator; co-curators, team members, also added facilitation to our team
inquiry process.
Day One: Brainstorming Concepts for the Exhibition
On the first day of our team meetings, we spent time getting to know one another
through a game on teamwork approaches called, “Compass Points” developed by the
Coalition of Essential Schools. This assisted with better understanding each of our
approaches to teamwork. The team-building game was helpful for team members to
better understand different approaches to work, but also for me as a facilitator to better
understand each team member’s preferred approach and what I might encounter in the
facilitation of the group. We followed the activity with brainstorming themes or concepts
for the exhibition based on resources of the curatorial files used during the individual
learning phase. The following (Table 8) provides an example of one team member’s
response, along with coding of my facilitative roles, which I discuss afterword in the next
section.
Coding and memos. The above dialogue from the first team meeting indicates a
few of the facilitative roles I played. Note, also, that I do not consider myself the only
facilitator of the group. Others played facilitative roles throughout, particularly to gain
consensus for group decisions and to acknowledge each other’s perspectives; however, I
focused on my overall roles since I had access to daily audio recordings, notes, and
generated agendas. I will discuss the facilitator roles as memos that pertain to the above
discussion sample.
•

Organizer: taking notes is a secretarial duty needed to organize the group’s next
steps. I took daily notes and used them along with team recordings to develop an
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agenda for the next meeting. I didn’t want Katherine to leave before making sure
we heard her conceptual ideas for the exhibition.
Table 8. Team Meeting Discussion Sample on Day One: Concept Brainstorm

Facilitator Role

Team Discussion Sample
A: “Depends on what we choose. Start thinking about the theme
today, after you leave.”
K: “I have some ideas.”
E: “The sculpture…”

Organizer

A: “Should we write them down really quick?”
K: Yeah, we can.

Motivator
Flex-time manager

A: “But you have to run. Tell me quickly and I’ll write it down.”
K: “I was just looking at his New Orleans based work since that
what we’re going to be thinking about. There are a lot
of…basically the overall theme would be the experience and
observation, so his images of New Orleans, which are often water
based and then we use the abstract, which are more your
experience of New Orleans. So it would be sort of like the
experience and observation. I’m just talking about the one idea I
had, which was participant observation so we look at how he sees,
literally sees New Orleans, from a landscape perspective and then
we look at how he experiences from the way we interpret it from
the abstract colors, quilt-like colors and music and all that kind of
stuff. So then, and have the audience, or the visitors, respond and
submit their own images and experiences of New Orleans – sort of
an interactive component to the exhibit. So it invites conversation.
And we can do it online – we can have them literally send in
pictures – of land or jazz – takes us further. That’s just what I was
thinking.”

Motivator

A: “Yeah, you got pretty far, Katherine (laughs).”
E: “Yeah…”

Listener

A: “Thank you for sharing that.”
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•

Motivator: In this example the motivator role is seen in two ways. One, before an
idea gets away from the group (as in one member needing to return to work), I
encourage sharing and documenting contributions. Second, acknowledging the
participant’s thoroughness may encourage the rest of the group to pick up on
comments and move forward.

•

Flex-time manager: Team members have busy schedules. Although everyone
indicated motivation to participate and all attended team meetings, most members
had obligations required for their regular professional lives, mostly for short
periods of time. That meant that here and there, team members needed to leave
meetings for professional obligations including the following: the lunch hour was
over, museum meetings, independent outside meetings. Each team member stayed
in touch with me and I communicated whereabouts to team members as needed.

•

Listener: Closely linked to motivator, is acknowledging each team member’s
contribution. In this sample dialogue the listening component came during followup conversations, where I encouraged the other team members to further articulate
and follow-up on Katherine’s starting point.

Day Three: Sample Dialogue After Looking Through the Last Box of Artworks
As a facilitator, I tried to refrain from making decisions for the group, but rather
to guide them to decision-making through their own contributions and use of documented
discussions. Although we brainstormed possible themes and concepts for the exhibition at
our first team meeting as listed in one example dialogue above, the team expressed an
interest in viewing all of the works of art before moving back to formal conceptual
discussions (informally, we continued talking about concepts and curatorial roles while
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we looked at all of the artworks). In the following example, I offer a path for committing
to an overall theme or concept for the exhibition (Table 9) followed by memos on the
facilitative codes listed.
Table 9. Sample Discussion Team Meeting Day Three: Editing Objects

Facilitator Role

Team Discussion Sample
A: Is that the end of the box?”
B: “That’s the end of the end.”
A: “All right! Now we have lots of…
B: “Editing”

Way-finder

A: (Laughs)…editing. And I don’t know what the best way is to go
about [it]. Do you think it would be helpful to think about a title to
narrow?”
G: “Yeah, that’s a good idea.”
A: “As a framing device? Or, we keep coming back to the same
basic themes. I wrote down the main ones we chatted about
yesterday. If you want me to share…”
G: “Maybe we should all privately brainstorm and then see what
we share. Does that make sense?”

Organizer

A: “Yeah, do you want me, just to quick, I listened to our audio
from yesterday, do you want me to go over what the different
contributions were?”
E: “What was it like? Like to listen to the audio of us sitting
around looking at things? (chuckles)”

Coding and memos. Two facilitative roles emerged in this example. Each time the
same role emerged in the transcripts from team discussions, I tried to further articulate
definitions through memos. The organizer role described below provides one example of
further articulation.
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•

Organizer: Another way to keep the group organized – to transition into a new
action step – is to summarize notes from the previous meeting and audio
recording.

•

Way-finder: Although way-finding is enhanced by the organizer role, it has its
own inquiry-oriented purpose during discussion – redirecting or focusing group
action. I also wanted to be careful about providing too much direction in lieu of
team decision-making. For instance in the sample above, I ask the group if it
would be helpful to consider a title as a frame. Team members are free to suggest
another approach because I asked a question rather than making a statement.
Later, I redirect the group from individual work to team discussion by offering to
summarize discussion points from the previous meeting via notes and audio
recording.

Day Three: Example of Cyclical Movement Between Individual and Team Inquiry
Phases
Later during the third team meeting, we also look at interpretation approaches for
the gallery. One approach includes adding literary references. Two facilitation roles
emerge here (Table 10) and also indicate the organizational inquiry movement between
individual and team learning phases.
Coding and memos. Coding and refinement of codes continue in this sample
discussion. Disagreements among participants emerge throughout team conversations. As
in the examples from defining curatorial roles, facilitative roles overlap and merge. I
defined and interpreted in the following ways:
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Table 10. Day Three Sample Discussion: Interpretation Strategies

Facilitator Role

Team Discussion Sample
K: Can we add, I mean, literary quotes like you were alluding
to…?
E: Oh, I think that’s a great idea.

Assignment-maker

A: I was thinking that’d be a good assignment for Bradley.
E: A little Thoreau, a couple of things Walden…
A: A little Thoreau…
K: Emerson
B: I think Emerson and Whitman. I may have even, I may have
brought…”
E: And a couple of Chinese cats too.
B: There was something I thought about…
K: Something with them… I love literary…there was some article
about…
L: I hate them.
A: The literary what?

Way-finder
L: When you quote another artist about an artist. Oh, I don’t hate
them, but it doesn’t… to me, as the viewer, it doesn’t give me the
chance to look at it through my own perspective.
K: That’s fair…
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•

Assignment-maker: Using evaluative inquiry allows for returning from team
phases to individual phases when warranted. Assignment-making allowed for
individuals to follow-up on the contributions that most interested them. In the
instance above, Bradley had a strong interest in making connections to American
transcendental literature sources. This is also a motivator, of sorts, working on an
exhibition development aspect that most interested individual participants. So we
can see how the categories can start to merge and overlap, assignment-maker and
motivator in this example.

•

Way-finder: It’s tempting to code facilitation of team disagreements as a
“negotiator;” however, negotiation is a form of way-finding as team members
clarify and work through disagreements. Furthermore, if I included additional
dialogue from this conversation, readers would see that I was not the only
facilitator of the team. We all tried to better understand our disagreements and
find our way to action through dialogue, clarification, asking further questions,
and so on.

Day Six: Example of a Team Discussion Finalizing the Exhibition Title
During the last team meeting, we needed to make a number of decisions, including
the final title for the exhibition. Other decisions included finalizing content for object
labels. A unanimous decision among group members was to use an artist statement from
the archive as one of the wall panels in the gallery. The team discussion below is a
sample of the title discussion (Table 11).
Coding and memos. In this example the facilitation roles build upon one another.
Listening to incorporated individual comments leads to finding our way through the
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discussion to build toward consensus. As the above conversation begins to indicate, the
group ultimately settled on “Louisiana Waterways” as an exhibition title.
•

Listener: acknowledge each viewpoint

•

Way-finder: After acknowledging viewpoints, add a question to push further

•

Consensus-builder: In this discussion consensus-building is used to move toward
a title decision. I tried to ask questions that built on the reflections and dialogue

Table 11. Team Discussion: Finalizing the Exhibition Title

Facilitator Role

Team Discussion Sample
G: ” I mean, what’s a word that sums up, um, being able to see the
different levels of others – the reality of what you’re seeing, but
then seeing through it or beyond it?”
E: “Well, that’s what I mean I say, even if it’s just ‘Imagining
Lousiana Waterways,’ I mean, then you get, you’re still…”
L: “But you see with ‘imagining,’ though, it sounds like he was
not there.”

Listener/
Consensus-builder

A: “What about ‘Reflections on Louisiana Waterways?’ Using
both, kind of.”
E: “Reflections on Louisiana Waterways.”
B: “There’s also, I know it’s long, ‘Voice of the Water,’ not voice
of the water, but something like, ‘Giving Voice to the
Waterways?’ or ‘Musical Waterways,’ or ‘Rhythmic…’”
E: “Jazz!”
G: “I don’t know, I kind of agree with what Ann said because the
abstracts are in there and we’re calling the show, ‘Louisiana
Waterways.’”
B: “But I don’t like titles that are too poetic.”
G: “Yeah”
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Table 11. Continued

Curatorial
Role/Curator As:
Way-finder

Participant Question, Comment, Short Dialogue Examples
A: “That seems poetic?”
B: “What?”

Consensus-builder

A: “Louisiana Waterways?”
B: “That’s what I’m saying, I’m not sure I want to add anything to
it. It seems like we’re placing our own interpretation…”
G: “Yeah, I think…”
B: “…on something that should be very simple.”
L: “It is giving sort of that voice of we’re saying, ‘Hey! We’re still
trying to throw ourselves into it.”
G: “Yeah, that’s why I think we should…”
L: “It seems like we’re removing ourselves from it and just saying,
like, letting the viewer decide whether it is simple landscape or…”
G: “It’s essence – this is what the subject is, ‘Louisiana
Waterways.’”
E: “That is the essence of what the subject is, but that’s not the
essence of what Will Henry wants us to do when we look at his
art.”
G: “Who gets to determine that?”
B: “Will Henry speaks for himself. So, I mean…”
G: “Yeah”
L: “We do have his statement.”

Consensus
Way-finder

A: “Literally, he speaks for himself.”
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Advanced Memos on Overall Facilitative Definitions Across Data Sources
Examining facilitator roles through sample dialogues provides a glimpse into
team meeting processes. Facilitation can be seen in other sources as well. The following
advanced memos further delineate facilitative roles.
Organizer. As an organizer, the facilitator needs to keep group concerns, plans
and agendas moving forward, especially in a short and intense meeting schedule like this
team had – six days. The facilitator as organizer is an activity planner, assessment
planner, and secretary. I made daily notes on agreed upon directions as well as listened to
daily team recordings to construct new agendas based on group planning for each day of
team meetings. Daily agendas contained concrete goals and objectives as well as artwork
checklists, whether or not the group followed them or amended them during each
meeting.
Daily agendas helped to focus the inquiry and provide necessary tools. For
example, after the team looked at all works of art considered for inclusion in the
exhibition, the next day’s agenda included images of the discussed artworks as a
checklist. Likewise, after discussion about potential thematic groupings for the gallery
installation, works of art considered for the groupings were listed in the daily agenda
packet for final decision-making. By being a strong organizer, each day’s agenda
reflected action items made by the group.
Listener. The listening role assisted with organizing and way-finding. A team
discussion setting is a dynamic one. There is no linear discussion where one speaker
finishes a thought and then the next speaker provides a next complete thought. Rather,
participants share enthusiasm by agreeing with one another, or even, cutting into one
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another’s comments to disagree or complete each other’s thoughts. Listening and then
rearticulating certain statements acknowledges speaker contributions and, then, making
sure that everyone is aware of points made and where the discussion might lead the group
in decision-making.
Way-finder. The way-finding role may seem similar to organizing, but unlike
organizing, which can take place before the group meets, way-finding typically needed to
happen during the team meeting group discussions. Way-finding may include the
listening role, but also moves to advance discussion to consensus and decision-making.
Motivator. Although the listening role acknowledges participant contributions,
new questions built on participant contributions and interests moves teamwork forward.
Working in the motivator role, a facilitator can be a more effective assignment-maker,
paying attention to individual interests and making assignments for work to complete
before the next session or after team meetings were over and work including installation
were still going on.
Assignment-maker. Using evaluative inquiry for learning in organizations
allowed for team members to move back and forth across learning phases – individual,
team, and organizational – as well as focusing, carrying out, and applying the learning as
needed. The facilitator assignment-maker role assisted with moving back and forth across
phases.
Flex-time manager. This role is an important one for teams whose members have
busy schedules in addition to the exhibition team. Although this role may not take
precedence in the above discussion samples, being aware and helping participants come
and go and get caught up in the teamwork was essential. For instance, one participant
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started a new job at another museum just prior to the team meetings. We set the team
meetings around the lunch hour for the participant to attend. She often returned later in
the day, after work, to help with organizing for the next day. Likewise, museum staff
members occasionally had to step out of team meetings for other museum business.
Collaborator. Although in this section of the results, I analyze my facilitative
roles on the team, I was also a co-learner, co-participant, collaborator. Likewise, I was
not the only facilitator of the group. Oftentimes, team members took on facilitative roles
to clarify or move discussion forward.
Consensus-builder. The consensus-building role often represents way-finding,
but the key element is gaining all team members’ approval to come to a decision
regarding all components of the exhibition. Where there was disagreement, further
discussion and persuasion took precedence and ultimately led to decisions, not always
right away. In the case of the exhibition title discussion above, for instance, Evan, who
was not convinced of the title the others settled on, later wrote in an email
correspondence, “I love the title of the exhibit, the more I think about it. The matter-offact description will have the effect of making the paintings dynamic and even more
surprising.”
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Organizer
Consensus‐
builder

Way‐Minder

Collaborator

Motivator

Flex‐time
manager

Assignment
Maker

Figure 9. Overlapping Faciliation Roles

Concept Diagramming to Understand Facilitator Roles
Although I identified a number of facilitator roles throughout data sources, often
the roles were closely related to one another or worked in tandem to move teamwork
through the evaluative inquiry for learning in organization phases – including returning to
phases in a cyclical manner. The above figure (Figure 9) indicates the ways in which the
facilitative roles overlapped with one another. The following figure (Figure 10) breaks
down some of the ways different facilitative roles worked in tandem.
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Organizer

Collaborator

Motivator

Way‐Minder: make
daily agendas; Mind
needed resources

Consensus‐builder:
Encourage all team
members to
participate; share
my own opinions

Listener:
Acknowledge
individual
contributions; ask
questions

Assigment maker:
create tasks for
daily agendas

Listener: Encourage
all team members to
build on others'
comments

Assignment maker:
assign tasks based
on individual
interests

Flex‐time manager:
know each team
member's schedule
for each day

Way‐Minder:
Acknowledge all
team members roles
as way‐Minding
facilitators

Flex‐time manager:
acknowledge and
appreciate
participant
schedules

Figure 10. Facilitator Roles Working in Tandem

Theoretical Sampling: Application to Exhibition Processes
The exhibition development process is typically thought of as a series of steps through
the following:
•

Articulating a concept

•

Conducting research

•

Object selection

•

Preparing an interpretation plan and materials

•

Proposing a budget

•

Designing/Installing the space(s)

•

Programming

During this study of an exhibition team, the process was more fluid than a series of steps
or stages. Although conducting research took place prior to team meetings, we returned
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to research phases throughout the process. Similarly, although we discussed an overall
concept for the exhibition as early as team meeting one, we did not formally commit to
the concept until the last day of team meetings. Our process looked more like an
interconnected circle (Figure 11).
Articulating a
Concept

Conducting
Research

Programming

Designing/
Installing the
Space

Object Selection

Preparing an
Interpretaion
Plan

Proposing a
Budget

Figure 11. Interconnected Cycle of Exhibition Development Phases

Theoretical Sampling: Examples of Exhibition Team Development Process
An example coding passage shows the interaction of curatorial roles, facilitation
roles, and exhibition components combined (Table 12). Curatorial roles and facilitative
roles emerged throughout data sources as essential to the team’s development of an
exhibition. Those roles interacted with all stages of exhibition planning. Furthermore,
exhibition planning stages, as documented in data sources, indicate a circular interaction
among components.
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Table 12. Theoretical Sample: Looking at a Day Six Conversation

Roles Key:
Curatorial Role
Facilitation Role
Exhibition
Component

Archivist

Team Discussion Sample

E: “Have any? Have any good pictures of him?”
A: “Someone else asked me that.”
G: “Yeah, there’s some good…”
B: “There’s some photographs of Will Henry in the archive.”

Interpretation

A: “Do you want that out?”
E: “Is there one of him standing in the field with his, with his
easel?”
B: “Yeah, that’d be great.”
G: “Yeah, that’s a good idea.”

Assignment-maker

A: “Do you want to find one of those somewhere, Bradley?”
B: “Um hmm, do we want…”

Logistics Manager

A: “Where do you want it?”

Archivist
Connector

B: “Do you want it in the case with the other photographs?”
E: “Oh, I didn’t know, maybe, if it was, depending on the quality,
I was going to say put it with the text.”
A: “Yeah”

Installation

B: “We could have it turned into a decal.”
E: “Okay”

Motivator,
Collaborator
Connector

A: “Yeah, let’s do it.”
B: “We’ve done that with text. We’ve done that recently with the
Stanley Staniski show with Benny Andrews-inspired work. We
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Table 12. Continued

Curatorial
Role/Curator As:

Participant Question, Comment, Short Dialogue Examples
have some great photographs of Stanley and Benny together at
Grand Canyon. We put Benny’s, uh, Stanley’s artist statement with
that photograph decal to the wall, right above it.”
A: “Yeah”

Interpretation
Archivist

Consensusbuilder

E: “It’s, uh, really the idea that we’re going more with the virtual
labels and we’re going with the virtual interpretations and things
like that and almost keeping that whole level of the curating more
of, sort of, an optional buy-in or an optional dialogue. Then, I think,
all the more reason to emphasize that the vision is, the vision of the
exhibit is the artist’s – that he’s a real person that said this and, you
know, lived and was real, I like that.”
A: Yeah, everyone’s agreeing.”
B: “So, I’ll go pull the images right now.”

Logistics
Manager,
Archivist

As a follow-up to the above conversation, Bradley posted photographs of Will Henry
Stevens on our team blog so that team members could make a final selection of the
artist’s image for installation and interpretation materials.
Concept Diagramming: Generating a Theoretical Visual Map
After examining the data sources, particularly the team meeting audio recordings,
emergent themes and categories contribute to developing a theoretical map of the team
exhibition development process. The team was charged with curating an exhibition, so
exhibition development phases play a crucial role in discussions and decision-making.
Additionally, facilitation roles emerged through an analysis of my participation on the
team. Other team members also assisted with facilitation roles. The other component
many museum practitioners expect to emerge on exhibition teams relate to the
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assignment of roles such as manager, designer, installer, interpreter, and programmer,
among other possibilities. Although assignments ultimately moved toward action roles
such as those listed, we also consistently engaged in discussion that led to the emergence
of curatorial roles, or lenses, that seemed necessary in order to make decisions regarding
overall concept, content, and interpretation of the exhibition. These emergent curatorial
roles dominated our team meeting conversations. They also seemed necessary for the
team members to discuss in order to take ownership of the exhibition as co-curators.
The three components – curatorial roles, facilitative roles, and exhibition phases –
interacted. Through this interaction, the team determined a focus for the exhibition. Also
seen across data sources, was an articulated desire for generating a focused exhibition.
The following is an example of one team member’s articulated inquiry into the notion of
a focused exhibition. In this case, as raised by Evan on team meeting day three when we
completed going through all the boxes of Will Henry Stevens artwork in the museum’s
collection. He stated:
Well, we kind of have to decide as a group on the criteria, really, in a way. We
have to kind of know more specifically what we’re looking for. Meaning, right
now, you know, there’s sort of three ways to at it…we can look at it as we have a
responsibility to the overall goals of the museum – about how it engages or
addresses the perpetuation and education about Southern art traditions
specifically. And then we have a responsibility to the artist, in a way. I mean,
these aren’t in any particular order; it’s just things that we can decide. He
definitely recognized that people would look at his stuff and the first, or their first
point of entry would be the pretty colors – that’s cool. But then because of his
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kind of spiritual background he, I think, his hope was that if would draw people
into the more spiritual understanding or connection to nature. So we have his
intentions. We have the museum’s intentions. I think the reason I want this to
succeed in a way, is that I wouldn’t want this to be another one of those
experiments that they talk about in some of those articles where it’s like, “Well,
yeah, we tried this team curating thing. In the end, it was fun and people, well, it
seemed to connect to the community a little bit more, but in the end the exhibit
wasn’t any better or worse than before. Or, actually, even the quality was a little
dubious because these weren’t people who had background in curating. So on
another level, I think maybe the criteria should come back to, somehow, come
back to whatever skill set that we’re saying the community artist has to offer that
just another random group of individuals could not necessarily. And that skill set
could be focused on metaphors, depending on what other disciplines we’re trying
to connect. It could be knowledge of the community itself – knowledge of the
environment, knowledge of the places…

Evan addressed a number of curatorial roles we discussed during team meetings.
He also underscored how we needed to focus – narrow these perspective curatorial roles,
or lenses, into focus. As I thought about what that looks like visually, I developed two
visual approaches. One sees the interaction of curatorial roles, facilitation roles, and
exhibition components as interlinked – all parts work together, like a mechanism (Figure
12).
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Facilitation

Curatorial
Roles

Exhibition
Process

Figure 12. Mechanical Process: Exhibition Team Planning

What I didn’t like about a mechanism approach, as a metaphorical visual is that
gears, or gears of the roles and exhibition process, are locked into certain grooves. One
can move forward and rewind, go backward, but there’s no fluidity to fit different parts of
the grooves together in new ways – not without taking the whole thing apart. The
interaction among facilitation roles, curatorial roles, and exhibition components was a
more fluid process back and forth. We also needed something that addressed our team’s
interest in focusing.

A stronger metaphorical visual, to me, reflected the fluid interaction among
inquiries into curatorial roles, facilitation process, and exhibition components – with the
ultimate goal of curating a focused exhibition. The components can enter the funnel in
any order; they can combine, and ultimately narrow or focus (Figure 13).
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Facilitation
Curatorial
Roles

Exhibition
Process

Focused Exhibition
Figure 13. Theoretical Model: A Focused Exhibition

Theoretical Drafting
Understanding the visual metaphor of a theoretical model of a focused exhibition
may play out differently with different exhibition teams. Our team carried out evaluative
inquiry for learning in organization model phases (in both individual and team learning
phases as well as focusing the inquiry, carrying out the inquiry, and applying learning)
through considerable discussion related to curatorial roles. In our case, the curatorial roles
were a large ingredient added to our visual metaphor. As we worked through facilitation
and exhibition development processes, we needed to narrow the curatorial perspectives to
move toward our focused exhibition (Figure 14).
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Facilitation

Curatorial Roles

Exhibition
Process

Focused Exhibition
Figure 14. Curatorial Roles - A Larger Ingredient for Our Team

Facilitation and exhibition processes interacted and assisted with narrowing the
many curatorial roles, or one might call them lenses, or even, approaches. In our case
many roles were narrowed down as we worked. Ultimately, three curatorial roles took
precedence for our exhibition:
•

Curator as geographer: the overarching concept of the exhibition focused on sense
of place in Louisiana works of art, spanning realism through abstraction

•

Curator as connector: there was more of an emphasis on opportunities to connect
viewers through literary and natural world resources in a gallery library, rather
than on individual artwork interpretation or narration

•

Curator as archivist: the team also wanted to connect viewers to Will Henry
Stevens’ archival materials including photographs and artist’s statement to
provide context into the artist’s life and work
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Although all exhibitions communicate or tell a story in some form, the team decided
against a formally narrative approach. The curatorial roles – geographer, connector,
and archivist – framed the exhibition from concept to installation, to interpretation
(Figure 15). The resulting exhibition, “Will Henry Stevens: Louisiana Waterways,”
exemplified the three overlapping curatorial perspectives as evidenced in exhibition
artifacts and photographs (Figure 16).

Geographer

Connector

Archivist

Figure 15. Three Curatorial Roles Provided Focus to the Exhibition
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Geographer
‐ Artwork
content

Archivist
‐ Use of archive
sources

Connector
‐ Connections to
literary and
nature sources

Figure 16. Facilitated Filter of Curatorial Roles

An example of how one of the co-curators captured the three curatorial roles that framed
the development of the exhibition, “Will Henry Stevens: Louisiana Waterways,” can be
seen in the following statement by Evan during team meeting three:
That if we were going to try to infect the viewer with a particular agenda that
might be it. It might be for them to understand the area. It’s like somehow we
have to go in come kind of an order
-

that the viewers were happy that they understand more about the areas that
are actually around them in this community

-

that we want them to look at their, just their environment differently

-

[that] we want them to be connected to other forms of art, of literature and
music that’s sort of pulled some of the values of… that reflective quality
that he was always hoping to have
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I think that once we sort of establish those criteria, it’d be a lot easier to go
through the pile and go, “Hmm, yeah, that…”
Comments like this led to discussions about how the artist’s own words and archival
materials would underscore the sense of place and connections to literary sources.
The Exhibition: Evidence of the Curatorial Roles
The exhibition itself showed how the focused curatorial roles contributed to the
exhibition, Will Henry Stevens: Louisiana Waterways. On the title wall, all co-curators
agreed an oil painting reflected the central ideas of the exhibition – the River, the
communities, the industry (Figure 16). The Mississippi River is a central focus of the
scene, running up the middle of the painting and reflecting the moonlight. In the lower
left hand corner, small shacks allude to the communities built adjacent to the River,
whereas the contrasting ships on the right side of the painting indicate the importance of
the shipping industry. The painting also merges Stevens’ modernist painting methods.
This scene uses cubism as an abstraction method, despite the scene being readily
recognizable. The scene incorporates Stevens’ extraordinary sense of color, which can be
seen throughout the gallery. While these notions may sound aesthetic or technique
oriented, the team found that these curatorial foci centered on the artist’s depiction of
place, a geographer’s perspective, while making connections to literary an nature sources,
along with the artist’s own words and photographs. As Katherine stated at our last team
meeting, “…in terms of the gallery, an unmediated experience of art and then if people
want a deeper study, they have some sort of literature….” Her comment shows how other
curatorial roles, such as commentary on individual aesthetic objects, fell away from the
interpretation scheme of the gallery.
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Figure 17. Title Wall, Will Henry Stevens: Louisiana Waterways. Will Henry Stevens, Ships on the
River, 1942, Gift of the Roger H. Ogden Collection, The Ogden Museum of Southern Art – University
of New Orleans.

The Geographer Role in the Gallery
The geographer role was the overarching role team members focused on during
their selection of objects, interpretive strategies, and layout of the gallery space. Objects
included sense of place themes regarding the Mississippi River, community life
surrounding the river and its small rural tributaries, and the industries, whether large or
small scale, that abounds during Stevens’ time. Although the sense of place or geographic
content of the images focus on Stevens’ time and place, many scenes can still be
observed today, another aspect the team hoped to connect to museum visitors’ own
experience of place in and around New Orleans.
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The Connector Role in the Gallery
The connector role became a central component of the interpretation by inviting
visitors to sit down (a table and chairs in the alcove to replace the bench seen in Figure
18). The books featured in the alcove study center included works by Thoreau, Emerson,
and Whitman. Also included was a naturalist book focusing on the plant life of Louisiana.

Figure 18. Right wall of the gallery focuses on the Mississippi River and industry. The middle gallery
included media, literary sources as a library lab (the team planned for table and chairs in the alcove).
A section of left wall included abstract work interpreted as water scenes. The Ogden Museum of
Southern Art – University of New Orleans.

The Archivist Role in the Gallery
The team focused on the archivist role as one component of content and
interpretation in the gallery. One of the two wall texts in the gallery was an artist
statement written by the artist himself (Figure 19). Archival photographs were displayed
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in a case below one of the wall installations. The works of art along that wall featured
images of the Mississippi tributaries, or swamps, and villages. The artist often took
photographs of his journeys into the small fishing villages (Figure 20).

It has been my experience, and I think the experience of all serious creative artists, if
they have the good fortune of working over a long period of time, gradually to depart
from the representation of surface appearance and to develop symbols expressive of
cosmic values. Art is based on emotional understanding, a feeling of that which lies
back of appearance, and on the creative power to reconstruct in visual or audible
terms the artist’s feelings and moods. There is always the desire to express the
harmonious inter-connection of each and every element, and to create a feeling of
wholeness more satisfying than our ordinary experience in time. The practice is a
way to knowledge, since the artist continually learns through experience. I am not
here referring to the painter who stops his development at the stage at which his work
becomes a means of barter, or turns it into channels for the creation of surprise or
sensational effects.
In my own work the growth concept in time and space has seemed to me of
increasing importance, and this must preclude to a great extent any dependence on
what is frequently referred to as naturalism. With these ideas in mind I have tried to
use my materials with an increasing sincerity, and have by degrees tried to free
myself from a stereotyped use of pigments. Dependent on what I have in mind, I
select what seems to me the most appropriate medium, always taking into
consideration the textural qualities which, after all, control the way the light is
reflected from the surface. It goes without saying that I make my own pigments, and
use the most suitable vehicle for each occasion.
- Will Henry Stevens

Figure 19. Artist Statement Wall Text (undated), Curatorial File, The Ogden Museum of Southern
Art – University of New Orleans.
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Figure 20. Another installation wall grouped works as tributaries of the Mississippi River - images of
swamp scenes and rural communities. These artworks were enhanced by archival photographs taken
by the artist seen below in casework. The Ogden Museum of Southern Art – University of New
Orleans.

What Happened to the Other Curatorial Roles?
Other curatorial roles seemed to fall away once a conceptual direction took
precedence in narrowing objects, gallery organization, and interpretation. Not all of them
fell away completely. Aesthetic concerns related to the hanging of the gallery, logistical
and conservation concerns assisted with the installation process, but they were not the
overarching curatorial roles the team perceived as most important to the conceptual
underpinnings of the exhibition. Did the three emergent roles reflect the strength of the
facilitation process, or the demands of the exhibition process, or complexity of the roles
themselves? If we had more planning time, for instance, would our team make different
choices? Some exhibitions take years to produce. Ours took a couple of months in total
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between individual and team learning phases. There was interest in interpretive
interactive components such as use of social networking to connect to visitors’ notions of
place in relation to Stevens’ places. This component didn’t materialize for the exhibition,
but what’s worthy to note is that the interactive components dealt with connecting
visitors to the place – the place where Stevens worked in Louisiana and contemporary
connections to the same places. Those notions were underscored as a key concept in the
exhibition, on every wall, in wall texts, and the archival materials featured in the gallery.
Summary of Results
The iterative process of coding, memoing, and theory drafting led to the
delineation of a model for exhibition development teamwork called the focused
exhibition. Using evaluative inquiry for learning in organizations as a conceptual
facilitation process allowed for analysis learning cycles through collected artifacts. Three
consistent themes, or components, emerged – the participants’ definitions and
applications of curatorial roles, the facilitation of the team, and the exhibition
development process itself. Like evaluative inquiry, the focused exhibition model,
exemplifies a constructivist theory orientation, where there are multiple entry points as
well as cycles of learning from individual, team, and organizational capacities. Charmaz’
(2006) approach to grounded theory also adheres to constructivist theory. What emerged
in this study through an interative analysis process culminates in a model that promotes a
constructivist approach to team exhibition development (Figure 21).
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Figure 21. The Focused Exhibition Model

In the next chapter, I address the findings and limitations pertaining to the
research questions that framed the study and will present a grounded theory model related
to exhibition development teamwork. I present conclusions about the use of evaluative
inquiry for learning in organizations as a frame for exhibition development. Finally, I
address issues and steps for small to mid-size art museums that want to incorporate teambased exhibition development approaches, where staff and community members cocurate, to consider.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
Dear All – I took a peek at the exhibit last night and it looks fantastic – including the wall
text and books. Beautiful installation Bradley & co. I am very pleased with the flow. –
Katherine

Although this study did not end up being a full evaluation study using evaluative
inquiry for learning in organizations as circumstances left the organizational learning
phase incomplete discussed later in this chapter, it did offer a concerted study of a
collaborative exhibition development team. The findings presented and discussed in the
previous chapter led to the development of a model that may assist while planning for,
implementing, and reflecting upon collaborative exhibition teams made up of crossdepartment museum staff members and community members. After examining the
research questions, I present the model developed through grounded theory analysis and
its significance toward contributing to better understanding and facilitating exhibition
development teams. Additionally, I focus significance to organizational learning through
the use of evaluative inquiry for learning in organizations as a frame for exhibition
development teams. Additionally, I address limitations, next steps, and further research.
How Does Evaluative Inquiry for Learning in Organizations Facilitate Team
Exhibition Planning?
I used evaluative inquiry for learning in organizations as a map for my facilitation
and co-participation on the exhibition team that curated Will Henry Stevens: Louisiana
Waterways in the spring of 2010. I intentionally used this process and I shared it with the
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museum director and chief curator as a way to further organizational inquiry and learning
in the museum. Additionally, when a co-curator on the team asked if I would provide the
introduction portion of my prospectus, I provided it to all team members. Loosely, then,
the team was aware I used a frame, or map, for constructing the sequence of our
teamwork. That said, the team was not focused on the process of evaluative inquiry itself.
Their decisions each day during our team meetings led to the next day’s meeting agenda
and materials. I did not refer back to evaluative inquiry during our learning phases. I
wanted to see how the teamwork emerged. I did not explicitly show the evaluative
inquiry visual map each day and state, “Here we are on this part of the cycle or learning
phase…” or “now we’re moving on to this phase…” The facilitation process of
evaluative inquiry was the concept map I used to frame and better understand our work.
There was no instructional sequence I was tied to as a facilitator. The evaluative inquiry
for learning in organizations helped me keep an eye on the big picture (Figure 22).

Figure 22. Evaluative Inquiry for Learning in Organizations (Preskill & Torres, 1999, p. 1)
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I didn’t’ want my work as facilitator to be dominant or domineering, I wanted to
co-participate – to facilitate to keep us moving forward in ways that were suggested by
the team members themselves. I wanted to see what issues or ideas emerged from this
team as a qualitative researcher. Evaluative inquiry as my frame, my road map, provided
that flexibility.
The team was aware of their commitment to the mission of the museum as
presented in the results section of this study. The notion that our work on the exhibition
team reflected on the museum, became part of the museum, was apparent throughout our
process; I referred to this role earlier as the steward role. In fact, it had potential to be
more than stewardship. The awareness of the museum’s mission, the reflection upon our
work as representing the museum, and that the museum would learn lessons from our
work together – all notions presented during our team discussions – suggest the potential
utility for evaluative inquiry for learning in organizations.
Evaluative Inquiry for Learning in Organizations as Collaborative process
The evaluative inquiry process seemed naturally inherent to collaborative work.
As suggested in the visual the individual, team, and organization learning components
were driven by the inquiry modes in the center circle of the visual diagram (Figure 22) –
dialogue, reflections, asking questions, identifying, clarifying, values, beliefs,
assumptions, knowledge. In order to make team decisions these dialogues reflected the
kinds of inquiry we conducted to plan the exhibition. Our most applied inquiries regarded
curatorial roles: What was our job as curators? How do our curatorial roles contribute to
planning an exhibition – selecting objects, developing interpretation strategies? How do
we find focus? How does our work reflect upon and impact the museum?
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As a facilitator, I helped move the group through the learning phases through the
next tier of circles on the visual map – focusing the inquiry, carrying out the inquiry, and
applying the inquiry. I helped prepare the group by providing curatorial files, or
resources, along with blog discussion questions to prepare for our work. We carried out
the inquiry through our team meetings, and applied the inquiry through our resulting
exhibition. When warranted the evaluative inquiry allowed us to return to different
phases to hone ideas, conduct additional research, give each team member assignments
pertaining to their own interest areas or expertise. The process was flexible, intuitive and
required the evaluator/facilitator/co-learner to be prepared for any number of directions
the team decided to move in. This approach required a great deal of planning time for the
facilitator including taking notes, listening to recordings, prepping the agenda and
materials for the next team meeting. Facilitators need to be aware that their role, while
hopefully unobtrusive, is task-heavy between learning phases and team meetings; this
will be nothing new to evaluators, who embrace participatory evaluation practices.
Evaluative Inquiry for Learning in Organizations as an Evaluation Process
As I will discuss in the next section, this team’s process did not become
embedded into the organization as a whole because of unexpected factors. However,
using evaluative inquiry for learning in organizations, while it can lead to strong
collaborative work and reflection throughout an organization, also worked well as a
project-based facilitation and evaluation process. I know it is not the intent of the authors
who articulated evaluative inquiry for learning in organizations to use the process at the
project level; however, the process needs to start somewhere in the organization. One
function all museums address is exhibition-making. Furthermore, most museums are
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incorporating more and more community collaborations. It makes some sense then, that
an entry point for using evaluative inquiry could be collaborative, team-based exhibition
planning as a step toward building an overall collaborative culture in the organization.
The evaluation component of our team exhibition planning is well supported
through documentation across data sources. The outer elements of the evaluative inquiry
map changed – leadership, systems and structures, communication and culture.
Leadership change led to changes in systems and structures at the museum.
Communication back to the organization became a challenge. Cultural change, as
determined by leadership change, also impacted the evaluation phases. As a facilitator
and evaluator, I chose not to evaluate these components as a part of this study. Rather, I
can simply state, that evaluative inquiry worked well as a collaborative team facilitation
process and offers a starting point for museum leadership interested in organizational
inquiry practices.
How Might the Findings Obtained from Using Evaluative Inquiry Promote
Organizational Learning?
My use of evaluative inquiry as a framing structure for facilitating the group was
a notion the co-curators were vaguely aware of. For a true usage in the museum as an
organizational learning approach, everyone would need to buy into and support the
approach, especially a commitment from the museum’s leader, the director. The outer
components on the evaluative inquiry visual map - leadership, systems and structures,
communication, and culture, are the areas most in control by museum stakeholders rather
than part of the evaluation process; they can be reported on through evaluation, but the
museum leader sets the direction initially. In particular, leadership of the museum sets the
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tone for how organizational culture will be defined and refined; the systems and
structures support the direction set by an initiating leader. Communication on every level
and supported by all collaborators leads to an organizational culture that embraces
continuous inquiry, reflection, and change.
Did the Findings from this Study Promote or Contribute to Organizational
Learning at the Museum?
No, not specifically. Leadership changes took place at the museum starting on the
first day of our team’s work, when we met to hand out curatorial files and discuss the sixweek individual learning phase. The museum director retired. The chief curator then took
on an interim directorship in addition to all of his chief curatorial duties. After our
exhibition, when initial evaluation communication could contribute to the promotion of
organizational learning, the chief curator left the museum to open a new major American
art museum in another state. Another year or more followed without a museum director.
Currently, there is a new director and two of the Will Henry Stevens exhibition team
members have been promoted to senior staff positions in administration and curatorial
departments. There is still potential if museum leadership chooses to pursue an evaluative
inquiry for learning in organizations approach.
Potential to Promote Organizational Learning in Museums
Although the evaluation cycle through individual, team, and organizational
learning phases remained incomplete for this study, the potential for use in small to midsize art museums remains strong, particularly for use on collaborative exhibition
development teams. All museums generate exhibitions, whether or not they also bring in
outside special exhibitions. In our current economic climate, many museums are
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returning to their permanent collections for exhibition content. Coupled with the notion
of curating from permanent collections, is the increasing interest in and practices
regarding community participation. I regard this combination as a strong entry point for
initiating evaluative inquiry for learning in organizations. As we bring community
members into curatorial processes, why not employ a collaborative evaluation approach
and use the opportunity to document, analyze, and report on the process to advance our
organization’s learning? Using an evaluation process that also reinforces collaborative
inquiry guarantees thorough documentation, analysis, and reporting.
One Might Ask, “How do You Incorporate Evaluative Inquiry if There’s Not an
Evaluator on Staff at Your Small to Mid-size Museum?”
This potential follow-up question to the original research question on promoting
organizational learning I hope will be answered through the model developed through
grounded theory analysis described in the next section. As I stated throughout this study,
I hoped that findings would help small to mid-size art museums initiate collaborative
exhibition development teams as well as embrace evaluative inquiry. There are merits of
using internal evaluators as well as external evaluators, but I also think it is possible to
assign any team member who volunteers to take on the facilitative roles. On the team I
worked with, at any time, a team member might take on facilitation through various
inquiries we approached together. I would not have hesitated to have anyone on the team
take over facilitation. In fact, since I lived in another region of the country, I left after our
team meetings and could only facilitate through correspondence at that point. Others took
over facilitating different activities from exhibition installation to text panel writing to
programming.
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What you most need as the facilitator, aside from the considering the roles
described in the previous chapter, is access to the museum resources that will assist your
team. In my case, the resources included access to the curatorial files, a working space
and printer at the museum, among others. With that acknowledgment, it seems an internal
facilitator, or a team member who is on the museum staff, may be more efficient
accessing needed resources. Museum educators seem poised to task as exhibition team
facilitators using evaluative inquiry for a number of reasons. Museum educators are often
charged with understanding audience needs and preferences. They often work across
departments to prepare programming and interpretation strategies. More and more,
museum educators have training in assessment or evaluation strategies. Facilitation using
an evaluative inquiry approach is different from the duties of a traditional exhibition
manager, who focuses more on schedule, budget, and checklist tasks – action tasks in
order to move production forward. While those components are needed in every
exhibition, an evaluative inquiry approach also requires a facilitator to build on the
team’s discussions, ask further questions that encourage understanding of differing
perspectives.
How can a resulting grounded theory contribute to better understanding exhibition
development team processes?
A facilitated process using evaluative inquiry for learning in organizations moved
the exhibition development team through learning phases and joint decision-making –
assuring that each team member felt full ownership in the resulting exhibition. Analysis
of across data sources showed the emergence of key components that contribute to a
successful team experience and resulting exhibition. All team members wanted the
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resulting exhibition to be a focused one. Thus, the focused exhibition facilitation model
for collaborative exhibition teams incorporates the emergent components that facilitators
and team members should be aware of to prepare for and document the team experience
and the exhibition (Figure 23).

Facilitation
Curatorial
Roles

Exhibition
Process

Focused Exhibition
Figure 23. The Focused Exhibition Model for Collaborative Exhibition Teams

Focused Exhibition Facilitation Model for Collaborative Exhibition Teams
I don’t know of any curator or team of co-curators that wants to produce an
unfocused, or as one of our team co-curators stated, “dubious” exhibition. As a facilitator
of an exhibition team, I used evaluative inquiry, which is a different process, or frame,
from the exhibition manager position, often used in museums, particularly large
institutions. Evaluative inquiry as a facilitative guide allowed an emphasis on inquiry.
What was important to our team was the curation of a focused exhibition. This
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model is not a definitive set of steps, it involves considerations to better prepare
facilitators and their teams. A theory of considerations might be considered dubious in
and of itself, but I see it as a complementary process to other adopted museum
approaches such as evaluative inquiry for learning in organizations. Although I find
evaluative inquiry a helpful frame for facilitation and evaluation that may lead to
organizational learning, other approaches are equally valid. This approach may be used
on its own or in conjunction with other museum interpretation approaches.
The theory incorporates three components that overlap, merge, and influence one
another. I had no idea what when I coined that phrase in chapter two, that it would
become such a metaphor for the subsequent analysis, findings and conclusions, but
overlapping, merging, and influencing are appropriate adjectives describing the essential
components for the focused exhibition. The considerations can enter the funnel leading
toward a focused exhibition in any order; they can interact; they can change positions;
they can take on larger roles. Regardless, they must be part of the process. The
considerations include the following:
 Curatorial roles: I reported on roles that emerged from our team conversations
across data sources. Inquiry into curatorial roles dominated our conversations and
led to thorough exploration of our team’s aims and resulting exhibition. A
facilitator needs to foster inquiry and analysis of team approaches to help plan
action.
o Curatorial roles: This study presented 18 roles that emerged from our team
meetings. Each team may have different names for roles or different roles
altogether. For instance, this team focused on an American modernist from
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the first half of the 20th century. Feminism, globalization, among other
concerns didn’t surface with this group for this artist. Another exhibition
team might deal with different curatorial roles. Careful documentation of
team discussions will reveal roles deemed important by the team and will
assist with facilitation.
o Using evaluative inquiry offers the opportunity to reflect, probe, and
clarify curatorial roles. Although each team member may be assigned
certain action roles for art handling, gallery layout and design, installation,
and text writing, the overall curatorial role, or set of roles, must be
determined by the entire team. Movement through exhibition development
phases cannot take place without inquiring into curatorial roles.
o Inquiry pertaining to curatorial roles builds trust among team members,
leads to consensus, and focus.
 Facilitation roles: I reported on facilitation from my perspective on our team that
led a number of overlapping roles. There is a careful balance between facilitation
and collaboration and seeming like you’re directing the experience. A facilitator
needs to be aware of and address the following:
o A facilitator, especially one interested in evaluative inquiry, is not a
director of a team, it’s important to listen to all team members, document
the team meetings, and make plans based on team consensus.
o Who can be the facilitator? Any team member can be designated to
facilitate, but must have access to obtaining required resources for the
team. This leads toward a staff member taking the facilitator role; she or
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he would know the process for obtaining collection data base information,
preparing and installing art, writing wall and gallery texts. Collections or
curatorial staff members have key access as well as thorough knowledge
of exhibition development. Educators, who work with community
audiences, have experience leading discussions, interpreting art, and
conducting or participating in evaluation, may also be a strong choice for
team facilitation.
 Exhibition components: Exhibition development when working on a collaborative
team that includes staff and community members is a fluid process, back and forth
across phases. Inquiring about curatorial roles and team facilitation will guide the
team (Figure 24). Like evaluative inquiry for learning in organizations each phase
may be revisited. The pattern through the phases may look different for each
exhibition team.
What Mechanisms Contribute to an Exhibition Team that Strives to Curate a
Focused Exhibition?
The focused exhibition theory for collaborative exhibition teams relies on three
interactive components – inquiry into curatorial roles, process facilitation, and exhibition
development phases. These components overlap, merge, combine, and are ultimately
filtered into a focused exhibition. The breadth and depth covered in each component are
driven by the curatorial team, documented through the facilitation process, and guide
choices made during exhibition phases. Facilitators can help make sure each of the three
areas are fully explored by documenting the process and helping to make the filtered
ingredients, so to speak, a transparent process. When paired with evaluative inquiry for
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learning in organizations, facilitators have a map that helps keep individual, team, and
organizational learning an active part of the inquiry process that can lead to overall
reflection of practices within the museum and the museum’s inclusion of meaningful
community participation.

Articulating a
Concept

Conducting
Research

Programming

Designing/
Installing the
Space

Object Selection

Preparing an
Interpretaion
Plan

Proposing a
Budget

Figure 24. Example of the Fluid Exhibition Phases During Planning

Significance of the Study
The literature indicated that exhibition teams often result in uneven exhibitions
rarely presenting concise ideas and yet many authors underscore the importance of using
teams. Additionally, there is virtually no literature related to using an evaluation process,
such as evaluative inquiry for learning in organization for team exhibition planning.
Further, the examination of the team process itself and the inclusion of community cocurators goes unstudied. I offer a model for exhibition teams to use in order to produce
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focused exhibitions. It’s not new to proclaim the need for facilitation, but how to make
facilitation a transparent process through documentation and non-hierarchical approach
as a co-learner is more fully explained in this study. Furthermore, exhibition development
phases are often presented as stages; this study indicates that exhibition phases have
multiple points of entry and stages interact and re-cycle during the planning process. One
of the emergent contributions of the study, are the inquiries into curatorial roles. If we
had not inquired into many curatorial roles and possible ways to approach our work as
co-curators, we would not understand that there is a need for focus. “How will we curate
this exhibition? We need a focus,“ directly related to having a sense of the many ways we
could curate. I was surprised these discussions were pervasive in each of the exhibition
planning meetings. Facilitation and exhibition phases helped to probe further, helped to
build consensus, helped to make decisions.
The possibility for contributing to overall learning in the organization is explored
through a participatory approach in this study. Although this museum site experienced
organizational changes that impeded an overall adoption of evaluative inquiry approach,
there are possibilities for small to mid-size museum interested in embedding inquiry and
learning into their organizational approach, including how to involve community partners
in meaningful ways.
Limitations
As I discussed in earlier chapters, there are limitations in this study. This study
took place at one mid-size art museum. The notion that the museum was ready to
embrace evaluative inquiry through this exhibition development process held promise as
a gateway to further organizational learning opportunities. The potential to replicate and
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study at other art museum sites interested in evaluative inquiry offers exciting
opportunities that I will discuss further in the next section.
Next Steps
A number of recent discussions in our field, particularly held at AAM last year in
Minneapolis, contribute to my continued interest in evaluative inquiry for learning in
organizations and, particularly, how the process can be initiated in small to mid-size art
museums negotiate collaborative team exhibition planning. Three experiences reminded
me of the potential of this study to contribute to further inquiry. Here are short
descriptions:
•

Lunchtime workshop: Rather than attend a standing committee lunch, AAM
added other options for the lunch hour; they instituted lunchtime workshops. One
was a workshop on organizational learning. Every table filled.

•

A curator mentioned during a discussion how every year, a new group of interns
start at his museum. When he asks, what they’d most like to do, they answer,
“Curate!” He provides a gallery and opens the collection. Finding direction and
working together presents a challenge, even if they’ve had coursework on the
exhibition process.

•

Three curators and colleagues lead a popular session on how curators participate
on participatory exhibition teams. Curators need to rethink how their expertise
enhances participatory practices.

The above examples show the central focus of issues discussed in this study. We need
to further examine ways to engage in organizational learning in art museums. We need to
prepare emerging professionals in the field with applied learning experiences in
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exhibition planning, including collaborative work, such as how to work on exhibition
teams. We need to underscore the important expertise curators provide, while inviting
non-traditional curators to the exhibition planning process – as co-curators. Not all
exhibitions require collaborative teams, but when appropriate museums need to offer
opportunities for collaborative, participatory curatorial experiences. They have the
potential to build stronger community ownership in the museum as well as building
capacity among all museum employees across departments as co-learners.
Through our continued national, state, and local economic instabilities, all art
museums are looking for ways to provide low-cost exhibitions; we might not have the
exhibition budget we had a few years ago, but we still need to keep our exhibition
schedules moving forward and dynamic. One way to refresh our gallery spaces is to
reconsider permanent collections as special exhibitions. Providing fresh perspectives in
our permanent collections is a source of much discussion in the field. One of the ways to
provide new perspectives is to invite community partners to participate in the exhibition
planning process as co-curators. This trend will continue for some time, whether the
community partners are brought in as art museums have done in the past – as experts in a
particular discipline – or as learners to help build new stakeholders for the museum. We
have an opportunity to study this process. The model presented here may assist in better
understanding curatorial teams that include community partners and better understand
how to curate a focused exhibition. In addition to better understanding how to help
curatorial teams find focus in their exhibition development and resulting exhibitions, is
the desire to adopt participatory evaluation practices that allow museum professionals to
co-learn along with evaluators.
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Further Research and Evaluation
I indicated the limitations of this study – one team, one mid-sized art museum. As
a result, continued research and evaluation regarding use of exhibition development
teams and their resulting exhibitions remains a need in the literature. National
organizations and exhibition evaluators have articulated parameters, or standards, for
strong exhibitions, yet the growing trend for collaborative curation, or use exhibition
development teams, requires further evaluation. Application of this model toward the
study of exhibition teams may offer a process for research and evaluation at other small
to mid-size art museums. Studying the process of exhibition teams, team members selfevaluation of the process, as well as visitor feedback on the resulting exhibitions still
need further examination. Additionally, continued research and evaluation that analyzes
the impact of organizational learning from collaborative exhibition development as a
means to engage their communities remains a priority.
Summary of Conclusions
21st Century museum practices include community voices in art museums in
ways unexamined in late 20th Century. As museum leaders try to assess community
involvement, there is a lack of research-based protocols for facilitating and understanding
the role of community involvement on museum exhibition development teams. Derived
from grounded theory analysis, the focused exhibition model offers a framework for
planning, facilitating, and reflecting upon the team exhibition development process as a
means to promote organizational learning. When complemented by collaborative inquiry
approaches such as evaluative inquiry for learning in organizations, the focused
exhibition model may assist small to mid-size museums interested in incorporating and
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evaluating exhibition development teams that include cross-departmental staff and
community members.
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APPENDIX A
INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD
Project Title
Inclusive Curatorial Practices: Facilitating Team Exhibition Planning in the Art Museum
Using Evaluative Inquiry
1.4 Faculty/Advisor/Chair/Dean Information
Faculty Advisor: Pat Villeneuve
University Department/Unit: Department of Art Education
2.1 Is this research funded by an internal (FSU) or external agency? No
If no, please describe how costs of research will be covered:
This is a dissertation project funded by the principal investigator with in-kind
contributions provided by the museum site, The Ogden Museum of Southern Art in New
Orleans, LA. In-kind contributions include staff time, exhibition design/installation
materials (matting, framing, wall text, label copy, and other materials).The principal
investigator will provide participant incentives for additional costs related to
interpretation materials (recording devices, art materials, journals, and other materials).
3.1 Is this research proposal being reviewed by another institution or peer review
committee? No
5. 1 Will you give subjects gifts, payments, compensation, reimbursement, services
without charge or extra credit/class credit? Yes
Participants will not receive payment for their participation; however, participants
will have a choice of incentive materials that will assist with the collaborative group
investigation, a museum exhibition team planning project. Participants may choose from
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video or digital recorders (iPod), art materials, or other items that will be used to develop
individual museum exhibition interpretation materials for use during the exhibition (not
to exceed $200 per person, but may cost substantially less). These items will be returned
to participants after the exhibition closing as their thank you for participating in the
project. They will then have the opportunity to donate the incentive materials to the
museum or to keep them.
6. 1 Describe the objective(s) of the proposed research including purpose, research
question, hypothesis, method, data analysis, research design, and relevant
background information etc.
Background Information:
In art museums, curators are museum professionals charged with the care and
preservation of collections; research, interpretation, and exhibition of collections and
loaned artworks; and acquisitions related to the museum’s collecting interests, among
other duties. This study focuses on the exhibition planning process when a team, rather
than a single curator, work to plan, design, install, and interpret an art museum
exhibition.
The use of teams in planning art museum exhibitions is not a new practice. Over the past
two decades, exhibition planning teams, in theory, offer the opportunity to incorporate
multiple viewpoints and expertise from a variety of disciplines, an answer to the call from
our national accrediting organization, American Association of Museum (AAM),
mandate for more inclusive practices with education being the core museum function.
Furthermore, the same AAM mandate calls for the incorporation of community member,
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or audience, involvement at every level of museum planning and programming, including
exhibition development.
Although art museums include exhibition teams, oftentimes the teams are made
up of museum staff across departments and occasionally include outside scholars or
evaluators. Additionally, very little research or evaluation addresses the process of
exhibition planning teams and there are little to no studies examining the process when
community members are included on exhibition teams. AAM refers to community
member involvement as non-traditional curators, or those without specialty degrees in
art history or museology, but who do have expertise from the local community or culture
represented in the exhibition.
Of the literature that does exist pertaining to the use of art museum exhibition
teams, most is based on art world expert observations of finished exhibitions that cite
lack of coherent exhibition themes, design, and layout. Research related to other types of
museums also indicates team challenges during the exhibition development process, such
as conflict, and call for exhibition team facilitation by an evaluator.
In New Orleans, The Ogden Museum of Southern Art has incorporated
community involvement in exhibition planning since before the museum opened its doors
in 2003. The museum staff is interested in better understanding the process of exhibition
teams that include both staff expertise and community expertise.
Purpose:
This study is a qualitative program evaluation designed to better understand the process
of team exhibition development and implementation at The Ogden Museum of Southern
Art in New Orleans. The team, made up of both staff members and community members,
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will be facilitated by the principal investigator/evaluator using evaluative inquiry for
learning in organizations.
Research Questions:
- How does an evaluation process facilitate team exhibition planning?
- How might the findings obtained from using an evaluative inquiry process promote
organizational learning?
Method:
Evaluative inquiry for learning in organizations, as articulated by Preskill and
Torres (1999; 2000), is a collaborative participatory evaluation approach. The authors
advocate the use of an evaluator as facilitator, one who has previous experience in the
organization. The process involves three learning phases – individual, team, and
organizational. According to the authors, the evaluator’s role is that of both facilitator and
co-learner. The inquiry in the evaluation drives the learning that takes place within work
contexts involving multiple perspectives among coworkers, organizational culture, and
personal meaning through collaboration, dialogue, and action. The approach is both
constructivist (building upon knowledge) and transformational (changing behavior or
beliefs). The evaluation design is customized to the organizational context.
Evaluative inquiry for learning in organizations offers unique aspects that address
the needs of the museum as an organization and the exhibition team. Since the approach
is an evaluation, the museum can use both formative and summative findings for further
development within the organization regarding the use of exhibition teams.
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During phase one, individual learning, individual team members will conduct curatorial
research by reading pertinent archival selections and articles, recommended by the chief
curator, among their own selections. They will reflect on the readings in journals as well
as on a team discussion blog. Phase two, team learning, will center on face-to-face
meeting time. Through dialogue, participants will determine a direction for defining the
exhibition thesis, selection of objects, and installation of the exhibition. Phase three,
organizational learning, will offer the analysis and findings from the first two phases as a
model to present to the organization for further use and refinement.
Data Analysis:
Although the facilitation process is organized through the use of a collaborative
participatory evaluation approach, evaluative inquiry for learning in organizations, I will
use grounded theory as an analytic procedure applied to artifacts from the exhibition
team planning process – journals, blog content, participant observation of team meetings,
audio recordings of meetings, photographs from the exhibition, and interpretive materials
from the exhibition, semi-structured exit interviews, along with my own reflections.
Through the process of grounded theory using constant comparative across artifacts and
member-checks with participants, I hope that a model for team exhibition planning
emerges from the data.
Using Charmaz’ (2006) articulation of grounded theory, cyclical stages of data coding
will include:
•

In-vivo coding (looking at each artifact and comparing across artifacts)

•

Memos that address possible categories based on coding

•

Focused coding
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•

Advanced memos to hone categories

•

Theoretical sampling to look at specific data

•

Memo sorting to establish groups of categories

•

Concept diagramming (conceptual mapping in a visual display)

•

Drafting the theory

Research Design: Qualitative
I plan to use evaluative inquiry for learning in organizations to provide a structure
for an exhibition team inquiry. Using the permanent collection at The Ogden Museum of
Southern Art, a team of curators made up of staff and community members will curate an
exhibition involving object selection, installation, and interpretation. The curating process
will include individual, team, and organizational learning phases following the
methodological framework. I will analyze data from individual reading response journal
entries to individual research processes to group discussions to interviews with each
participant using a grounded theory approach.
6. 2. For Evaluation of your project, please check the following which apply:
- Filming, Video, or Audio recording of Subjects
- Questionnaires or surveys to be administered
- Review of Existing Data, Archives, or Medical Records
- Subjects studied at non_FSU location(s)
- Employees as Subjects
6.4 Which methods will this study include? (check all that apply or specify others)
- descriptive
- ethnographic
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- formative
- qualitative
6.5 Describe the tasks subjects will be asked to perform.
Participants will be asked to perform:
- read curatorial files made up of readings and archive selections compiled by the
investigator/evaluator and guided by the chief curator
- conduct their own research related to the artist/culture featured in the art museum
exhibition
- reflect on readings and individual research in a journal
- reflect on readings on a facilitated group blog
- participate in exhibition team meetings at the museum to define an exhibition thesis,
select objects, install the exhibition in the gallery, and develop interpretive materials
- participate in a semi-structured exit interview with the investigator/evaluator
- member-check artifacts during analysis
6.6 How many months do you anticipate this research study will last from the time
final approval is granted?
10 months
7.1 Expected number of participants
No. of male: 3

No. of female: 3

Expected number of participants: 6
7.2 Expected Age Range (check all that apply)
- 18 - 65
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7.3 Inclusion/Exclusion of Children in this Research
- Exclusion
7.5 Inclusion and Exclusion of Subjects in this Research Study
Describe the criteria for inclusion and exclusion of subjects in this study
Inclusion Criteria:
Since this study is a qualitative program evaluation examining the process of an
exhibition team, the museum director and chief curator at The Ogden Museum of
Southern Art, will select appropriate team members, both members of staff and
community members. The inclusion criteria will focus on the selection of adult
participants, ages 18 through 65.
Exclusion Criteria:
Children will not be included in this process. There is a limit of 3 staff member
participants and 3 community participants on the exhibition team.
7.6 Location of subjects during research activity or location of records to be assessed
for research.
Check all that apply and specify:
- Other, specify: The Ogden Museum of Southern Art, New Orleans, Louisiana
7.7 Describe the rationale for using each location checked above:
The Ogden Museum of Southern Art will provide the location for team meetings,
exhibition installation, and the resulting exhibition. Additionally, the collections, storage,
and archives are housed at the museum and will also be available for individual
participant and team use. Individual participant preparation time including readings,
research, journal entries, and blog responses will take place at the participant’s discretion.
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Paper copies of readings and journals will be provided to each participant. Blog responses
can be created at individual home computers or on public access computers using secure
access.
8.1 Describe the recruitment process to be used for each group of subjects
The nature of this qualitative evaluation project is participatory and collaborative
including participants and the principal investigator/evaluator. Program evaluation allows
for the organization to select team members. Staff members will be selected by the
museum director and chief curator to represent cross-disciplinary expertise including
curatorial, collections management, exhibition design, or education to a total of three
participants. Likewise, the museum director and chief curator will select community
members to participate on the team including those with expertise in art, music, local
history, folklore, or other backgrounds. If the museum director and chief curator wish to
include team members who have not participated with the museum before, I will assist as
the investigator/evaluator by using a snowball sampling technique to help find
appropriate community member representation on the exhibition team. My years of
experience with the museum, within the community as a whole, and involvement with
community organizations will aid the success of the snowball sampling technique (if
needed).
8.2 Explain who will approach potential subjects to take part in the research study
and what will be done to protect the individuals’ privacy if required in this process
Once the director and chief curator have selected the team, I will approach each
member by email correspondence (please see attached email invitation). If participants
respond, they will become members of the exhibition team. The email invitation will
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offer confidentiality regardless of the potential participant’s acceptance or decline to
participate.
8.3 Are subjects chosen from records? No
9.1 Does the research involve any of these possible risks or harms to subjects?
- Any probing for personal or sensitive information in surveys, interviews or
questionnaires.
- Presentation of materials which subjects might consider sensitive, offensive,
threatening, degrading, or dangerous
- Possible invasion of privacy or subject or family
9.2 Does Research Involve Greater Than Minimal Risk to Human Subjects? No
Describe the nature and degree of the risk or harm checked above
Often what is missing in the public’s view of an art museum exhibition
development process is the understanding of whose point of view is represented in the
selection and interpretation of objects. The team exhibition development approach allows
for multiple points of view and the potential to make curatorial decisions that are
transparent to museum visitors by signing wall text and labels, using quotes from
discussions, sharing personal reflections, or making original artworks, to name a few – all
to be included as interpretation materials in the finished art exhibition. Along with the
potential for sharing insights from the team’s exhibition development process and sharing
authorship for the exhibition as a whole, are possible risks such as those checked above.
These risks are more than those encountered in daily life due to the public nature of
museum exhibitions. These risks are counterbalanced by the desire to make public the
exhibition development process and the inclusion of multiple viewpoints, which also
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makes the process more personal and more meaningful to both participants and the larger
museum public.
9.3 Explain what steps will be taken to minimize risks or harms and to protect
subjects’ welfare. If the research will include protected populations please identify
each group and answer this question for each group
During an initial contact meeting, each participant will be told by the investigator
that the purpose of the team exhibition development process will be to better understand
how exhibition teams work, to understand individual participant contributions, to
incorporate participant/team work into the museum exhibition, and, ultimately, to
contribute findings from the evaluation to future use in the museum as an organization
interested in community collaboration. In order to build a trusting environment for the
team, individuals will be asked to share personal information; however, each participant
can select content and how much to share. Additionally, individual participant
contributions may be included in the exhibition’s interpretation materials.
In an effort to reduce risks, participants will also be offered confidentiality, if
desired, at any point during the project. Participants will have the opportunity to refuse to
participate in the project during the initial email contact by the investigator. Participants
will also have the opportunity to member-check collected data. If at any time a
participant wants their contributions to remain confidential, all members of the team will
be instructed to adhere to the participant’s wishes. The investigator will create a
composite of the participant’s contributions and a pseudonym will be used. This is not
unusual in museum work, where often there are donors or collectors who require
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confidentiality even though the museum’s professional staff and other stakeholders know
who they are.
The group blog is based on blogger.com – group members will know the name of
the blog, but the blog will not be featured on the public list unless the team approves to
make public. If the team approves to make the blog public, the Ogden Museum can
provide a link from their blogger.com and the museum website to provide a behind-thescenes of the making of an art exhibition.
10.1 Will you record any direct identifiers, names, social security numbers,
addresses, telephone numbers, email addresses, cookies etc? Yes
If given consent by the participant, her or his name, email, address and telephone
number will be recorded by the investigator. If the participant consents, his or her name
will be used in the exhibition to make public who participated on the curatorial team.
This will give authorship to the team and individual members
10.2 Will you retain a link between study code numbers and direct identifiers after
the data collection is complete? Yes
If the participant consents, the data will contain the participant’s identification.
This will be necessary for any further investigations regarding the team’s process. If the
participant asks for confidentiality, a pseudonym or code will be used.
10.3 Will you provide the link or identifier to anyone outside the coinvestigators/research staff? No
10.4 Where, how long, and in what format (such as paper, digital or electronic
media, video, audio, or photographic) will data be kept? In addition, describe what
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security provisions will be taken to protect this data password protection,
encryption, etc.)
Paper data will be kept in a locked file in the researcher’s home office. Digital
data will be removed from the computer and placed in the secure file with the paper data.
Data will be kept for 7 years. If participants provide consent to use their names in the
research project, there will be no effort to remove names from the data; only first names
will be used. If, however, a participant chooses confidentiality, every effort will be made
to remove the participant’s name from the data set and incorporate a code instead. The
code will not be recorded with the participant’s name and only the researcher will know
the code’s alignment with a participant.
10.5 Will you place a copy of the consent form or other research study information
in the subjects’ record such as medical, personal or educational record? No
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APPENDIX B
INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE INTRODUCTORY EMAIL
From:

Ann Rowson Love

To: Ogden Museum Exhibition Planning Team Participant
Date: December 20, 2009
Dear Participant (name):
My name is Ann Rowson Love and I am a doctoral student in art education at Florida State
University working under the supervision of my faculty advisor, Dr. Pat Villeneuve, Department of Art
Education. Prior to my doctoral studies, I was curator of education at The Ogden Museum of Southern Art.
For my dissertation, I am interested in examining the process of an exhibition team, one that includes both
staff and community members, to plan and execute an art exhibition. I invite you to participate on this
exhibition team, whose task will be to plan, design, and interpret an exhibition of work by 20th century
artist, Will Henry Stevens at the Ogden Museum. David Houston, Interim Director and Chief Curator
approved the project and nominated you to participate on the exhibition team.
What is this Project About?
The Ogden Museum has established a firm tradition in including the community during exhibition
planning. This project offers you the opportunity to participate on an exhibition team, facilitated by an
evaluator, myself, in order to better understand the team approach, where staff and community organize the
show together.
What will I be Asked to Do?
You will participate on an exhibition team in order to plan and install an exhibition in the Will
Henry Stevens Gallery. You will have individual learning time to read prepared materials about the artist
and conduct your own research. You will reflect on your reading and research in a personal journal and on
a group blog, where we will introduce each other. Then you will participate in a team learning experience
to define an exhibition thesis, select objects, design and install the gallery, and create interpretive materials.
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How Long Will this Project Last?
We will complete all the phases of the exhibition planning and installation during a 4-6 week
period. For 2-3 weeks, you will work on your own time using a curatorial file, a group blog, and your own
research interest. Then we will meet as a team (times decided by the team members) for 2-3 weeks.
Should you agree to participate, your name will be kept confidential to the extent allowed by law unless
you otherwise indicate to use your name. I will provide an informed consent at our first meeting.
A response to this email indicates your interest in participating in this collaborative exhibition team. I will
be happy to answer questions you may have regarding your participation at the above email address or cell
phone number. Or, you may respond to decline the invitation to participate. Your name will be kept
confidential. You are under no obligation to participate and your job security (for staff members) and
relationship with the Museum will not be impacted in any way by your decision to decline this invitation.
Thank you for taking time to consider my invitation,
Ann Rowson Love
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APPENDIX C
CONSENT FORM
Ogden Museum Exhibition Planning Team Participant
You are invited to participate on an exhibition team, whose task will be to plan,
design, and interpret an exhibition of work by 20th century artist, Will Henry Stevens at
the Ogden Museum. The museum’s director and chief curator selected you as a possible
participant. I ask that you read this form and ask any questions you may have before
agreeing to be in the study. This dissertation project is being conducted by Ann Rowson
Love, doctoral student in art education at Florida State University working in
collaboration with my faculty advisor, Dr. Pat Villeneuve, Department of Art Education.
Background Information
This study is a qualitative program evaluation to better understand the process of
team exhibition development and implementation at The Ogden Museum of Southern Art
in New Orleans. The team, made up of both staff members and community members, will
be facilitated by the principal investigator/evaluator. We will complete all the phases of
the exhibition planning and installation during a 4-6 week period. For 2-3 weeks, you will
work on your own time using a curatorial file, a group blog, and your own research
interest. Then we will meet as a team (times decided by the team members) for 2-3
weeks.
Procedures
If you agree to be in this study, I would ask you to do the following things:


Complete individual readings in your curatorial file



Conduct your own research pertaining to the artist Will Henry Stevens
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Reflect on individual and group processes in a journal and on a group blog



Work with team members to decide on an exhibition theme, select objects, design
and install the gallery, and create interpretive materials



Review transcripts of recorded team meetings



Review interview transcripts for accuracy



Provide or allow for visual photographs of artifacts/procedures
Participant Incentives

To thank you for your participation you will receive the following:


A curatorial file inclusive of readings and materials to be used during the
duration of the exhibition team. At the end of the study, you may keep your
curatorial file. Should you need to withdraw participation during the exhibition
development, you may keep your curatorial file as a thank you for your
participation.



Interpretive materials to be incorporated into the exhibition (equipment, art
materials, or other resources). For those who complete the study and resulting
exhibition, you will be offered your chosen materials to keep or to donate to the
museum.
Risks and benefits of being in the Study
There are few risks to your participation and you may withdraw at any time. Risks

of participation may include deduction of your identity by museum visitors to the
exhibition and readers of subsequent publications should you choose confidentiality (see
below). There may be risks associated with making your work public through the creation
of a public display, such as an art exhibition, but no greater than those that art museum
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curators encounter in their daily professional endeavors. Staff members may feel
obligated to participate on the exhibition team; however, the researcher and the
Museum’s Interim Director and Chief Curator understand timing and workload may
make your participation in this study inappropriate; there will be no repercussions for
your inability to participate in this project and you will be offered the opportunity to
participate in a future one.
Potential benefits include personal learning regarding teamwork and the
exhibition development process. Additionally, you will have the opportunity to
curate an exhibition for visitors of the The Ogden Museum of Southern Art and to help
the museum better understand the process of team exhibition planning.
Confidentiality
The records of this study will be kept private and confidential to the extent
permitted by law. In any sort of report I might publish, I will not include any information
that will make it possible to identify a subject unless you consent to use your name.
Research records will be stored a locked file in the researcher’s office and only the
researcher will have access to the records. Audio recordings and photographs will be kept
for the duration of the analysis or for no longer than a period of seven years. At that time,
they will be erased.
Should you choose confidentiality, the researcher will use a pseudonym and
general composite for you and your contributions to the team. All team members as well
as appropriate museum staff will be provided a review of museum professional ethics
published by the American Association of Museum regarding confidentiality to uphold.
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Data will not contain your name; rather a code known only by the research will be used
to prevent deduction of your identity.
Voluntary Nature of the Study
Participation in this study is voluntary. Your decision whether or not to
participate will not affect your current or future relations with the University or the
Ogden Museum. If you decide to participate, you are free to not answer any question or
withdraw at any time without affecting those relationships.
Contacts and Questions
The researcher conducting this study is Ann Rowson Love. You may ask any question
you have now. If you have a question later, you are encouraged to contact her. You may
also contact the faculty adviser Dr. Pat Villeneuve. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding this study and would like to talk to someone other than the researcher(s), you
are encouraged to contact the FSU IRB. You will be given a copy of this information to
keep for your records.
Check your following preference
o I prefer that you use my name in this study.
o I prefer that you use my name in subsequent publications
o I prefer confidentiality. (In this case, the researcher will use a
pseudonym.). All members of the exhibition team will be asked to keep
your name confidential to the extent allowed by law.
o I prefer confidentiality in the exhibition
o I prefer confidentiality in subsequent publications
Statement of Consent
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I have read the above information. I have asked questions and have received answers. I
consent to participate in the study.

________________
Signature

________________

_________________
Date

_________________
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APPENDIX D
CURATORIAL FILE READINGS
1. Csikszentmihalyi, M. & Hermanson, K. (1995). Intrinsic motivation in museums:
What makes visitors want to learn? Museum News, 34-37, 59-61.
2. Eisner, E. W., & Dobbs, S. M. (1988). Silent pedagogy: How museums help
visitors experience exhibitions. Art Education, 41(4), 6-15.
3. Gruber, J. R. (2003). Poetic vision: The art of Will Henry Stevens. Retrieved from
4. www.ogdenmuseum.org/exhibitions/exhibition-stevens.html.
5. Kepper, L. (2003). Interview transcript with Will Henry Stevens’ student. In
Lavine Production Group’s Collaborating with a cultural resource. New York:
Annenberg/Corporation for Public Broadcasting.
6. Lemann, H. (1948). Will Henry’s nature: The pictoral ideas of W. H. Stevens.
Unpublished manuscript, Tulane University.
7. Lord, B., & Lord, G. D. (2001). Exhibition text. In B. Lord & G. D. Lord (Eds.)
The Manual of Museum Exhibitions (pp. 393-404). Walnut Creek, CA: AltaMira
Press.
8. McLean, K. (1999). Exhibitions and the dynamics of dialogue. Daedalus, 128(3),
83-107.
9. Poesch, J. (undated). The early abstractions: Will Henry Stevens. Asheville, NC:
Blue Spiral Gallery.
10. Poesch, J. (undated). Will Henry Stevens: the oriental influence. Asheville, NC:
Blue Spiral Gallery.
11. Villeneuve, P., & Love, A. R. (2007). Rethinking the gallery learning experience
through
12. inquiry. In P. Villeneuve (Ed.), From periphery to center: Art museum education
in the 21st century (pp. 194-204). Reston, VA: National Art Education
Association.
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APPENDIX E
HISTORICAL ANALYSIS PROTOCOL
Document Analysis Checklist Matrix
Title of Document: ___________________________________
Source:
___________________________________
Author/Interviewee: ___________________________________
Relationship to the Artist: ______________________________
Content Analysis
Method

State of the
document

Source Unknown
(how to verify)

Source Known
(verification)

Geneology of the
Document
Genesis
Originality
Authorial Authority
Competence of the
Observer
Trustworthiness of the
Observer
Critical Analysis Overview of the Document
Brief Description of Content:
Description

Most Interesting Quotes:

Author’s Viewpoint:

Observer’s Viewpoint

Analysis (state of the
argument)

Interpretation

Evalation
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